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ABSTRACT 

The problem of determining an objective means for assessing 

local characteristics of television subpictures in a Hada. maxd transform 

multicoder scheme is stated and discussed. Detailed investigations of 

transform domain coefficient-statistical chaiacteristics for different 

test images have been conducted. Both monochrome and colour signals were 

used, as well as different transform sizes and shapes. 

" Directing Indexes " are proposed which, depending on the inter- 

relationships among transform coefficients and groups of coefficients, 

direct each subpicture to the appropriate coder. Three indexes in the 

case of monochrome signals are proposed, each with its own computational 

procedures and application requirements. Necessary modifications and 

changes for application of some indexes on colour signals are also 

discussed. The proposed technique of indexing eliminates the necessity 

of equal distribution of subpictures among 'activity classes', a major 

disadvantage encountered in present activity index. Coders to be used 

with each directing index are devised and tested, subject to an arbitrary 

bit rate of 2 bits per pixel, with satisfactory performance compared with 

some published results for other techniques. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

fs 
p. 

Sampling frequency. 

fsc Chrominance subcarrier frequency. 

H Hadamard transform coefficient. 

Hi or Hi Alternative representations of the ith 

coefficient, i being the! order of coefficient. 

N Transform size(Nuaber of samples in spatial domain, 

or number of coefficients in transform domain). 

n Number of bits of the binary word representing 
the transform size. I. e. N"2 . 



CHAPTER ONE 

HADAMARD TRANSFORM AND BIT RATE REDUCTION 

The Hadamard transform is defined, and its major characteristics 

are discussed with particular reference to its simple computational 

requirements. The transform has, as have most linear transforms, the 

advantage of compacting most of the image energy in fewer coefficients. 

Hence, bit rate reduction of digital video signal is possible by 

transmitting some coefficients of the transformed image rather than the 

image itself. 

Some techniques, currently use Hadamard transform for bitrrate 

reduction, are critically reviewed with emphasis on the adaptivity of 

coding schemes to the characteristics of the images coded. 



1.1. Introduction 

During the past decade there have been rapidly increasing studies 

aimed at the use of linear transformation of image signals to reduce the 

bandwidth required for digital transmission. This was initiated by the 

desire to apply digital transmission techniques to the area of television. 

For satisfactory-picture quality, a coding word length of between 6'to ' 

8 bits /sample in pulse code modulation (PCM) is necessar41-5) At a 

sampling rate of thrice the chrominance subcarrier frequency, this will 

lead to a bandwidth of about 80 - 106 Megabits/ second. 

Linear transformations were found potentially useful in achieving 
t 

bandwidth reduction. This reduction is possible due to partial elimination 

of redundancy inherent in image data. By using a transform, the highly 

correlated time domain (or spatial domain) data samples are transformed 

into relatively decorrelated independent coefficients of a series which, 

if added up again, will restore the original time domain data. 

Hotolling(6)firstly derived the transformation that transforms 

discrete " zriables into uncorrelated coefficients gith a technique which 

he called ' The Method of Principal Components'. The same principles of 

Hotelling were used again by Kramer and Mathews(? 
) 

, and Huang and 

Schultheiss(8). Analogous transformation: tor. continuous data was discovered 

by Karhunan(9)and Loeve(l0lnd is known as Karhunen-Loeve expansion. 
(11) (12) 

Kochman and-Brown proved-that this expansion minimises the mean- 

truncation-error. squared-truncation-error. 

After-the development of the computational algorithms for the Fast 

Fourier Transfarm(13-17) the idea of using this transform for image coding 

began to draw-increasing attention. Investigations for transmitting the 

two-dimensional--Fourier transform of an image rather than the. image 
(18-21) 

itself Kerl carried out .. However, computational-difficulty and 

complexity of hardware realisation of real-time Fourier transform led to 

the desire in exploiting other kinds of transforms. 
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One transform which is directly related to Fourier transform is 
(22-25) 

known as Binary Fourier Transform or BIFORE . As this transform is 

(265 based upon the Hadamard matrix it is known also as 'Hadamard transform'. 

Other transforms which have been investigated in image processing and 
(27) 

are well documented in literature are , Haar Transform , Slant 
(28) (29-31) 

Transform , and Discrete Cosine Transform 

Among all these transforms, Hadamard Transform was, and is still, 

extensively being investigated due to its simple computational algorithms 

and relatively simple hardware realisation. While Fourier transform 

produces a decomposition of an image into an infinite series of sine and _ 

cosine wave forms, the Hadamard transform produces a finite set of rect- 

angular waveforms 

I 

I 
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1.2. Outlines of the work. 

The work reported in this Thesis can be broadly divided into two 

main parts. Tha first part, which comprises the rest of this Chapter, 

Chapter'2, and Chapter 3, is devoted entirely to the investigation of 

Hadamard transform-and the characteristics of transform domain coefficients. 

The second part comprises the remaining Chapters, and discusses adaptive 

coding for different kinds of signals and transforms. 

In the rest of Chapter 1, the mathematical fundamentals of 

Hadamard transform are reviewed. The potential use of the transform in 

bit rate reduction, based on the general characteristics of transform 
I 

domain coefficients,. -is explained. Some existing bit rate reduction 

techniques are also discussed. These include., zonal sampling,. threshold" 

sampling, zonal sampling with nonlinear quantization, and the principles 

of adaptive coding using local characteristics of subpictures. 

Chapter 2 studies the characteristics of transform coefficients of 

monochrome signals-. in detail. Both one dimensional transform, known also 

as line transform, and two-dimensional transform, known as block transform, 

are conside; 'ed. Statistical studies include probability distribution of 

coefficients, their variances and their absolute values. As a measure of 

the transform ability of compacting spatial domain energy in fewer 

transform coefficients, the energy packing efficiency is also discussed. 

Different sizes-of transform vectors and blocks are cosidered. A general 

comparison between. line and block transforms is presented, aimed at high- 

lighting their relative-merits. 

Chapter 3 studies the transform domain coefficient characteristics 

of colour-signals. Due to the-special character of the composite colour 

waveform, three different: methods of applying the transform are discussed 

in order to see-which one. can, 'eliminate most spatial redundancy. 

As the degree of correlation among spatial samples is strongly 
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dependent on sampling frequency, all studies of that Chapter are performed 

twice, once for the thrice chrominance subcarrier sampling frequency, and 

again for a four-time subcarrier frequency. A comparison is held at the 

end of the Chapter between the two sampling frequencies, with particular 

reference to the suitability of each to the different methods of trans=, 

form application. 

Chapter 4 considers the first problem encountered with the pract:. 

ical°use of transformation. This is the inevitable error which results . 

from limiting the hardware word length representing the values of 

transform coefficients. Levels of noise values for transform sizes and 

shapes are obtained. Different versions of mean-squared-error criterion are 

defined for use as an assessment measure. The relation between this criterion 

and some reported subjective assessment results are presented to link 

the mere numbers and figures--of an objective measure with the subjective 

assessments of the-Shuman eye. 

In Chapter 5, monochrome adaptive coding is investigated. A review 

of some existing adaptive coding techniques is presented with critical 

co-wLents. The-'activity index' suggested in a previous work to assess the 

local activities of subpictures in order to select the suitable coder- 

decoder is critically reviewed. Due-to the disadvantages of such an index, 

the need has-arisen for another-means-. of activity assessment. The Chapter, 

thereafter. lis-devoted to the-establishment and testing-of new means of 

adaptivity selection--called-the ' Directing Index '. This index is int- 

roduced to direct the_differnt subpictures to their most suitable coders- 

decoders. Different-indexes are-discussed, each with its own computational 

complexity and-- advantages. 

Coders to be used with each category of subpicture characteristics 

are devisedg-based on statistical analyses. Three indexes in all are 

discussed with the limitations and potentialities of each. Tests for 

-4- 



assessing these indexes are made with an arbitrary average bit rate of 

2 bits per pixel. Results are compared with both non-adaptive and existing 

adaptive schemes for the same bit rate. Although the assessment criterion 

used is the mean-squared-error, a proposal is made to reduce the stringency 

of the measure, and to account for the transform character of distributing 

the errors all over its area. 

Chapter 6 discusses adaptive coding of colour signals. Directing 

indexes-devised-for monochrome signals-are extended for application to 

colour signals. The applicabllity_of these indexes to the different types 

of colour transforms is studied. 

The sensitivities of-both indexes and coders with respect to the 

sampling frequency used are also discussed. A critical comparison of all 

the types of transforms discussed is also presented. 

Chapter 7 discusses-a special coder for coding the high dynamic 

range low sequency coefficients. Statistical studies of conditional 

probabilities of coefficients, especially low sequency ones, given that 

the lowest sequency term is less than a threshold, are presented.. Approp- 

riate sets of coders for different cases of values in the lower sequency 

group are devised. -The limits-on extending to more coefficients are also 

discussed, together. Kith the-trade-off between complexity. involved and 

advantages gained, -Finally an. assessment-of the coder is presented.. 

;ý 

I 

I 
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1.3. Hadainard Matrix s 

Hadamard matrix is a square matrix whose elements are plus and 
(32-35) 

minus ones only, Its rows and columns are orthogonal to each other. 

Two characteristics of the Hadamard matrix are: 

1. Product of the matrix and its transpose is the identity matrix 

CH] [Hiý ' N[1] ................. 
(1.1) 

Where [] denotes a matrix, and t denotes transposition. 

[ H] is the Hadamard matrix 

[ I] is the identity matrix 

N is the order of the matrix (number of rows or columns). 

If [H] is a symmetric Hadamard matrix, then Equation. (1.1) reduces 

to [H] [H] aN [I] 
.............. 

(1.2) 

2. The Hadamard matrix can be generated recursively as followsg 

[H(ký [ 
(k)} 

H(k+l)ý a ýý `-y----- " 
(1.3) 

H(k)ý; H(k)] 

where [H (Q] is the Hadamard matrix of order k, and 
IH(O)l 1, ij the lowest order matrix. ... ....... 

(1.4) 

Hence, 1 
[ H(1)] a"""""""""" 

,"""""" "(1.5) 
1 -1 

The simplest construction is for a Hadamard matrix of order N where 

N- 2n (n is a positive integer). In such a case, a more useful recursive 

formula will-be to generate a 'double order matrix', as follows. 

If [H] Is a Hadaaard matrix of order N, then a Hadamard matrix of order 

2N will be 
[H] [H] 

................. (1.6) 
[H] -[H] 

Hadamrd matrices of orders 2,4, and 8 are shown in Figure (1.1). 
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a. Hadamard matrix of order N3 2. 

b. Hadanard matrix 

of order N- 4. 

c. Hadar rd iatrix 

of order N- 8. 

Sequency. 
11110 
1-1II1 

1111 

1 -1 1 -1 
11 -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 1 

11111111 

1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
11 -1 -1 11 -1 -1 
I-1-1 1.1-1-1 1 

1111 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 

11 -1 -1i-1 -1 11 

1 -1 -1' 1' -1 11 -1 

0 

3 
1 

3 

1 
6 
2 

5 

Figure (1.1). iiadamard 'matrices of some 'orders N- 2n. 

Along each row of the Hadamard matrix, there is a unique number of 

sign changes 'which is a characteristic for this particular row. iiarmuth(36) 

used the term 'Sequency' , rather than 'Frequency', as half the number of 

zero crossings or sign changes and denoted it by 0. As a unit of "sequency", 

he used 'zps'(one half the average number of zero crossings per second) 

in analogy to 'cps'. Although several authors and researchers adopted(37). 

the term "Sequency", they used it actually as the total number of zero 

crossings, and-not-its half. This will be used here as well, i. e. the term 

sequency will be-used-as the-actual number of zero crossings, or sign 

changes. Sequency in a transform size of N will then have all integer values- 

from 0 up to N-1. However, for computational simplicity and to avoid using 

the subscript 0, the term 'order' will be alternatively used. The order 

of any coefficient( or term) is equal to its sequency+l. 

The concept-: of sequency, or sign changes associated with different 

rows in, the Hadamard matrix; makes it reasonable to. think of the rows as 

being equivalent to rectangular waves with values of +1, with subintervals 
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1/N units. These functions (or waves) are called Walsh functionsc38-43) 

Walsh functions for the case of N- 23° 8, are shown in Figure (1.2). 

In the figure, functions are shown in the increasing sequency order, 

which differs from the 'natural' order shown in Figure (1.1), ( this 

was called natural as it is naturally generated by the recursive matrix). 

The increasing sequency arrangement is similar to the Fourier sine and 

cosine harmonics. Algorithms were developed(44) to obtain these 

functions in that order which is also called 'Walsh-Hadamard order', or 

simply, ' Walsh order ". 

Wave form Sequency Order 

+1 
+01 

0 

+l1 
1 2 

-1 
+1 -r + 

2 o - 3 

+ý t + 3 4 

+i t + + 4 5 o 

+ t t ö ý' 5 6 
-i 
+ t t + + o 6 7 

FTý 

time 
1 t2 3456 t7 8 

Figure (1.2). Walsh functions for N-8, arranged in 

increasing sequency order. 
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1.4. Ha. damard Transformation (22.33,37,50-57) 

Generally, and for any transform, an original image can be represented 

by an array of intesity components or samples over the image surface by 

two-dimensional sampling. This can be done by the usual way of scanning 

line-by-line, as well as representing each scanned value (sample) by its 

digitized equivalent value (number). In the transform coding system, it is 

conceptually possible to transform and process the entire image or sub- 

sections thereof. For bandwidth compression applications, the choice of 

the subsection shape as well as size depends heavily on the degree of 

correlation in the image and on the degree of computational complexity 

allowed in processing. 

As a brief introduction to the transform picture coding, let us 

assume an image or a section thereof, to be a square array of (N x N) 

intensity samples described by the spatial function f(xy) over the 

coordinates x and y. (Note that the choice of a square array is not a 

constraint, and that a generally rectangular array can equally be chosen). 

The two-dimensional transform of the image array F(u, 
v) 

defined on a 

square NxN array of points is expressed as(37) 

F(uºv) _- f(Xty) . a(X. 
ºYºuºv) ........ 

(I. 7) 

where a (x, y, u, v) 
is the transformation kernel. 

In the case of Hadamar transform, the kernel is separable and symmetric, 

i. e. a(xrYurv) = al (x"u) . al (y, v) .......... 
(1.8) 

º 
Hence, the two-dimensional transform can be computed in two steps. 

In the first, a horizontal transform is taken along every row of the 

array f(X, 
y) resulting in the one-dimensional transform: 

F(u"Y) -; 
ýf(x, 

y) . al(x, u) 
.0000.00000 . 

(1.9) 
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Second transform step is a vertical transform which is taken along each 

column of the 'semi-transformed' array F(u, 
y), yielding 

N 

F(u, 
v) 1 

F(u, 
Y) " al(Y"v) ........ . 

(i. 10) 

This is the two-dimensional transformed array. 

Assuming no processing on this transformed image, and assuming that 

the inverse transform kernel corresponding to this transformation is 

b, then, the original image can be restored as : (x, y, u, v) 

f(x, 
y) 

F(u, 
v) . b(x, 

y, u, v) 
(1.11) 

U- -1 
In matrix notation, let: 

[f] be the image matrix in spatial domain (x, y), 

[F1 be the transformed image matrix (coefficients of transform), 

[A] be the transform matrix (the Hadamard matrix in the- case'of 

Hadamard transform). 

For a transform kernel that is separable symmetric like the 

Hadamard one, then by matrix multiplication ; 

[ F' = [Al [f [A] (1.12) 

Assuming an inverse matrix [B] 
, and by pre- and post- multiplication 

of each side of Equation (1.12) : 

[B] [F] [B] ° [B] [' [f] [A3. CB] 

If [B] is chosen in such a way that [ B] 

(1.13) becomes 

.00....... 
(1.13) 

[A] -1, then Equation 

[ A] 'I CF] [A]-1 [A]_1CA] [1J CA] EAJ_1 
... 

(1.14) 

But as [A]-'[A3 _ [A] [A]-' - [I], (the identity matrix), then: 

[A]_1[F. JCAJ-1-[I] [f] [I] =[f] ........... 
(1.15) 

i. e. f(x, 
y) and F(urv) can be expressed as two-dimensional transform 

pairs if [A3 has an inverse. 
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The Hadamard matrix is a real, symmetric, unitary matrix known as 

a symmetric orthogonal matrix . For this kind of matrix,: 
-S [A] . [A] 

..................... 
(1.16) 

Hence, If [H] is a symmetric Hadamard matrix of order N, then : 

[H] [H] °N [I] 
................. 

(1.17) 

Thus, a Hadamard matrix multiplied by a normalizing factor 1117 is an 

orthonormal matrix. 

For symmetric Hadamard matrices of order N-Ln, the two-dimensional 

Hadamard transform may be written in series form (of limited number of 

terms, or coefficients ) as 
NN 

P(x, y, u, v) VL (-1) (1.18) F(u, 
v) 

1f 

Xý y= 1. 
n 

where P(X, Y, u, v) (ui xi + vi yi) (1.19) 
ie 

ui 'vi rxi and yj in Equation (1.19) are the binary forms of u, vx and 

y respectively. For example: 

(u )decimal ( unun-1......... u2u1)bin3zy ..... 
(1.20) 

where uiE ý0,1) 
. The sum+ination in Equation (1.19) is a modulo two 

addition. 

Equation (1.18) gives the Hadamard transform in the so called 

natural order. Another series representation to obtain the Hadamard 

transform terms in increasing sequency order form is : 

NN 

F11% (-1)q(x, r, u, v) .... 
(urv/ aN 

Xal Yal 

(XrY) 

9 
where in this care, 

q(x, y, u, v) jý1(u)xj + 0. (v)Yi .......... (1.22) 

and 0'1(u) - un 

'y2(u) 9 un{ n-1 
03 (u a un-l+ un-2 

.......... 

; g'n(u) a U2+ ui 

..... ....... ... . (1.23) 

and similarly for fäi(v) with respect to v 
- 11 - 



1.5. Bit Rate Reduction : 

The potentiality of linear transformation use in bit rate reduction 

is based on treating the decorrelated transform coefficients comprising 

more energy in a way different from those with less energy. In transmitting 

the transform of an image rather than the image itself, statistical proper- 

ties of the transform domain have to be exploited in order to reduce the 

necessary bandwidth. It is then necessary to use a separate quantizing 

scheme for each-coefficient, or group-of coefficients. Theoretically, and 

under ideal coding, the scene and-. its transform can be transmitted with 

the same 
(chaj 

el capacity. This is true for Fourier transform since it has 

been shown that the entropy of a scene and, its Fourier transform are 

identical. This result also holds true for the Hadasard transform since 

its Jacobian Is-unity 
ý37) 

Quantization is simply the operation of dividing the whole range 

of the values of the component to be quantized (transform coefficient in 

this case), into a number of regions separated by quantizing levels (could 
(53) 

also be called cut points). All values falling in one region are replaced 

by a single value-(called representative value, or code). 

In the-selection of transform quantization and reconstruction levels 

(cut points and representatives), the error criterion depends upon the 

application of. the reconstructed images. 
-For subjective viewing, the 

relative spatial error for low brightness images provides an indication 

of image quality. bis_ is based--on the fact that incremental brightness 

changes in the reconstructed Image are much more noticeable if the bright- 

ness level is low, than if it is high. Thus, to minimise the relative 

spatial error, the density of quantization levels in the spatial domain 

should be greater at the lower amplitude levels. 

Some existing schemes of quantization in the transform domain in 

order to reduce-the bit rate are now considered. 
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1.5.1. Zonal Sampling: 

As the energy in the transform plane tends to be clustered at 

certain low sequency coefficients (or terms), the most obvious method 

of conserving bandwidth is simply to not transmit the high sequency 

components (or coefficients). 

It has been shown(37) that, for some categories of images, about 

95 % of the image energy is contained in 1% or less of the Fourier domain 

coefficients. As for the Hadamard transform, as the number of coefficients 

is limited by the transform size, it is to be generally expected that the 

proportion of Hadamard transform coefficients for the same energy content 

will be greater than in the case of Fourier transform. Actually, for quite 

large number of subpicture sizes and for different images, it was found, 

in this present study, that the first coefficient, H1, contains almost 

more than 95 % of the total subpicture energy content. But as number of 

coefficients is limited up to 32 or 64 in a practical transform, this 

coefficient alone may represent more than 3% of the total number of 

coefficients. 

Discarding the high spatial sequencies is equivalent in its effect 

on the reconstructed image to passing the image through a circular zon. l 

low pass filter; the result is a loss of focus. This is due to the fact 
r 

that the high frequency brightness transitions are important, even though 

they are relatively few in number, and contain a low proportion of the 

image energy. 

This'loss of focus' effect can be explained as follows: 

Assume a Walsh ordered Hadamard matrix (i. e. one with increasing sequency 

order) of order 8 for simplicity. The transform of an 8- sample one 

dimensional array subpicture [S] will be( noting that the l's will be 

omitted from the matrix for simplicity) : 
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+++++++.. IFs, ++++-- S2 

++++ s3 

+--++--+ S5 - 
[Hl H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8] .... . (1.24) 

+--+-++- S6 

+-++-+ S7 

+-+-+_+- S8 

Assuming, for the moment, that the transform coefficients H's will not be- 

processed in any way, and that the constant N- 8, is only a scalirig factor, 

then the reconstructed vector CS] can be obtained as s 

SO (1.25) H] [Hil -Cr 

where [H] is the same Walsh ordered matrix, .° 

Hi] is a matrix of transform coefficients, 

[Sil is the reconstructed matrix of samples (values of intensities). 

The different values of recovered samples will be as shown below: 

Sl 
-H1+H2 + H3 + H4 +H5+ H6 +H7 +H8 

S2 
=H1+ H2 + H3 + H4 -H5-H6-H7-H8 

S3 
-H1+H2-H3-H4-H5-H6+H7+H8 

S4 
-Hl+H2-H3-H4+H5+H6-H7-H8 

........ (1.26) 
S5 =Hl-H2 - H3 + H4 + H5 - H6 -H7+ H8 

S6 -H1 -H2 -H3 +H4 -H5+H6+H7 -H8 

S7 °Hl-H2+H3-H4-H5+H6-H7+H8 

S8 'H1 -H2+H3 -H4+H5+H6 -H7-H8 

If now, to achieve a bandwidth reduction ratio of 1: 2, the high 3equency 

half of coefficients H5 -- H8 were put to zero, then from Equations (1.26) 

above s 

Sl = Hl+H2+H3+H4 o S2_ 

S3 
- Hl + H2 - iii - H4 ý4 

............... 
(1.27) 

S5 - Hl-H2-H3+H4 = S6 

S7 H1 H2 + H3 - H4 S8 

-14- 



This could have been noticed also from the Walsh- Hadamard matrix, by 

letting the right hand half columns to be zeros. As each two successive 

rows, starting from the first row, differ only in the right half columns, 

the reconstructed samples at each two consecutive locations will have the 

same value. Thus : 

Si i+l ........... *.......... (1.28) 

where i' (in general). 
NN 

Comparing Si and Si+l with the corresponding original Siand Si+l, after 

substituting values of HiIs, it could be shown that: 

Pi Si +S i+l Si a Si+1 
2 

where i- 1,3 95, ........... N-1. 

............ (1.29) 

This will have the same effect on the reconstructed image, as if the 

original sampling frequency were halved. 

If, as another example, coefficients H3 -- H8 were set to, zero to 

achieve a bandwidth compression ratio of 1: 4, it can be easily shown 

that in such a case 

N r4 
Si - Si+l a Si+2 

where 

&IV k 
Si+k 

S -O 
1+3 4 ..... 

I 

is 1,5. in this case, or 1,5,9,........ N-3. in general. 

Again, the reconstructed image will be as if the original sampling frequency 

were divided by 4. 

Generalizing, it can be said that " if the proportion of coefficients 

transmitted in zonal sampling is the lowest sequency (i)m from the total 

number of coefficients, where m is an integer, then the recovered data 

will be such that 

211-1 

tv .ýý. ^º 
Si+k 

Si a Si+1 a Si+2 m. ° Si+(m+l) 
a3m-... 9.... 

(1.31) 
2 

where im j. 2m+1 , j= 0,1,2,...... 
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and the 'equivalent' sampling frequency will be as if 

fequivalent 
fsamplin 

2E . 
(1.32) 

where fsampling is the original sampling frequency-, ". 

This effect, mentioned above, is the major disadvantage for the 

simplest bandwidth reduction scheme, namely, the zonal sampling. The more 

the energy content in any higher sequency coefficient among those discarded, 

the more distorted and less focussed will be the recovered image processed 

in this way. In case of Hadamard transformation, degradation in image 

tends to be more noticeable than for the Fourier transform for the same 

bandwidth reduction ratio because of the rectangular shape of the Hadamard 

reconstruction wave form. Human eye is very sensitive to the presence 

of sharp brightness transitions within an image. All transitions occur 

within one element in case of Hadamard transform, whereas in case of 

Fourier transform, the brightness transitions are spread over many elements 

due to the sinusoidal shape of the wave form. 

For that reason, namely the reduction of equivalent sampling 

frequency and the consequent loss of focus, it is sug ested here that 

some of the high sequency coefficients should be always transmitted. This 

will avoid the result that several consecutive points in the recovered 

image will have the same values. 

- 16 - 



1.5.2. Threshold Sampling : 
(37.59) 

This is the simplest type of ' adaptive ' bit rate reduction 

schemes. While the major source of degradation in zonal sampling scheme 

was that large magnitude high sequency coefficients (when exist in the 

transform domain) were discarded altogether, only the coefficients which 

are below a threshold value will be discarded in this scheme. Depending 

on the value of the threshold, some coefficients will be transmitted, 

and others will be set to zero in the reconstruction process. In recovering 

the original data, coefficients which were transmitted must be identified 

in order to be positioned in their right places in the inverse matrix. 

So, it is necessary to code also the positions of transmitted coefficients, 

as well as their values. Position coding adds to the transmission bandwidth 

and bit mte. Experiments(37) show that a threshold value which allows 

nearly ona sixth of the transform coefficients (for particular image category, 

namely the portrait) provided good quality reconstruction. 

f 
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1.5.3. Zonal Sampling with Non-linear Quantization 

A different procedure can be adopted which is based on quantizing 

successive transform coefficients more and more coarsely, while discarding 

some of the high sequency coefficients. Landau and Slepian(53) adopted 

this tachnique for two reasons : 

Firstly, since the lower sequency coefficients have more variability 

(mean, variance, and standard deviation), as seen in their study, then 

reproducing these more accurately helps reducing the mean square error for 

the more frequently occur. ng picture areas. 

Secondly, the higher sequency coefficients tend to be large mainly 

when the local area has a very 'busy' or choAatic nature. The detail of chows 

is guessed to be less important to the viewer than the existence of the 

choas itself. Thus, the fidelity criterion behind the scheme contains an 

element of the characteristics of observers in addition to considerations 

of mean square error. 

In their experiments, a block transformation was considered (of a 

size 4x4). Humber of quantization levels given to each coefficient of the 

first ten waä approximately proportional to the variance of the coefficient, - 

while the last (highest sequency) six coefficients (H11 -- H16) were 

dropped completely. First coefficient, Hl, was quantized by a 64-level 

uniform quantizer. Coefficients H2 -- H10 were quantized with quantizers 

having a companding characteristics given by a function of the form 

y- k Y7, coinciding with Max type coders(60 
). 

However, the actual cut- 

points and representative values were varied from the corresponding Max 

type's values by try and error on subjective assessment basis. Table (1.1) 

shows the relative variances of coefficients ( normalized to the variance 

of the first term H1). Table (1.2) shows the number of quantizing levels 

for each coefficient. Table (1.3) shows the values of cut points and 

representatives reached after over 100 experiments, as reported. 

- 18 - 



As a conclusion of that work, and from Table (1.2), an average bit rate 

of 2 bits/picture sample (pixel) was found to be satisfactory for the 
0 

used picture category, namely portrait as the case with Picturephone 

images used in that experiment. 

Table (1.1). Relative variances of different coefficients. 

Coeff. 

order. 

Relative 

variance. 

Ceff. 

order. 

Relative 

variance. 

1 1.000 9 0.024 

2 0.098 10 0.024 

3 0.087 11 0.020 

4 0.035 12 0.022 

5 0.038 13 0.019 

6 0.051 14 o. o15. 
7 0.048 15 0.016 

8 0.034 16 0.014 

Table (1.2). Number of quantization levels and coding bits 

for each transform coefficient. 

Coeff. 
order, 

Quant. 
levels. 

Coding 1 

bits. 

1 Coeff. 
order. 

Quant. 
levels. 

Coding 
bits. 

1 64 6 9 4 2 

2 16 4 10 4 2 

3 16 4 11 0 0 

4 8 3 12 0 0 

5 8 3 13 0 0 

6 8 3 14 0 0 

7 8 3 15 0 0 
8 4 2 16 0 0 
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1.5.4. Adaptive Coding for Different Local Characteristics s 

In many transform coding studies; 
31'57'6J)was 

proposed that adaptive 

systems could be used for bit rate reduction. In a particular reference 
( 57 ) 

to Hadamard transform , it was suggested that such a transform coding 

system has to provide sufficient capacity for a wide range of signals and, 

because coding requirements vary considerably from one type of signals to 

another, there are always several bits which are not required for coding 

any one set of transform coefficients. Hence, further reduction of bit rate 

could be made by using a form of coding that would omit these unused bits. 

As the characteristics of transform domain will vary from one subpicture 

to another, so the coding system would have to adapt its characteristics 

to the current requirements of the signal. Such a system would have 

different coders for different subpicture structures. The encoded signal 

contains two components, one being a code used to inform the receiving 

equipment of the method used to encode the signal (i. e. the coder), and 

the other being the signal itself (i. e. transfrom coefficients). It is 

the main target of this study to devise an objective computable means for 

assigning such an ' informing ' code ;o each individual subpicture. 

The problem of objectively measuring the activity of a picture has 
(62) 

not received adequate attention so far. Gimlett however, proposed an 

' Activity Index ' to help assigning appropriate number of bits for. coding 

different coefficients. The probability function of such an index is to 

be found for a large number of images. Four categories of subpicture 

activity, for example, are defined by the 25 % segments of the cumulative 

function. Different quantizing schemes are then to be devised for these 

categories, depending on the relative values of coefficients. However, 

it was pointed out that, this was an entirely illustrative example and no 

attempt has been made to minimise mean-squared-error, or any other subjective 

error criterion. The scheme has not even been tested. 
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In this study, a new ' Directing Index ' is established. This index 

is intended to direct each subpicture to the most adaptive coder in a 

" stored coder " or " multi-coder " scheme. It has been called " Directing 

Index ", to emphasize that it is not intended to assess the overall activity 

of a subpicture, ( although it does so implicitly), but to assess the 

internal relations among different coefficients, or groups of coefficients, 

within the subpicture transform. In setting this index, advantages were 

exploited from statistical properties in the transform domain. Coders 

to be used for different characteristics of local activities are also 

devised. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

TRANSFORM DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF MONOCHROME SIGNALS 

A better understanding of the transform domain characteristics 

will, undoubtedly, lead to a better exploitation of the benefits of the 

transform. This Chapter is, therefore, devoted to a study of these 

characteristics in monochrome television signals. Statistical characteristics 

of coefficients are studied in order to help in allocating appropriate 

coding schemes. Energy packing efficiency is investigated to help decide 

which particular coefficients or groups of coefficients will better be 

coded. 

The two different types of transforms, namely line- and block- 

transforms are considered. Different transform sizes, as well as different 

block shapes are investigated. 
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2.0. Introduction s 

The analyses in this Chapter were performed on stationary images. 

Monochrome photographic slides have been previously coded into 8 -bits per 

sample pulse code modulated (PCM) digital video using a high speed analogue 

to digital converter (ADC), and stored on paper tapes 
(63 ). 

A standard 

sampling frequency of thrice the chrominance subcarrier frequency 

(- 13.3 MHz) was used for coding of all image signals. However, due to 

the limited length of paper tape, only the middle 72 lines of any television 

frame data could be punched and stored. 
(63 ) 

These lines, being in the 

middle, almost preserve the main features and characteristics of their 

corresponding frames. 

Four test images were used. These are defined and named as follows: 

A: VILLAGE. 

B: PORTRAIT. 

C: TEST CARD. 

D: SHIBDEN HALL. 

Figure (2.1) shows reproductions of these images. 

I 
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,f 

(a) Image A, Village. 

(c) Image C, Test card. 

(b) Image B, Portrait. 

(d) Image D, Shibden hall. 

Figure (2.1). Test images for monochrome analyses. 
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2.1. Line Transformation 

In line transformation, which is a one dimension- 

al transformation, the television line samples (pels) are grouped into 

"Vectors" . For simplicity, number of samples in one vector (N) is chosen 

to be an integer power (n) of 2, i. e. 4,8,16,32,... etc. The original TV- 

line samples number was restricted to 640 samples of the active portion 

of the line, to facilitate grouping each line in an integer number of 

vectors of size up to 128 each. These samples are then grouped into vectors 

of the desired sizes. Different sizes have been tested, ranging from N=4 

to N- 128, (i. e. from n=2, too n-7). In each case, the vector of samples, 

considered as a column matrix, was pre-multiplied by a Hadamard matrix 

of order N and so,, the Hadamard transform for a particular vector was 

obtained. 

2.1.1. Probability Distribution of Coefficients s ., 

Figure(2.2. ) 

shows the probability density functions ; (P. D. F. ), for some coefficients 

in different image categories, and a transform size of N"16. Although the 

distribution functions are not exactly normal, only the normal distribution 

can be thought of as the closest fit especially for low sequency coefficients. 

For higher sequencies, however, deviations from the approximate normal 

distributions are greater, and differences between image categories are 

also widely spread. 

Figure (2.3. ) shows the PDF for some coefficients in a;.: transform 

size of N=16 for a "Hypothetical" image composed by'mixing' all the four 

images. The figure shows that a normal distribution is only applicable 

if a large number of different images are considered. This means that 

for a particular image category, normal distribution of transform coeffi- 

cients will be much doubted. 
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300 -400 -200 
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VALUE OF COEFFICIENT 2 VALUE OF COEFFICIENT 3 

(a) H2, image A. (b) H3, image A. 

--- I 

100 -200 -100 " "'0 loo 200 
VALUE OF COEFFICIENT 3 

(c) H3, image C. 

300 -150 -100 -50 UV 60 100 
VALUE OF COEFFICIENT 6 

(d) H6, image C. 

Figure (2.2). PDF of some coefficients in some images. 

6? Variance. 
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Figure (2.3). PDF of some coefficients in a transformed 

'hypothetical' average image. 
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2.1.2. Variances of Coefficients $ 

Although the general shape of the PDF for most of the ac coeff- 

icients, in transform domain, and for all image categories shown is 

approximately a Gaussian distribution, the variances are not likely 

equal. Values of variances for each coefficient of those studied earlier 

in the previous section are shown on corresponding graphs of probability 

distribution functions. In addition, Tables (2.1 - 2.3) show the values 

of variances for different transform sizes and different image categories. 

The tables also show the relative variance for each ac coefficient as 

compared with the variance of first coefficient H1 (dc coefficient). 

This relative variance, expressed in dB for simple comparison, gives a 

rough idea about the reduction in number ofI bits required to code a 
1 

particular coefficient, than those required-for the dc term. though 

expressing this value in dB has no meaning, as there is no power involved, 

it is used here only as a way' of. 1ogarithmio scaling of ratios. Another 

comparison measure is also shown in the tables. This is the ratio between 

maximum and minimum values of variances of a particular coefficient 

in different image categories. This measure indicates to what extent 

the values of variance do depend on the picture category. It can be 

seen from the tables that a common and a general model for values of 

variances for all or most of picture categories seems far from reaching. 

Wide-spread variations in values of variances for a particular coefficient 

among different pictures are noted, sometimes up to 2870 %. However, 
of 

a general trend in all cases, practically regardlessAthe picturetcategory, 

or the transform size, is the decrease of values of variances as the 

order (or sequency) of coefficient increases. A careful investigation 

however, shows that this decrease is not quite uniform or continuous 

function of sequency. Values of variances of some consecutive coefficients 

tend to be relatively constant, then decrease considerably for another 

group of higher sequency coefficients, where again they are relatively 

constant at this new low value, and so on. 
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As an illustrative example, from Table (2.3), for a vector size 

of N= 16, a comparison shown in Table (2.4) is derived. 

Table (2.4). Ranges of values of relative variances 
for different groups of coefficients. 

NM minus signs warn drnnnPA fnr n1aritvi_ 

Coefficients 
Ranges of values of relative variances in dB. 

orders ; 
(sequency +1 

A B C D 

2 -23 28 18 21 

3-4 33 41-42 24-29 34 

8 40-47 54-58 35-39 45-47 

9- 16 55-61 66-72 43-56 58-60 

This means that , generally, coefficients in a particular group 

have nearly the same variances. As the order of the group, rather than 

the order of coefficients, increases, coefficients are more quiet and 

have less spread values among the statistical mean of nearly zero. 

Graphs for remaining transform sizes are shown in Figures (2.4). 

r 
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2.1.3. Absolute Values of Transform Coefficients : 

Another statistical variable which is of great importance in processing 

transform coefficients is the absolute value of each coefficient. 

As has been seen from the definition of Hadamard matrix and Transform, 

values of all coefficients, except the first (D. C. term), may likely be 

positive or negative. In fact this is why the mean of any particular 

coefficient , of sequency 1 or more, is zero, or more accurately, close 

to zero. In coding the coefficients, we are interested in their absolute 

values. 

Extensive statistical studies have been done involving the absolute 

values of coefficients, for different transform (vector) sizes and 

different pictures categories. The averages of these absolute values 

were computed for vector sizes ranging from 4 to 128 samples (i. e. 

n-2 to 7). As the value of the first (D. C. ) coefficient is a measure 

of the overall luminance (brightness) of the transformed area, it may 

be more meaningful to express the absolute value of an ac coefficient 

as a ratio to that dc term. This relative value is then taken as a 

measure of the role which that particular coefficient will play in 

recovering the 'original' spatial data. 

Tables (2.5 - 2.7) show the averages of absolute values of coeff- 

icients for transform sizes from 4 to 16 and for the four image categories. 

As the order of a coefficient, and hence its sequency, increases, the 

coefficient value decreases as expected. As the decrease in values may 

sometimes be very sharp, a logarithmic scale is used to express the 

relative values of different ac coefficients as compared with the dc 

term. 

Graphs for cases where transform size is bigger than 16 are shown 

in Figures (2.5). 
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From these tables and figures, it is again clear that, generally 

speaking, values of coefficients decrease with the increase in their 

order ( or sequency). Although this is true for all image categories, 

the values themselves are very strongly dependent on these categories. 

A measure of variation is included in the tables to show the ratio 

between maximum and minimum absolute values of a particular coefficient 

among the considered four image categories. Variations of up to 340 

are noted in the tables. 

It is to be noted from the tables and figures, that as the trans- 

form size increases, and consequently the number of coefficients, more 

and more ac coefficient values decrease sharply. Hence, less and less 

proportion of energy is associated with these coefficients. For example, 

for category C, while none of coefficients has a relative value less 

than-42 dB, in the case of a transform size of N-8, more than 7_% of 

the coefficients have their values less than the same level x. 42 dB) 

in the*case of a transform size of 21-128. As an example of variations 

among different categories, the case of a transform size of N-32 and 

a threshold of-48 dB for coefficient relative values is taken now as 

an illustrative example. For category A, 44 of coefficients are lower 

than this threshold, for category B, about 706 , for category C only 

3%, while no coefficient at all in category D is less than the same 

threshold. Tables (2.8 - 2.12) show a more comprhensive comparison 

for different categories and different transform sizes. 
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Table (2.8). Levels of transform coefficients values. N=8. 

Levels of 

ecrease than 

Percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels. 

do term. A B C D 

18-24dB - - - - 

24 30 dB - - 12.5 12.5 

30 - 36dB 25 - 25 25 

36 -42 dB 25 12.5 50 50 
42 -48 dB 37.5 25 - - 

48 -54 dB - 50 - - 

54-6odB - - - - 

Table (2.9). Levels of transform coefficients values. N- 16. 

MU IR o 
decrease than 

d t 

percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels 

erm. c 
A B C D 

18- 24 dB - - - 6.25 

24- 30 dB 6.25 - 6.25 6.25 

30- 36 d1 ; 22.5 6.25 12.5 25 
36- 42 dB 25 12.5 25 6.25 

42- 48 dB 50 25 50 50 
48- 54 dB - 50 - - 
54-6o dB - - - - 
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Table (2.10). Levels of transform coefficients values. N- 32. 

Levels of 
decrease than 

Percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels. 

do term. A B C D 

18- 24 dB - - - 3.1 

24- 30 dB 3.1 3.1 6.2 6.2 
30- 36 dB 12.5 6.3 12.5 12.5 

36- 42 dB 18.7 9.4 2801 25 

42- 48 dB 18.7 9.4 46.9 50 
48- 54 dB -- 43.9 28.1 3.1 - 
54-. 6o dB=. - 40.6 - - 

Table-(2.11). Levels of transform coefficients values. N- ä+. 

Levels of 
decrease than . 

Percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels- 

dc term. 

18- 24 dB - - 1.6 1.6 

24- 30 dB 3.1 1.6 3.1 6.3 
30- 36 dB 7.8 3.1 9.4 14 
36- 42 dB 14 6.3 17.2 23.4 
42- 48 dB 21.9 12.5 29.7 40.6 

48- 54 dF. 50 25 35.9 32.5 
54-_6o da 1.6 50 1.6 - 

I 

Table (2.12). Levels of transform coefficients values. N- 128. 

Levels o 
decrease than 

ercen of coefficients with values 
within these-levels. 

dc term. A B C D 

18- 24 d3 0.8 - 1.6 2.3 

24- 30 dB 1.6 2.3 3.1 2.3 
30- 36 a 5.4 3.1 5.4 7.0 
36- 42 dB 12.5 6.3 12.5 11.7 

42- 48 dB 24.2 32-5.. 25.8 . 25 

48- 54 dB 23.4 16.4 ' 48.4 50 

54- 60 dB° 31.3 22.6 1.6 0.8 
60- 66 dB - 35.9 0.8 - 

4 
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2.1.4. Energy Packing Efficiency: 
64.65) 

The whole idea of bit rate reduction using transformation is based 

on transmitting a limited number of coefficients in the transform domain 

rather than the whole set of samples in the spatial domain. These 

transmitted coefficients are selected because they have all or most of 

the luminance energy in the transformed area. Hence, a critical measure 

used in conjunction with the transform coding is "the Transform Energy 

Packing Efficiency". 

In a study by Pratt 
(65), 

an "Energy Compaction Measure" was set 

as the percent of energy content in largest quarter of transform samples 

(coefficients), as compared to the totäl energy content in all coefficients. 

The value of 1/4 was rather an arbitrary value, and suggests what energy 

compaction efficiency is associated if a maximum bit rate reduction of 

a factor of 4 is attempted. Results presented there were for data modeled 

as a Markov process and not for actual image signals. 

However, as a matter of suitability and practicality, it is felt 

here that a much more realistic packing efficiency measure would be one 

which deals with ac energy only. As the value of the dc term is always 

high, values of packing efficiencies including this term will be too close 

to each other. Hence, an accurate critical assessment of transform sizes 

or picture categories dependence will be prohibitively difficult. There- 

fore, in this study, an Energy Packing Efficiency for a limited number of 

coefficients will be defined as: 

A. C. energy contained in these coefficients 
Total ac energy contained in all coefficients 

Instead of calculating the efficiency for an arbitrary proportion of 

coefficients, different values are computed for different proportions. 

For computing simplicity and suitability, although the energy associated with 

the dc term is not included, the coefficient itself is counted in calcul- 

ating the proportion of coefficients. 
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Table (2.13) shows the energy packing efficiencies for a transform 

size of N= 16, and different picture categories. The first column shows 

the order of coefficient up to which the energy content is computed. 

First column in each image category shows the proportion of ac energy 

content, relative to the total ac energy in the whole transform area. 

For a quick comparison with the energy compacting measure mentioned above, 

the second column in each image category indicates the proportion of 

energy including that of dc term, compared with total transform energy. 

Figures (2.6- 2.9) show ac energy packing efficiencies for 

different transform sizes, including that in Table (2.13), for different 

image categories. Figure (2.10) shows the aC energy packing efficiency 

for the "hypothetical image" composed of the four categories. 

From these tables and figures, one can conclude that, generally, 

the ac energy packing efficiency is dependent on picture category. It 

is also clear that the efficiency increases with the transform size. An 

important fact is apparent, which again enhances the principles of 

"abruptancy" among certain groups of coefficients. Although the packing 

efficiency increases with .: oefficients sequency, the rate of increase is 

itself decreasing as we move from one group of coefficients to another 

higher order one. This well coincides with what have been noticed in 

Section(2.1.3)on absolute values of coefficients. As a result, an 

appreciable addition of energy content is normally achieved by including 

coefficients of a whole group. Moreover, the increase in energy content 

due to the highest half of coefficient order is very low especially for 

bigger transform sizes. 
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2.1.5. Abruptancy in Transform Domain: 

From results discussed earlier on absolute values and energy 

packing, it is clear that, in addition to the fact that transform 

coefficients decrease in values as their order. (or sequency) increases 

the rate of decrease itself is not uniform alongside the transform 

spectrum. Some kind of "Abruptancy" exists in decreasing coefficients 

values and other-statistics. Coefficients belonging to the same 

"Binary Bound Subvectors" seem to have, nearly in average, the same 

level of magnitudes. By "binary bound subvectors", we mean these sub- 

vectors resulting from setting binary boundaries to divide the transform 

vector. These boundaries are set at fractions (2/2)n-m+l of a vector 

of size N'2n, where m=1,2,3, ."..., n. 

These n boundaries will give rise to (n+l) subvectors, each with 

different number and orders of coefficients (except for the first two). 

The first subvector will contain only the first (dc) coefficient Hl, 

while the second-will contain only the second coefficient H2 (of sequency 

one). Starting with the third subvector, the ith subvectvr will-; have "as-. 

its memb! irs-. the {coefficients s 

H(23'-2 +1), H(21-2+2) . ............ ......... H(2i-1) 

where i-3,4........ , n. 

As an illustrative example, if n=4, then a vector of size, N-2' 

(i. e. 16), will have (4+ 1)- 5 subvectors as shown in Figure (2.1). 

Sequency: O 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Coeffic. 
order 123456789 10 11 32 13 14 15 16 

Figure (2.11). Binary boundaries and subvectors of a 16-pixel vector.. 
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Abruptancy could be explained using the definitions of the 

transform and sequency mentioned in Section (1.3. ). All transform coeff- 

icients, except the first one H1, are composed of the sum of differences 

between couples of samples in spatial domain. Recalling the Hadamard matrix 

( Section 1.3. ), there are always a constant number of additions and 

subtractions involved in each ac coefficient. This number is always 

equal to half the transform (vector) size. Therefore, and as seen from 

the matrix, each ac transform coefficient is in fact the result of adding 

half the samples values and subtracting the other half. It is only the 

positions of those samples added and those subtracted which determines 

the order (or sequency) of the coefficient and, generally, its range of 

values. 

Recalling. the same example as in Secticn(1.5.1) with N- 8, and 

writing values of transform coefficients H's as functions of samples 

values A's, the following set of equations will result: 

H2=A1 +A2 +A3 +A -A5 A6 -A7 -A8 

H3=A1 +A2 -A3 -A4 -A5 -A6 +A7 +A8 

H4=Al +A2 -A3 A4 +A5 +A6 -A? A8 

H5=A1 A2 -A3 +A4 +A5 -A6 -A7 +A8 

H6-A1 -A2 -A3 +A4 A5 +A6 +A7 -A8 

H7-A1 -A2 +A3 -A4 -A5 +A6 -A7 +A8 

H8-A1 -A2 +A3 -A4 +A5 -A6 +A7 -A8 

Wh-are H's - transform coefficients, and 
A's - spatial domain samples values. 

Rearranging these coefficients values as differences between samples, 

and grouping each subtracted sample with the nearest positive sample 

yields the results shown in Table (2.14). 
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Table (2.14). Values of ac coefficients as differences 

between nearest pairs of samples. 

Coefficient Value as a function of samples Spatal distance 

H2 (A1-A 
5) + (A2-A 6) +, (A3-A7) +(A4-A8) 4 pixels 

H3 (Al-A3) + (A2-A4) + (A7-A5) +(A8 -A6) 2 pixels 

H4 (Ai-A3) + (A2-A4) + (A5-A7) +(A6 A$) 2 pixels 

H5 (Al A2) + (A4-A3) + (A5-A6) +(A8-A 7) 1 pixel 

H6 (Al A2) + (A4-A3) + (A6-A5) +(A? A8) 1 pixel 

H7 (A1 A2)$+ (A3-A4) + (A6-A5) +(A$ A., ) 1 pixel 

H8 (Al A2) + (A3 A4) + (A5-A6) +(A? A8) 1 pixel 

It is clear from the table above, that at low sequencies, the 

spatial distances between samples subtracted from each other are large, 

hence terms will be large differences resulting large values of low seq- 

uency coefficients. On the other hand, in case of higher sequencies, 

spatial distances are very small (direct or near direct neighbourhood), 

so that the differences between samples are close to zero, due to the 

inher'nt redundancy in TV signals. Therefore, values of high sequency_ 

coefficients are relatively low. Moreover, if redundancy increases, 

differences between neighbouring samples will decrease more and'more, 

and hence the transform as coefificients will have less values. It is 

to be noted also, from the table above, that the spatial distances are 

constant for all coefficients in the same binary bound subvector. as 

indicated both in the left and right columns of the table. This explains 

the abruptancy in decreasing coefficient values from a subvector to 

another, while the average value within the same subvector is nearly 

constant. 

As a practical example, recalling some values from Section (2.1.3) 

for a vector size of N- 16. The relative means of coefficients in each 

subvector (relative to the dc term), are shown for two major types of 
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pictures, namely the portrait and other remaining categories, in Table 

(2.15). 
Table (2.15). Relative averages in binary bound subvectors. 

Average in a subvector, relative to H1 

Subvector 2 3 4 5 

Portrait 

All others 

2.5x10 2 

4x10 2 

1x10 2 

2x10 2 

5x10 3 

1xi0-2 

2.5x10 3 

5x10 3 

For simplicity in dealing with-dynamic ranges and coding of 

coefficients, again a logarithmic-measure may be more expressive. 

Therefore, an "Abruptancy Measure" is set to judge the trend of decreasing 

coefficients values with the order of subvectors. This measure is defined 

as :" the drop, expressed in dB, in average relative values of coefficients 

within the subvector concerned, compared with the average relative values 

of coefficients-within the immediately preceding subvector ". 

In symbolic notation: 

Ai -- 20 1og100i/0i-1 dB 

wheres Ai- abruptancy measure of subvector i 

Cis statistical mean of relative averages 
within stbvector i 

Ci i statistical mean of relative averages 
within subvector i-1 1 

Applying this measure to results in Table (2.15), another table, 

Table (2.16), shows the different values of abruptancies. 

Table (2.16). Abruptancy among binary bound subvectors. N-116. 

Abrupta. ncy 
A2 A3 A4 A5 

Cate o 
Portrait 32 6 6 6 

Others. 24-28 6 6 6 

t 
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From Table (2.16) above, it is clear that although A2 varies 

considerably with image category, other abruptancies are nearly constant 

at 6 dB for all pictures. As far as the dynamic ranges and coding of 

coefficients are concerned, the high value of A2 suggests that the 

decrease in number of bits allocated to coding H2will be substantial, 

i. e. much less bits than dc coefficient. However, for higher order sub- 

vectors, the nearly constant value of abruptancies at 6 dB, suggests 

that a reduction of only one bit in the number of bits allocated to 

corresponding coefficientscthan coefficients in preceding subvectors 

is expected. Moreover, coe: 6ficients to be coded from one single sub- 

vector should be, in general, treated in similar way concerning the 

number of bits, and, may be, the coding schemes. 

Another measure is set for the "Uniformity" in values of averages 

within a particular subvector. This measure is taken as the difference 

between minimum and maximum values of averages within the subvector, 

related to the overall average value in that subvector. As an example, 

for the same case considered earlier, the uniformities of subvectors 

3,4, and 5 for the different picture categories are as shown in Table 

(2.17). 

Table-(2.17). Uniformity within binary bound subvectors. 

Sub- Uniformity measures 
vector 

number: 3 4 5 

A 2% 311% 3 

B 173 30% 3 
ho C 1 22% 34ý 

D 1. . 9% 12. E 

t 
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2.2. Block Transformation 

Block transformation is the two-dimensional transform. This can 

be considered as the general case, and therefore it was the-case which 

has been explained earlier in defining the transform in Section (1.3. ) 

A limited number of TV lines are considered. This number represents 

the vertical dimension of a block. The length of the line is divided 

into a number of segments, each containing a limited number of samples. 

This number represents the horizontal dimension of the block. 

Figure (2.12) shows the top 8 lines of a television picture. 

For a square block of N samples, number of samples along each side of 

the block will be VN-. Therefore, VIN lines wj. ll be taken at first, grouped 

horizontally into 640/i blocks. The figure shows a case where N-16, 

i. e. a block of 4x4 samples. 

ýý-Fx FN 
r-" 

""i""". """""""""""""""""""" 

FN ".. 11. "" "I """""""""""""""""""""" 

I1""""I". .1/""""""""""""""""""""" 
11 

""""1,. "1 "1 "". """"""""""""""""""" 

Iýj 
"I 

111 

"... "". "......... ".......... or 

Figure (2.12). Grouping spatial samples in case of block 

transformation. Block size is 4x4. 

As mentioned in Section (1.3. ), the block transformation; is the 

same as a double-transformation. First the 'horizontal vectors' of 

samples are line transformed as in Section(2.1), resulting 'semi- 

transformed' coefficients. Then the 'vertical columns' of semitransformed 

coefficients are again line transformed. The final result are the 'block 

transform coefficients'. 
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vertical columns 

[c11 1 

1 
B31 B41 

B22 B32 B42 (b) Semitran- 
sformed coeffs. 

B23 B33 B43 

B24 B BLLL 

C11 C21 C31 C41 

C12 C22 C32 C42 

C13 C23 C33 C43 

C14 C24, C34 C44 

(c) Fully transformed coefficients. 

Figure (2.13). Block transformation, as a double line transformation. 

Figure (2.13) illustrates the sequence of two line transformations 

to yield the block transform. In (a), the spatial samples'are represented 

by Aid's, and are grouped in four horizontal vectors along the i variable 

direction. Each of these vectors is line transformed, the results are 

Bi3's which are shown in (b). These Bij's are again grouped in four 

vertical columns along the j variable direction. After line transforming 

these vertical columns, the final results are shown in (c) as coefficients 

Cii 's, among which C11 is tha only do term for the whole block. 
. 

Line 
transform 

IAll A21 A31 A411 B11 

I A12 A22 A32 A42 B12 

13 23 A33 A43 
-ý- 

B13 

14 A24 A34 A44 B14 

(a)original samples. 
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2.2.1. Probability Density Functions of Coefficients : 

No apparent differences in PDF of block transform coefficients than 

in the case of line transform were noticed. PDF"s are nearly similar for 

coefficients of corresponding orders in two equivalent size transforms. 

2.2.2. Variances of Coefficients :' 

As was the case in line transformation, values of variances, and 

hence standard deviations, among different images categories vary considerably 

for the same block sizes. 

Table (2.18) shows values for coefficient variances for a block 

size of 4x4 in different image categories. The table is directly compatible 

with that of line transform in the corresponding meanings of entries. 

However, in the block transformation case, the order of coefficients is 

shown in the first column with two subscripts, I for the horizontal 

direction, and J for the vertical direction. 

Direct comparison with line transform of equivalent size, (i. e. a 

transform which has the same number if coefficients), shows that in 

general, the differences in values of variances among different pictures 

are slightly lower in case of block -transformation. Also the values-of 

variances, and hence the standard deviations are much lower than in the 

line transform, except for the dc term , where the values are slightly 

larger. 

Figure (2.14) shows relative variances for block transforms .: ' 

of different sizes. Orders of coefficients are related to coordinates 

i, j as : order- (j-1)Nx +1 -1, where Nx is the horizontal dimension of 

the block. Periodicity noticed in the graphs is only due to the act of 

grouping together all the sequencies belonging to the same vertical 

coordinate (j). 
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2.2.3. Absolute Values of Transform Coefficients: 

In dealing with two-dimensional transform, one should first have 

an idea about the manner the values of coefficients change at. In line 

transform, it has been shown that, in general, coefficients decrease in 

values as their sequencies increase. In block transform the increase in 

sequency is a monotical one, starting at the left hand upper corner of 

a block and ending at the right hand lower corner. Thinking of the block 

transform as two processes of line transformations, an approximate idea 

of the likely ranges of values of coefficients could be reached as follow. 

Recalling results of Section (2.1.5), it can be assumed that 

average values of coefficients in a subvector are nearly half of that 

in a preceding subvector, except for subvector 2. Therefore, if the dc 

term value is assumed to be D, and the first ac coefficient (of sequency 

1, or order 2)to be aD, (where a is a factor much less than unity), then 

the likely values of averages in subsequent subvectors could be estimated. 

Figure (2.15) shows a line transform of size 8, as an example, 

and its subvectors divisions, and likely ranges of values of coefficients. 

Order of 
coefficient 
Range of 
values. 

12345678 

D aD ? aD waD 

Subvector 123 
order. 

5 
Figure (2.15). Levels map of a line transform of size 8. 

Now taking an example of the block transform of 8x8, Figure (2.16) 

shows the likely values after first line transfornatioa along horizontal 

direction. Applying the second line transform along the vertical direction 

on the semitransformed block will resultAthe finally transformed block of 

coefficients, with likely ranges of values shown in Figure (2.17), noting 

from definitions of the transform that the dc term is the sum of all 
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a 
+a' ya 

Coefficients relative values in horizontal direction. 

D aD iaD 
iaD wD waD waD waD 

D aD -z' aD -26D wa. D 4aD +4aD yaD 

D aD aD -21a. D aD yaD 
yaD 

waD 

D aD 2 . *a 4aD waD waD 

D aD aD I waD , aD yaD .; aD 

D aD ZaD -ZiaD waD waD 3wa, D wa. D 

D aD l2 D iaD waD 
wlaD 

waD yaD 

D aD . 21 aD D yaD waD yaD 4aD 

n 
0 
CD 
Fh 
Fh 
I. J. 
0 
CD 

m 
N 
cD 

ct 

CD 

P3 
N 
v 
co 
EO 

8D 8aD 4aD 4aD 2aD 2aD 2aD 2aD 

8bD 8abD 4abD 4abD 2abD 2abD 2abD 2abD 

4bD 4abD 2abD 2abD abD abD abD abD 

4bD 4abD 2abD 2abD abD abD abD abD 

2bD 2abD abD abD ZabD ZabD bD -+ZabD 

2bD:, 2abD abD a. )D 2abD 2abD ? abD iabD 

2bD 2abD abD abD -1ZabD 2abD -21-abD ? abD 

2bD 2abD abD abD 2abD 2abD -12abD f abD 

Figure (2.16). Levels 

map of ranges of values 

after horizontal transform. 

Figure (2.17). Levels 

map of ranges of values 
after vertical transform. 

I 

samples. Then the value of coefficient of order (1,1) will be in the range 

of 8D. Again assuming another factor b to approximate the value of next 

coefficient and a factor of ? for each subsequent subvector in the vertical* 

direction transformation, the likely levels map will be as shown in 

Figure (2.17). 
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From Figure (2.17), and assuming that a- b (which is a practical 

assumption), there are some areas in the block where the coefficients 

are likely to have the same ranges of values. Grouping these areas in 

subblocks yields the broken subblocks shown in Figure (2.18). In this 

figure, the map shows subblocks separated from each other and situated 

in their relative positions as in the original transform block. The orders 

of the subblocks, as far as values of coefficients are concerned, are 

shown within the subblocks. Number of coefficients and their subscripts 

can be known from the axes I, J given alongside the horizontal and vertical 

dimensions of the block, respectively. 

Table (2.19) shows the subblocks, the likely ranges of values, 
t 

and the coefficients subscripts within each'subblock. Practical "levels 

maps" for the pictures analysed here are shown in Figures (2.19 &2.20). 

From these maps it seems that the drop in coefficients values in horizontal 

direction is generally more than the drop in vertical direction. This may 

be caused by different correlation factors in original data. It is also 

clear that although the theoretical ordering of coefficients is generally 

applicable, there are more variations among coefficients in partic"t]. ar 

Table (2.19). Subblocks of Figure(2.18). 

Subbloc 
order 

` Range of 
values 

No. of 
coeffs. 

Subscripts (i, j) 

1 8D 1 1,1 

2 8aD 2 l, 2&2,1 

3 4aD, 4bD 4 (l, j)3-3 4 &(1 ")i=3,4 
4 2aD, 2bD 8 (1, j) J-5 8& 

(i. l)i-5-8 

5 8abD 1 2,2 

6 4abD 4 (i. 2)1,3ý4 & (2.3)J=3ý4 
7 2abD 12 (i, 2)ia5ý&(2.3)3-5ý&(it3im3,4 & 3334 

(" J)i=5-8 & J=3,4 &(" J)i=3,4 & J-5-8 
9 iabD 16 i=5-8 & 3=5-8 
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subblocks. This suggests that, unlike the line transform, there is no 

unique order of block transform coefficients. 

I 

12345678 

Figure (2.18). 

Map indicating the 

spatial positions 

of subblocks as 

obtained theoret- 

ically. The squares 

and rectangles 

represent subblocks 

while the numbers 
inside indicate 

their orders. 

la 
[ý] 

04 
z l_J 

[Q 
l-1 

3 
3678 

4- 

J 

5 
! 

6J 
4 7 8 7 

8 

0 36 ý 45 43 

32 40 47 47 

37 43 48 49 

36 42 47 49 
(a) Image A 

0 35 44 42 

37 4'+ 48 50 

41 45 47 51 

37 41 44 148 

9 

0 43 53 49 

35 47 53 53 

40 49 53 54 

l'39 . 49 '54 55' 
(b) Image B 

0 34 42 40 

30 4o 46 46, 

33 41 45 48 

32 4o 44 47 

(c) Image a (d) Image D 

Figure (2.19). Actual levels maps for a block transform size of 
4x4. Values shown are relative to dc term and expressed in dB. The minus 

signs are dropped for clarity. 
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I° 123 ý+ 5678 z= 123456R 

º'L 0 35 42 41 52 50 49 48 

N 31 38 43 45 54 51 50 52 

36 40 44 47 54 51 51 54 

36 43 46 49 53 53 54 56 

,n 41 44 47 50 53 54 54 57 

0. 41 44 47 49 53 53 54 57 

� 41 44 47 50 54 53 54 57 

o, 41 44 46 49 52 53 53 57 

(a) Image A 
C-4 
0 

0 33 39 39 50 47 45 46 

34 45 46 49 54 53 52 56 

,) 41 46 50 51 54 54 56 57 
39 47 49 50 52 54 55 57 

45 49 51 50 52 52 55 57 

7, 44 50 51 51 53 54 56 59 

'4 45 48 50 52 53 53 55 58 
: 01 40 43 44 46 48 49 50 55 

I 

(c) Image C 

0 39 50 45 58 58 56 51 
32 44 52 51 59 58 58 57 
37 46 52 52 59 59 58 58 

38 47 53 54 60 59 58 6o 

44 50 54 55 59 59 59 60 
44 50 5+ 55 60 59 59 61 
43 51 54 56 59 59 60 61 

42 51 54 56 60 59 60 61 

(b) Image B 

o 3o 37 37 47 45 44 43 

28 38 X42 44 49 49 48 50 

32 40 44 46 52 51 50 53 

33 42 45 46 51 50 51 53 

36 42 46 47 51 51 52 54 

37 43 46 47 50 51 52 55 
36 43 45 47 50 50 52 54 

3" 41 44 45 48 49 50 53 

(a) Image D 

Figure-(2.20). Actual levels map: -, for a block transform size of 

W. Values shown are relative to dc term and expressed in dB. 

Minus signs are dropped for simplicity. 

Figures (2.21), show graphs of actual relative averages of 

coefficients in different block sizes, and for different images. 
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2.2.4 Energy Packing Efficiency: 

The fact that there is no unique order for block transform coefficients 

will affect the calculation of energy packing efficiency. There are tyro 

possible ways of such a calculation. The first one is to assume the 

applicability of the theoretical order as obtained in Section (2.2.3). 

This will assign a fixed order to each coefficient regardless its actual 

value. The second, is to rearrange the coefficients of the block transform 

into a one dimensional array ordered in the descending values of averages, 

regardless of actual-positions of coefficients in the transform levels 

map. Obviously, the packing efficiency calculated in the latter way will; be 

more optimistic-than-the-real value. Howeve3r, to overcome the problem of 

nonuniqueness of order in block transform, the second method is used. For 

the values of efficiency obtained'as a result of this to be more practical, 

a factor of about 0.8- 0.9 could be used for correction of efficiencies 

obtained (subject to particular statistical investigation). 

Table (2.20) shows energy packing efficiencies for different 

block sizes and different image categories. Figures (2.22) show also 

the values of packing efficiencies and comparisons for different sizes 

and different categories. All values in Tables and Figures are not corrected. 

One important result which can be drawn from these tables and figures, 

is that, although the energy packing efficiency is computed in the more 

optimistic way, it is still generally lower than that of line transform 

of equivalent transform sizes. I 

Y 
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2.2.5. Abruptancy in Block Transform Domain: 

As noticed from Sections (2.2.3. &2.2.4), the cý'cept of abruptancy 

in absolute values-and energy packing efficiency is not so clear, Ih case 

of block transform as in the line transform. Due to the nonunique divisions 

of block transform coefficients into subblocks, it is not possible to 

apply the measures set in Section (2.1.5), to the present case. However, 

as an example, if Figure (2.20) is carefuly examined, it will be found 

that, apart from the sharp decrease in values of ac coefficients relative 

to' the dc-term. --relative values of different ac coefficients tend to 

change smoothly from one "theoretical" subblock to another. 

2.2.6. Effects o£'Block Shapes: 

In the foregoing sections, different block sizes were considered, 

Although the general block shape for all previous studies was a-square 

one, no practical reason has been given for that. It may be only for 

simplicity of computations and block construction. In this present study, 

rectangular blocks--with different dimensions were used. As the primary 

interest is in the energy packing efficiency, effects of these dimensions 

on that efficiency w'II be discussed here. Figure (2.22) shows energy. 

packing efficiency for different block shapes. From this figure, it is 

apparent that. for the same size (i. e., same number of coefficients), there 

is, virtually, no difference between. square and non-square blocks. More- 

over, there neither-are differences in cases of reversed dimensions, 

(e. g. 8x4 and-4x8 blocks). This means clearly that for any block size, it 

is better to increase the horizontal dimension and decrease the vertical 

as this-means cosiderable- savings in storage requirements for lines 

storing. 

'"S,, 

9 
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2-3-Comparison between Line and Block Transforms: 

Comparing results of corresponding Sections on line and block 

transforms, a general conclusion can be drawn as follows: 

1. Block transformation needs more storage than line transform, 

in order to store a number of TV lines for building up the blocks. This 

storage requirement will increase sharply as the vertical dimension of 

the block increases. 

2. The general characteristics of transform coefficients in both 

domains are virtually the same, regarding the probability density function 

and ranges of values. 

3. Although the ac energy packing efficiency seems to be the same 

in both cases, figures and values in block transform case are higher 

than actual values due to the 'generous' ordering of coefficients as 

discussed in Section (2.2.4). If the correction factor is applied as 

suggested, much more lower values will be obtained. This is also clear 

from results in Section (2.2.5. ), which shows that the principles of 

abruptancy is not applicable in block transform. 

4. 
. 1s a result of these comparisons, and cosidering the substantial 

storage requirements as well as the efforts in arranging and computation, 

it is concluded that the line transform is more efficient than block 

transform. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TRANSFORM DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF COLOUR SIGNALS 

Investigations of the characteristics of transform domain 

coefficients presented in Chapter 2 are extended here to colour signals. 

Due to the presence of chrominance subcarrier in this case, different 

ways of applying the transformation to the spatial samples are discussed. 

Characteristics for each case are studied with regard to their effects 

on bit rate reduction. As the values of samples will be directly 

dependent on the ratio between sampling frequency and subcarrier, the 

effects of changing this ratio are also discussed for two representativa 

values, 3fsc, and 4f 
so sampling frequency. Extensive comparisons among 

all cases considered are also presented, as well as comparisons with 

monochrome signals. 
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1.0.1. Introduction 

As in Chapter Two, the analyses in this Chapter were performed 

on stationary images. The Red/Blue/Green signals outputs from a Rank- 

Cintel Mk4 (flat faced CRT) slide scanner (with signal to noise ratio 

of 50 dB) were coded into a composite video signal in an RGB coder. The 

composite video signal was clamped and passed into an 8-bits/sample, 

high speed video Analogue to Digital Converter ADC, (Micro Consultants 

AN- DI RAD C, 8 bits/sample, 15 MHz). The input signal to the ADC was 

clamped (in the range -0.5v to 0.5V). 
(63) 

Three test images were used. These are categorised as 

E: PORTRAIT. 

Fs LAIE DISTRICT VILLAGE. 

G: PARROT. 

However, due to some difficulties in reproducing colour images, 

only the monochrome version of one of these test images is shown in 

Figure (3.1). 

I 
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Figure (3.1. ). Monochrome version of test image E, 
'PORI'RAIT'. 
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3.0.2. Tran3fora Application on Colour Signals: 

In applying the principles of spatial transform to colour signals,, 

special arrangements should be taken to account for the unique composition 

of these signals. As the colour signal is composed of three signals mixed 

together in a special manner, the way of transform application has to be 

altered. Several ways of transform application are possible. These can be 

broadly divided into two main categories: 

1. Composite signal transform. 

2. Components transform. 

In the composite signal transform, the colour signals are dealt 

with in their composite'fo m, as the name . 
implies.: This could be. further 

divided into two subcategories. In the first, a data vector is composed 

of a number of succesive samples taken directly from the spatial domain. 

This liii betcalled " Direct Composite Transform", or simply Direct trans- 

form. In the second subcategory, a data vector is composed from samples 

a subcarrier interval apart from each other. This one will be called, 

Laced Composite Transform", or simply Laced Transform. 

In components transform, the thrse-components of a colour signal, 

luminance and chrominance components, are transformed separately in a 

direct manner. This could be thought of as plane transformation., 
(65) 

Due to the"presence"of chrominance'subcarrier, the characteristics 

of transform-coefficients of sampled data will strongly depend on the 

relation between sampling frequency and subcarrier frequency. To study 

the effects of sampling frequency on transform domain coefficients, and 

with one eye on the-bandwidth requirements, two sampling rates in common 

use are investigated here. These are the thrice- and four times subcarrier 

frequency. 
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3.1, Characteristics of Transform Coefficients in case of 3fsc Samplings 

The instantaneous voltage 'e' of a complete PAL colour signal is 

given by(67); 

eaE+U sin wt +V cos wt 

where E is the luminance component, 

U and V are the chrominance components, 

w is the subcarrier angular frequency, and 

+ refers to the alternate line switch, with the + sign 

corresponding to the line with colour burst at 135°. 

For a sampling frequency of thrice the subcarrier frequency, 3 8c, 

sampling phases could be chosen at wt = lr/2, -51r/6, and * -'T/6' for the 

+ lines. Thus, the three different sample values in one subcarrier 

interval will be: 
(68) 

A=E+U at wt- ? (/2 
........... (3.1) 

B-E-. 5U -. 866V at wt=-5 ? r/6 ........ . (1.2) 

C-E-. 5U +. 866v at wta- it/6 ........ .. (3.3) 
Values for the alternate line can be found similarly. 

The first general feature to be noted here is that, unlike the 

case of monochrome, values of consecutive samples differ from each other 

depending on the values of both U and V components. 
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3.1.1. Direct Transform at 3fsc. = 

In this transform, consecutive samples along the TV line are grouped 

into vectors, and transformed as in the case of monochrome signals. From 

Equations (3-1-3-3), values of adjacent samples will vary from each other 

depending on values of chrominance components u and v. This means that the 

redundancy inherent in monochrome signals will not be met here. 

3.1.1.1. Coefficient..; Values and Variances: 

Figure (3.2. ). shows the relative values of averages for different 

vector sizes and three image categories. Tables (3.1- 3.3). show levels of. 

coefficients values. From these tables and graphs, the following notes are 

apparent: 

1. Unlike monochrome signals, valuesof coefficients are relatively 

higher, hence the number of coefficients which could be discarded will be 

relatively small. From the tables of levels, relative values do not go 

beyond 35 dB (in cases of vector sizes of N- 16 and 32), compared with 

-50 dB in the corresponding' cases of monochrome signals. 

2. Variations in coefficient: values among image categories are 

much less spread than monochrome. General shapes of curves for all images 

are nearly similar and changes are in the range of only 2 dB. 

3. The most noticeable difference than monochrome signals is 

the behaviour of coefficients values at medium and high sequencies. In the 

case of N- 16, coefficient H6 has higher value than adjacent ones, and 

the group of coefficients (H10- H12) have even higher values. In the case 

of N'32, this is noticed at Hll and (H18- H`6) respectively. This applies 

to all image categories. This fact could be explained by the structure 

of composite signal. As mentioned in Section (3.1.1. ), adjacent samples 

in one vector will have different values from each other. As ac Hadamard 

coefficients are the differences between sample values, then high sequency 
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coefficients, which represent differences between closely adjacent samples, 

will therefore be higher than in the case of monochrome. 

4. From Tables (3.1- 3.3), all coefficients relative averages are 

above the -42 dB level, while in monochrome, a cosiderable proportion was 

beyond that level. 

As for the variances of coefficients , which indicate the degree 

of spreading values. Figure (3.3) shows their relative values for some 

vector sizes. From figure, variances change nearly as values of averages. 

Again, H6 in a vector of N- 16, has nearly more than double the value 

of its neighbours' where tls group of coefficients (H10 Ham) have large- 

values, particularly H11. Changes of variances with image categories are 

slight. 

Table (3.1). Levels of Direct transform coefficients. N-16. 

Levels of decrease 

than dc term in dB. 

Percent of coefficients lying 

between these levels. 

From To E F G 

18 24 - 6.3 - 

24 30 12.5 37.5 32.5 

30 36 68.8 50 68.8 

36 42 12.5 - 12.5 

42 48 - - - 

t 
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Table (3.2). Levels of Direct transform coefficients. N- 32. 

Levels of decrease 

than dc term in dB 

Percent of coefficients 
between these levels. 

lying 

From To E F G 

18 24 - 3.13 - 
24 30 6.3 21.9 9.4 

30 36 43.8 56.3 46.9 

36 42 43.8 15.6 37.5 
42 48 3.13 - 3.13 
48 54 ' - - - 

Table (3.3). Levels of Direct transform coefficients. N-644. 

Levels of decrease 

than dc term-in dB. 

Percent of : coefficients lying 
between these levels. 

From To £ F G 

18 24 1.6 - 1.6 

24 30 4.7 15.6 4.7 

30 36 17.2 34.4 18.8 
36 42 57.8 45.3 59.4 

42 -48 17.3 3.1 14.1 

48 54 - - 
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3.1.1.2. Energy Packing Efficiency: 

It follows directly from Section (3.1.1.1), that the energy packing 

efficiency of a direct transform will be poor. Although the energy content 

in the dc coefficient is still high, (96%- 9815), the ac energy is distributed 

among more coefficients than in the case of monochrome signals. As already 

seen in Section (3.1.1.1), some of the medium- and high sequency coefficients 

have values comparable to, or even higher than, the first ac term H2. 

This will result that most of the ac energy will be distributed among these 

coefficients. 

Figure (3.4) shows energy packing efficiency for different vector 

sizes, and three different image categories. The rise in energy content at 

proportions of about 0.3 and again at about (0.6- 0.8) is due to the above 

mentioned distribution. However, these rises are not too sharp to justify 

any attempt of picking up few coefficients to be coded. As vector size 

increases, the rises in energy content tend to be more and more slower, 

thus increasing the proportion of coefficients which must be included to 

give a satisfactory reproduction. 
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3.1.2. Laced Transform at 3fsc: 

This type of transform is used in order to overcome the problem of 

-T sce sc. 

energy distribution among more coefficients in the Direct transform. 

Figure (3.5) shows a composite signal of a colour TV line sampled 

at 3fsc. 
ý.. '211/3 2 93 21r/3.2ý/3 27T/3 2' 2, W/3 

Al AA 

-1` 
B2 

j33 

i ýl C2 13 

Composite signal. 

Tsee- subcarrier interval 

fc. 

Figure (3.5). Composite colour signal and samples at 3f50. 

Starting at any arbitrary point Al, the two other samples, in a 

subcarrier interval, are shown as B1,21T/3 from Al, and C1,2'r/3 from B1. 

For the next subcarrier cycle, the samples will be A2, B2, and C2 at 

similar phases. Due to redundancy in signal, values of A1& A2 will differ 

too little from each other. The same applies to B1& B2 , and C1&'C2 . 

Extending to several subcarrier cycles is then igtraightforward, as shown 

in Figure (3.5). Grouping the A's samples in one group, the B's in another, 

and the C's in a third, will result three groups, each consists of mor-I 

correlated samples than the original consecutive ones. Applying Hadamard 

transform to each of these groups, one would expect results comparable 

to that of monochrome signals. 

For a transform size of N, an N number of subcarrier cycles is 

taken. The total number of samples will then be 3N. These samples will 

be considered as forming a so called "Major Vector". Starting with the 

u1 
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first sample, Al and 'lacing' each third sample after that will result 

the first "Minor Vector" 

Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 ...................... AN , 

which will be called 'Vector' for simplicity. Repeating, starting this 

time with B. I. and repeating again starting with C,, the two other vectors 
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 

6 .....!.......... .... 
% 

Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 es. esesec.. eses...... CN 
_ 

are obtained as-shown in Figure (3.6). 

These three-vectors are then processed in the normal way as in 

the monochrome-signals. At the receiving end, the vectors should be 

'Dela. ced' to-compose the original 'Major vector'. 

"1" 

Major I Al JB1 
C1 A2 B2 C21 A31 B3 

I 
C3 p4 B4 C4 ..... & vector 

vector'2' 

vector'3' 
Vectors '1', '2', and '30 are 'minor' vectors. 

Figure (3.6). Major and Minor vectors in Laced transform. 

3.1.2.1. Values-and--Variances of Coefficients in Laced transforms 

Figure (3.7)-shows-relative averages for different vector sizes. 

In general, _and., as-expected from discussions in Section (3.1.2), the 

behaviour of average--values of coefficients in laced transform is nearly 

the same as in monochrome signals. However, variations among different 

images are-much-lower as seems from comparing Figures (3.7) and (2.5). 

I 
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A, peculiar characteristic of colour signals is still noted, namely the 

less drop in coefficient; values. From Figure (3.7), there is no drop 

more than 42 dB, compared with 53 dB in monochrome. 

Abruptancy in coefficients values at binary boundaries are again 

noticeable due to high degree of correlation in minor vector samples. 

Variances of coefficients are nearly similar to monochrome signals 

in accordance with Section (3.1.2). 
"Figure (3.8) shows the relative values 

of variances for some transform sizes. -- 

3.1.2.2. Energy Packing Efficiencys 

Figure (3.9) shows the energy packing characteristics for different 

vector sizes and image categories. From these graphs, the packing efficiency 

is generally comparable with that of monochrome signal transform. As was 

the case there, the energy content increases considerably with increasing 

proportion of coefficients in the first half of sequency spectrum. 

Variations in packing efficiency with image categories are pore 

noticeable than in cases of coefficients values and variances. The general 

form of energy packing efficiency function suggests that : 

"Laced transform of colour signals could be handled in much the same way 

as transform of monochrome signals, apart from lacing and delacing". 
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3.1.3. Components Transform of Colour Signals at 3f$os 

In this transform, each one of the three components, luminance and 

two chrominance components, is transformed separately. In fact, this is 
Q 

a case of three transforms, and could be considered asAPlane transform-: * 

ation(65). Obviously, the total number of transform coefficients will be 

three times the vector size. Therefore only a substantial reduction in 

bit rate 0 if any, will justify its use. 

3.1.3.1.. Values_an& Variances of Coefficients: 

Figure' (3.10) shows relative values for an arbitrary vector size . 

of N"64, as an-example of components transform. 

For theI (luminance) component averages are generally less than 

the corresponding values in case-of monochrome signals. The decrease in 

values at binary boundaries are more clear and acute, i. e. abruptancy 

is sharper. More-than three quarters of coefficients are below the -42 

dB level. Some-variations among image categories are also noted, although 

they are much lower than in the monochrome case. 

For-chrominance components, the two components u and v seen to be 

nearly similar in-characteristics. Abruptancy, though noticeable, is no so 

clear as in the case of the Y component. This may be due to the fact that, 

normally, values of--u, -and v change in spatial domain as colours of 

particular locations-change-, while for the-Y component, the luainance 

may be nearly constant for larger areas even though the colours may 

change. Thus. 
_the-degree of correlation in Y component is 9 in general, 

much higher than-the. chrominance components. 

There is a general trend that some coefficients in the upper sequency 

half increase-in value again, i. e. the uniformity measure within this sub- 

vector is not strictly applicable. Variations among different image categ- 

ories are slightly less than in-the Y component, and, consequently, much 

lower than in the-case of monochrome signals. 

Figure (3"11) shows the relative variances for a vector size N-64. 
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3.1.3.2. C Energy Packing Efficiency : 

As u and v components may both have negative as well as positive 

values depending on the colours of particular subpictures, then, unlike 

the luminance component Y. the first transform coefficient H1 in both 

u and v transform planes may have any value, small or large, negative 

or positive alike. Therefore, for the computation of energy packing 

efficiency in this transform, the dc term in both u and v transform domains 

will be included. Hence, the energy content for 'any proportion of coefficients 

in the u or v transform is shown for all coefficients, including Hl. 

Figure (3.12) shows the energy packing efficiency for a transform 

size of N- 64 for the three component transforms in the different images. 

Figure (3.13) compares the energy packing efficiencies for the three 

components in each image alone, for the same transform size of N- 64. 

From the Figures, it can be noticed that the chrominance component trans- 

forms u, and v, compact energy more efficiently than the luminance Y 

component transform. It can be seen also that the variations in packing 

efficiencies with different images are almost slight. 

It was found that with increasing the transform size, the superiority 

of chrominance component transforms of energy packing over the luminance 

component decreases. 
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3.2. Characteristics of Transform Coefficients in case of 4f 
SC 

Sampling: 

The phases of sampling for the case of 4 sc can be chosen at 

q/2,7f 
,3 ? r/2, and 2 'R for the + line. Applying these values to the 

composite colour signal equation 

e-E +Usintit + YCos wt 

the four sample values in a subcarrier interval will be 

AE+U at wt -1W`/2 =... ... (3.4) 

B=E-V at wt - If (3.5) 

CME-U at wt=3'11'/2 . ... .. (3.6) 

DaE+V at wt=2 ̀ if i".. ".. (3.7) 

Equations (3.4 - 3.7) show that the total sum of all the four samples 

will be a function of luminance component E only. Also, for addition and 

subtractions of some sample values, either functions of luminance component 

alone or zero values will result for some cases. This is most suited to 

the Hadamard transform, which comprises successive additions and subtractions 

of sample values. In addition, '-being an integer power of 2, the number If 

associated with the ratio between sampling frequency and'subcarrier 

frequency, means-that for any transform size N, which is itself an integer - 

power of 2, an integer number of subcarrier cycles will be involved, a 

feature was not met in the case of 3fso. These two facts are likely to 

make the Direct Composite Transform at 4fsc sampling more promising. 
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3.2.1. Direct transform at 4fses 

consecutive samples are grouped together to form the transform 

vector. As seen from Equations (3.4 - 34, simple relationships exist 

among the four samples of a subcarrier interval. Due to redundancy in TV 

signals, and because a subcarrier-period is extremely short in real spatial 

domain, values of corresponding samples in following interval will be 

expected to have very close values. 

For simplicity, in dealing with-sample values, an alternative form 

of composite signal equation will-be used as follows: 

e=E +P sin (xt ) 
......................... x.......... 

(3.8). 

where pm tl2 + VZ ! 

are tan U/V. 

f 

Figure=-(3.14).. Selected-sample phases and sample values in 

a 4fsa Direc,. - transformation. 

Figure (3.14) shows the composite signal as expressed by Equation 

(3.8), and shows values of samples in successive four subcarrier intervals. 
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From that figure, values of samples will be 

Ala E+p 

Bl -E 

cl- E-p "" "(3.9) 
Dl -E 

Again, the simple and special relations among the samples values will lead 

to a high degree of decorrelation in the transfora domain. 

3.2.1.1. Averages and Variances of Coefficients: 

As the redundancy is higher in the case of 4fac sampling frequency, 

average values of most of transform coefficients are expected to be generally 

lower than in the case of 3fsc' Figure (3.15) shows relative averages for 

different vector sizes. At the first glance, a sharp increase in values -- 

of the two mid-sequency coefficients is apparent. Values of these two 

coefficients are even higher than first ac coefficient, which in previous 

cases continued to be the biggest ac term. This sharp increase in aid- 

sequency terms can be explained as follows. 

Considering, for simplicity, an 8- sample vector taken from those 

in Figure (3.14). Values of samples of this will be 

Al Bl C1 D1 A2 B2 C2 D2 
I 

As the two subcarrier involved are adjacent, an assumption of equality 

between each two corresponding samples will not be an unjustified one. 

Hence, rewriting the vector, assuming Ai - A2 A ........ etc., then 

the values of, santples will be 

AB CD AB CD 

Recalling the values of Hadamard transform coefficients, and substituting 

with values of samples as functions of E and p (Section 3.2.1. ), the 

Hadamard transform coefficients will be as follows: 
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Hl 8E 

H20 

H3 0 

H4 % 

. .. see ..... .... . ... (3.10). 
H5 kp 

H6 -0 

H7 0 

H8 0 

Thus all of the ac energy is concentrated in the two mid-eegnency 

coefficients H4 and H5 , and the dc energy is concentrated In the dc term. 

Of course, this is an ideal case where there are no changes in values in 

successive subcarrier intervals. Practically, these changes are so small 

that the fact of concentration of most of the ac energy in these two 

coefficients will still exist. The actual values of other coefficients 

will be very small instead of theoretical zeros in Equations (3.10). 

Following exactly the same procedures, it could be shown that for bigger 

transform sizes, as N-16,32,64,... etc., the same results will be generally 

obtained. However, for bigger sizes of transforms the number of differences 

involved in obtaining transform coefficients will increase, leading to 

some increases in coefficients which would, theoretically, have zero 

values and hence, decreasing the values of the two mid-sequency terms. 

In accordance with this analysis, Figure (3.15) shows the increase 

in values of the- two mid-sequency coefficients and the decrease in other 

ac terms. Tables (3. L - 3.6 ) show the proportions of coefficients having 

definite levels relative to dc term. From these tables-70% of terms have 

values less than -42 dB relative to dc term. The tables also show the 

increase in relative values of some other coefficients on both sides of 

mid-segnency terms as the transform size increases, and hence, more and 

more ac energy is switched to these coefficients. It may be concluded that 

the extremely good concentration of ac energy-in the case of 4fse small 
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vector sizes suggests that in such a transform three coefficients,, the 

two mid-sequency and the dc one, can play the major part in recovering 

the original spatial data. 

Figure (3.16) shows relative variances for different transform sizes 

and image categories. It is again apparent that the variances of different 

coefficients follow nearly the same general characteristics of the average 

values. Here also the variances for the two mid-sequency terms are the 

largest among all ac coefficients. Variations among image categories are 

much more than in the case of averages. As the-transform size increases 

variances of more and more coefficients on both sides of mid-sequency 

terms also increase. 
1 
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Table (3.4). Levels of transform coefficient values. Direct transform, N-16. 

Levels of decrease 
than dc term. 

Percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels. 

Image : -E F C 

18 -- 24 dB. -. 12.5 - 

24 -- 30 dB. 12.5 6.3 12.5 
30 -- 36 dB. 6.3 6.3 6.3 
36 -- 42 dB. 18.7 25 31.2 

42 -- 48 dB. 31.2 18.7. 18.7 

48 -- 54 dB. 32-5 25 25 
5 -- 6o dB. 32.5 - - 

Table (3.5). Levels of transform coefficient values. Direct transform, Na32. 
Levels of decrease 
than dc term. 

Percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels. 

Image : E F G 

18 -- 24 dB. - 6.3 - 

24 -- 30 dB. 9.3 3.1 9.3 
30 -- 36 dB. 6.3 6.3 6.3 
36 -- 42 dB. 12.5 25 28.1 

42 -- 48 dB. 25 31.3 28.1 

48 -- 54 dB. 25 18.8 18.8 

54 -- 60 dB. 18.8 6.3 6.3 

Table (3.6). Levels- of transform coefficientfvalues. Direct transform, N-64. 

Levels of decrease 
than dc term. 

Percent of coefficients with values 
within these levels. 

Image S E F G 

18 -- 24 dB. 1.6 3.1 - 

z4 -- 30 dB. 6.3 3.1 6.3 
30 -- 36 dB. - 6.3 7.8 
36 -- 42 dB. 12.5 18.8 17.1 
42 -- 48 dB. 25 25 28.1 

48 -- 54 lB. 28.1 18.8 21.8 
54 -- 60 dB. 15.6 23.4 17.1 

60 -- 66 dB. 9.3 - - 
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3.2.1.2. Energy Packing Efficiency: 

Table (3.7) shows the ac energy packing efficiency for a vector 

size of N- 16. In accordance with Section (3.2.1.1. ), the table shows a 

rise in energy content of between (72 %- 87 %) due to the two aid-sequency 

terms alone. Figure (3.17) shows the energy packing efficiency for more 

vector sizes. From these graphs, the ac energy content of coefficients in 

(lower half of spectrum plus one), is nearly constant at about 98 % of the 

total ac energy, regardless of vector size or image category. For bigger 

transforms, as 128, the energy is much more spread among medium sequency 

coefficients close to the mid-sequency range. This suggests that a smaller 

vector size of N- 8,16, or 32 will be more : efficient for the 4fscdirect 

transform. In such a case, only two or four mid-sequency coefficients may 

preserve most of the ac energy, while the dc term will preserve all the dc 

energy. 

For a quick comparison among different vector sizes, Table (3.8) 

shows the ac energy content in the two mid-sequency terms for different 

sizes and different image categories. From the table, the decrease in ac 

energy concentration as the vector sizes increase is apparent.. It is also 

clear from the table and Figure (3.17) that this decrease of concentration 

is also strongly dependent on image--category, especially at bigger vector 

sizes. 

I 
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Table (3.7). Energy Packing Efficiency for 4fsc Direct 

tarnsform. Vector size N- 16. 

Image categ. E F G 

Up to coeff. ac energy ac energy ac energy 
(included). content % content % content % 

1 0 0 0 

2 9.2 5.9 10.2 

3 11.2 7.6 13.5 
4 13.6 9.0 16.7 
5 14.2 9.3 17.9 
6 15.0 10.0 19.7 

7 16.9 11.3 22.8 
8 57.1 55.0 58.6 
9 97.0 98.3 94.2 
10 98.3 99.0 96.2 
11 98.9 99.4 97.6 
12 99.4 99.7 98.7 
13 99.5 99.7 99.0 
14 99.6 99.8 99.3 
15 99.8 99.9 99.7 
16 100 100 100 

Table (3.8). Energy content in the two raid-eequency 
coefficients in Direct-transform. 

Vector Mid-seq. ac energy ac energy ac energy 
size. orders. content % content % content % 

(seq. + 1), in image E in image F in image C 

16 8,9 80.1 87.0 71.4 
32 16,17 67.0 78.3 58.2 
64 32,33 49.0 69.4 45.2 

128 64,65 26.3 56.6 28.8 
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3.2.2. laced Transform at 4fsc : 

This transform is applied in a similar way to the Iaced transform 

in case of 3fsc. As with sampling in Direct transform for 4f 
so , 

the phases 

are chosen at"T/2, qt ,3 71/2, and 27f ( although other phases could be 

chosen). Figure (3.18) shows the composite signal for several subcarrier 

intervals. Samples are indicated on the wave shape as A's, B's, Cgs, and 

D's. 

Al A2 A3 A A5 

Taking N subcarrier cycles and grouping all the samples in one 

'vector' will result a LN point 'major vector' as shown in Figure (3.19). 

Major 
vector 

" .. ý 

Figure (3.19). Major vector and its four 'minor' vectors of a 4f 
so 

laced transform. 
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Figure (3.18). Composite colour signal sampled at 4f 
sc . 

Vectors 11', '2', '3', and '4' are the 'minor' vectors. 



Starting with sample A1, and taking each fourth sample after that, 

the first 'minor' vector will then be extracted as: 

Al A2 A3 A4 A5 ................ AN 

Similarly, for B, C, and D samples, the corresponding vectors axes 

Bl B2 B3 B4 BS ................ BN 

ei C2 C3 C4 C54 
............... 

CN 

D1 D2 D3 D44 D5 ..... ......... DN 

Like in the case in 3fsc, each vector consists of N samples exactly one 

subcarrier interval apart from each other. This will make the samples 

in a minor vector highly correlated, resulting a high degree of decorrelation 

in the transform domain. Transforming is the same as in monochrome and 

3fsc sampled colour signals. 

Actually, no noticeable differences have been noticed in transform 

domain characteristics as compared with 3 fc laced transform. This is 

expected since the samples in each vector in both cases represent the 

same data at different sampling points. Therefore, only saue of the graphs 

will be shown here without comments or explanations. All the graphs have 

same definitions and variables as the corresponding ones in the case of 

3fsc laced transform. 
I 

3.2.2.1. Averages and Variances of Coefficients: 

Figure (3.20) shows some relative values of coefficients for 

different cases. .. Figure-(3.21) shows relative variances for some cases. 

3.2.2.2. Energy Packing Efficiency: 

Figure (3.22) shows energy packing efficiency for some vector sizes 

and image categories. General shapes are nearly the same as in the case 

of 3fsc laced transform. 
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3.2.3. Components Transform at 4fscs 

Each of the three components in the spatial domain is transformed 

separately. After coding, transmission, and decoding, inverse transform. 
in 

ation will result4the original vectors. These vectors are then coded in 

the usual way to get the composite colour signal. It has been mentioned in 

Section (3.1.3. ) that the total number of coefficients will be three times 

the vector size in case of 3fsc sampling components transform. Similarly, 

of course, in the case of 4f 
so sampling, this number will be four times 

the vector size. However, due to the already large number of samples in a 

4fso signal, the increase in number of coefficients in this components 

transform will be substantial. 11 

3.2.3.1. Values'and Variances of Coefficientst 

Figs (3.23) shows the relative average values for the three coap. 

onents Y, u, and v for the three image categories in example vector size 

of N- 64. From these graphs, Y component is nearly similar to the corres- 

ponding 3fsc transform. Chrominance components u, and v, are different in 

their characteristics from the 3 sc transform. Generally, values of many 

coefficients are much less than those of the 3f$c case. A major difference 

also is the existence of some sort of 'bends', in both u, and v, components. 

In addition to the abruptancy for the lowest half sequency, the upper half 

(subvector) has two distinctive 'bands' of values. These bands are at 

orders (33- 48) and (49- 64). The same applies equally well to all image 

categories, with very slight, or no differences. One potential advantage 

of this characteristic is the possibility that a multizonal coding scheme 

can be used. In such a scheme, the few coefficients which have the larger 

values may be taken to represent the chrominance energy. For the present 

example, coefficients groups like (244- 32), (40- 48), and (57- 64) may be 

selected to represent the medium- and high sequency subvectors. 

Figure (3.24) shows relative variances in the example of Figure 
_ 

(3.23). Variances have nearly same characteristics as the average values. 
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3.2.3.2. Energy Packing Efficiency: 

Figure (3.25) shows the energy packing efficiency for different 

components transforms and different image categories. As in the case of 

3f$c, for the Y component, only the ac energy is calculated, while for 

u, and v, components all energy including that of first coefficient in 

each case is considered, (Section 3.1.3.2. ). 
. 

From all these graphs, it is clear that ac energy packing efficiency 

for Y component transforms is always the poorest. For u, and v, efficiency 

is higher and they are very slightly different fron each other. 

I 
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3.3. General Comparison for Different Colour Signal Transforms: 

Results obtained so far can be summarized as follow.,. 

1. Generally, components transform is more efficient as far as 

energy compaction is concerned, (except for the case of 4f 
see 

), but as seen 

from Sections (3.1.3. and 3.2.3. ) it is in'fact three transforms, with 

all what this implies in complexity and computational efforts. 

2. The laced transform, as expected, is much better than direct 

transform, in the case of 3fsc in compacting the spatial energy. 

3. Direct transform in case of 3fsc is the poorest regarding energy 

packing efficiency. However, in the case of 4fsc, direct transform is, 

by far, the most efficient. As seen from Section (3.2.1. ), it has the 

potentiality of compacting almost all the energy in three coefficients 

only, especially for smaller vector sizes, like (8-- 32). 

4. Except for the case of direct transform, the slight increase 

in efficiency by using 4f. 
se sampling frequency does not seem to justify 

its use, as it will contribute to increasing the over-all bit rate (by 

increasing the number of samples and hence, number of coefficients by 33% 

over the 3f80 frequency case). 

Figure (3.26) compares the energy packing efficiency for the two 

sampling frequencies and two images in case of direct transform of vector 

size N- 64. Efficiency in 3fsc case is higher in the first half of orders, 

while the sharp increase in efficiency of 4fsc sampling is apparent just 

after the inclusion of the first tern in the upper half of the spectrum. 

It is also clear that efficiency of 4fsc is less dependent on image category 

(in the second half) than the 3fsc" 

Figure (3.27) compares the two sampling frequencies in the case 

of laced transform of a vector size of N- 32, for two images. Slight 

change is noticed between the two frequencies, while noticeable difference 

is clear between the two images. 
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Figure (3.28) shows the u component and the v component transforms 

for two images and a vector size of N- 64. For these two component trans- 

forms, the efficiency is virtually independent of image. Again, a slight 

increase in the case of 4fso sampling is noticeable. 

As a conclusion, it could be said that for a laced transform, a 

low sampling frequency (as 3fso) is preferable in order to lower the number 

of samples. For direct transform however, the 4f., is much more efficient 

with smaller transform sizes. 

t 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

NORMALIZATION ERROR 

Normalization error is that error which results from 

normalizing the values of transform coefficients to the ranges of values 

of the original spatial domain samples. Effects of normalizing are computed 

for different transform sizes in both line and block transformations. The 

different versions of mean-squared-error criterion, which are used for 

objective assessment, are defined and discussed, and some numerical values 

are linked with some subjective assessment tests previously mentioned in 

other literature. Work in this Chapter is restricted to monochrome 

signals only, as no great differences between monochrome and colour 

signals are expected in this respect. 

As a result of this investigation, an upper limit on the transform 

size is recommended to avoid excessive distortion in the reconstructed 

image from the process of normalizing before any encoding or decoding 

is involved. 

ti 
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4.1. Introduction: 

It has been shown in Chapters 2 and 3 that, as the transform size 

increases, the degree of decorrelation. " among transform coefficients also 

increases. Mean values and standard deviations of higher sequency coefficients 

generally decrease with transform size N. This allows efficient exploitation 

of redundancy in the original spatial domain by decreasing, or even neglecting 

completely, the role of high sequency terms in reconstructing the original 

data. Unfortunately, this increase in vector or block size cannot be cont- 

inued without limits. The problem with such an increase is that the absolute 

values of coefficients also increase, and the binary words required to 

represent then increase in length. 

From Equation (1.17), Chapter 1, in'reconstructing the original 

data from transform-coefficients, the output from an inverse transform 

should be "normalized" by a factor N- 2n which is the transform size. 

Ideally, this should be done after the final inverse transformation. But 

as a result of discussion in last paragraph, and especially when N is 

large, it may be-more convenient, as far as the hardware word length is 

concerned, to, divide the coefficients themselves by the nor"ializing factor 

N before encoding and transmission in order to get their dynamic ranges at 

the same levels of magnitudes as originals. A third possibility is to 

divide the coefficients values by VN and then normalizing the recovered 

data after- inverse transformation by another factor W. These three 

possibilities will be referred to here as Post-normalizing, Pre-normalizing, 

and Double half normalizing., respectively. 

Obviously, this nornalizing process will result an error of its own., 

even without taking any other processing steps in the transform domain. 

Although this error,, resulting fron limiting the word length, acts as the 

most important constraint on the transform size, it did not, so far, receive 

the attention it deserves from most of researchers working in the field. 
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One reason for that, may be that a great proportion of experiments and 

studies concerning the Hada. mard transform was carried out by computer 

simulation(50-53,69-73) which allows processing of extremely wide ranges 

of values for any coefficient or quantizing parameter. Another possible 

reason for no specific treatment of the problem of normalization error 

may be that the majority of researchers dealing with transformations, 

cösidered the total errors without df,: scriainating among different sources 

of these-errors. 

Knab 
(74). 

studied the normalization noise (which he-called-round- 

off noise), for a particular case. He considered block transformation with 

a block size of 8x8 samples, and an original 6- bit PCM image. He then 

subjectively assessed the reconstructed image for two different cases. 

First, by rounding off the coefficients of line- (horizontal-, or semi-) 

transformation prior to column- (vertical-) transformation. Second, the 

rounding off was performed only after the vertical (final) transformation. 

He presented some results in these two cases, as well as the results of 

reconstruction after quantization. He came to a conclusion, that : 

" an eight bit precision hardware is sufficient to keel) the effects of 

round off error-to an acceptable level when performing the two dimensional 

8x8 Hadamard transform on 6-bit imagery data*". No objective assessments 

were given as for the rounding off effects alone, without combining the 

quantization effects. 

In this present-study, normalization error effects were investigated 

for different transform sizes in both the line and block transformations. 

The objective criteria used in judging and assessing these effects are 

different forms of the Signal to Noise Ratio. 
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4.2. Fidelity Criteria: 

The ultimate receiver of TV signals is the human eye. Therefore, 

a suitable fidelity criterion should be a -subjective assessment of the 

TV picture in question. However, for theoretical investigations, and 

where the necessary means of subjective assessment are not available, 

the need arises for a computable objective assessment criterion. The one 

which is widely accepted is the Mean Square Error. Although it has no 

sufficient theoretical or practical justifications for its use over other 

distortion criteria. 
( 75 ), 

i is still the most commonly used. Other 

criteria are being widely developed for use in conjunction with image 

prcessing(75-78) 
Objective criteria used here are different versions of normalized 

mean square error. Because there are no general agreements on the act of 

normalizing the MSE, the following names will be used here as defined 

below. 

(79) 
4.2.1. Over all Normalized Mean Square Error ONMSE s 

This is a measure of the normalized mean square error (difference), 

between a single frame data f(xy) , and the reconstructed image points 

f(x, 
y) , where x and y are the spatial coordinates. Normalization is 

achieved by dividing the mean square error by the mean signal energy 

all over the frame area, and hence the nage " over all normalized'. 

Expression for the ONMSE is as followsi 

Nx Nn2 
1JM ý 1(x, 

y) 
f (xoyl 

xm 1" ONMSE- - 
fix 

....... 

(4.1). 

ý'+x i/M 

x= I yý 

f (x. Y 

where Nx No. of samples along x direction, 

Ny No. of samples along y direction,, 
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M =total number of samples -Nx. Ny 

In the special case where Nx=Ny ajrN' , M=N. 

An over all normalized signal to noise ratio can be expressed in the 

usual form as : 
ONSNR -- 10 log10 ONNSE 

.............................. 
(4.2., 

4.2.2. Peak-to-Peak Si 
(79, $0) 

gna. l-to-Root Mean Square Noise Ratio PPSNR 

This error is calculated by-normalizing the mean square error all 
2 

over the image area to the (maximum, intensity in the image Y. ) 

An expression for this criterion is: 
!, SN ýM [f 

(X. y) -f (x. Y) 
PPMSE 9 X-1; Li 

.................. Y2maximua 

where Ymaximum, =maximus luminance value of f(xty). 

Again, a signal to noise ratio is coputed ass 

PPSNR - -10 log10 PPMSE ............................... (4.4") 

The normalization is performed relative to the maximum luminance value 

to exploit, one of the human eye characteristics. This is the inaccuracy 

of the eye in assessing the noise at the highly luminant regions(81) -0 

However, this SNR measure is somewhat optimistic as it does not take into 

account the relatively higher effects of-noise at the poorer luainant areas. 

4.2.3. Locally Normalized Signal to Noise Ratio LNSNR i 

This is a-rather conservative, or even pessimistic, MSE criterion. 

It differs from the PPýIISE above, in that the normalization is done for each 

pixel separately by its corresponding luminance value. Thus, a relation 

for such an error is: 

Nx N f(X. 2 

LNMSE I )/ - .......... (ý+"5" ) 
xý ys1 f(X, 

7) 
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Also, a locally normalized signal to noise ratio will be defined ass 

LNSNR a -10 
log10 LNMSE 

". ". ".. ". "".................. " 
(L 

. 
6. ) 

4.2.4. Objective and Subjective Criteria Relat%öns: 

For a comparative assessment of objective measures mentioned so far 

some results are recalled where subjective assessments were also given. 

Among the previously mentioned objective criteria, the PPSNR was the one 

mostly used. In a work by Chen and Smith( 
31), 

a subjective assessment 

for a 37 dB PPSNR-colour image seemed to be-excellent compared with the 

original.: For monochrome images, a comparable subjective assessment 

seemed applicable for a (30 - 32) dB PPSNR levels. In another work by 

Ishii 
(80 

a PPSNR of between (27.8 - 28.9) dB seemed acceptable for a 

variety of monochrome images. In the same range of 28 dB, another work(82 

was reported, although, unfortunately, the specific version of objective 

SNR was not mentioned. 

4.3. Normalizing and Rounding off: 

The study of normalizing and rounding off effects was performed by 

simulating both the transformation and i. ormalizing on a digital computer. 

(ICL 19043). All arithmetic operations of transformation from the spatial 

domain were allowed to take any values without constraints. Then, simulating 

the hardware-word length limit before transmission, transform coefficients 

were normalized to the same-levels of magnitudes as, the orignal samples 

values, by applying the following process 

Hi + N/2 
H- -- `(4.7. ) 

i (normalized and rounded) N ......... 

where Hi - the value of ith coefficient, 

Ns transform size - 2n. 

The(+) signs are used with Hi positive or negative respectively. 
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Division processes were carried out in integer arithmetic to simulate 

the limiting and round off. Normalized and rounded coefficientsrere then 

inverse transformed and compared with original data. Errors calculated 

after that were, obviously, due to normalizing and rounding off. 

Normalizing was performed, in all the simulations shown below, 

in the three different ways mentioned before, namely, Postnormalizing, 

Prenormalizing, and Double half-normalizing. No appreciable differences 

in results were observed. Results-shown here are for the Prenormalizing, 

where full normalization is simulated before encoding. 

4.3.1. Normalization Error in Line Transform: 

Simulation results for vector sizes ranging from N- 4 up to N- 128 

(n- 2- 7), for the four image categories are shown in Table- (4.1). 

As a means of comparison, and for a quick assessment, the objective measures 

of different degrees of bit reduction in original data of one image (A), 

are shown in-Table (4.2. ). The table shows the same objective criteria 

for image (A), after being subjected to a decrease in its representative 

word length by 1,2,3,4, and 5 bits. Thus, the table shows the corresponding 

SNR's for the cases of 7,6,5,4, and 3 bits word long PCM image, respectively, 

obtained from the original 8-bit image. 

Results of Tables (4.1. and 4.2. ) are plotted in Figure (4.1. ). 

using only the PPSNR criterion. 

From Tables-(4.1. &L. 2. ) and Figure (4.1), it is seen that, on 

average, and nearly for all images tested, the decrease in SNR is nearly 

2.8 dB for each bit increase in n (i. e. for each doubling in the transform 

size N ), 
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Table (4.1. ). Normalization SNR for different vector 

sizes and image categories. 

Image Vector ONSNR PPSNR LNSNR. 

category size. in dB. In dB. in dB. 

A 4 49.89 52.67 48.59 
B 4 48.90 52.54 47.98 
C 4 49.90 52.79 48.59 
D 4 47.74 52.54 45.59 

A 8 47.37 50.16 45.94 
B 8 46.39 50.04 45.43 
C 8 47.58 50.46 46.13 

D 8 45.09 49.89 42.98 

A 16 44.68 47.47 43.15 

B 16 43.81 47.45 42.83 

C 16 44.91 47.80 43.33 

D 16 42.34 47.14 40.09 

A 32 41.84 44.62 40.20 

B 32 41.28 44.92 40.17 
C 32 41.44 44.33 40.07 
D 32 39.34 44.14 37.15 

A 64 38.90 41.69 37.19 
B 64 38.52 42.17 37.25 

C 64 38.29 41.18 36.78 
D 64 36.30 41.10 34.24 

A 128 35.91 38.70 34.21 

B 128 35.85 39.50 34.58 

C 128 35.15 38.03 33.68 
D 128 33.24 38.04 31.13 
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By comparison from Figure (4.1), it is clear that a normalized 

4 pixel vector will resultAa picture which is better than a7 bit PCM 

image. For vector sizes of 8,16, and 32 pixels,, the resulted images, 

after normalizing and rounding off, are better than a6 bit PCM image. 

When the vector size increases to 64 pixels, the image quality is just 

comparable with, or slightly inferior to, that of a6 bit PCM image. 

This means that, for a word lenght of 8 bits, a transform size should 

not, in general, exceed 0+ pixels. 

Table (4.2). SNR"s due to bit reduction of original 
8- bit PCM image. (Imäge A). 

Reduction' 
to 

ONSNR dB. PPSNR dB. LNSNR dB. 

7 bits 48.56 51.34 47.31 

6 bits 40.58 43.37 39.33 

5 bits 32.98 35.77 31.80 

4 bits 26.81 29.60 25.40 

3 bits 20.26 23.05 19.01 

I 
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4.3.2. Normalization Error in Block Transform. : 

The work reported in previous Section for line transform was extended 

to block transformation as well. In all work reported so far in literature 
(50 

concerning quantization in transform domain -j2,76-78,83: 84blocks 
were 

considered only in the square form. No attempt has been reported so as to 

using non-square blocks. In this work, non-square, as well as square blocks 

are considered. Furthermore, different combinations of dimensions were also 

tried for both axes. 

Again, as before, in'simulation, all coefficients were allowed to 

take on any values during the transformation. Normalizing was then applied 

after the final (vertical) semi-transformation. Reconstruction by inverse 

transforming restored the 'approximate' original data , and hence normal- 

ization error was calculated. Results of simulations for three different 

images are shown in Tables (4.3. -- 4.5. ). Because of the large amount of 

inforieations in this case, results for each image were grouped alone. In 

each table, different criteria are shown grouped with respect to the 1: 

vertical dimension Ny which is the number of TV lines involved in composing 

the block, while the horizontal dimension Nx, is shown as a para"ieter. All 

possible likely combinations were considered from 2x2 up to 16x16. These 

cover almost all practical cases one can think about (or perhaps more). 

Neverthless, in plotting these results, it was found easier for categories 

comparison, to plot different images with same block dimensions together. 

So, one figure-is devoted to each value of vertical dimension, with the 

horizontal dimension (vector size), and the image category as parameters. 

Figures (4.2. -- 4.5. ) show these results. 
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Table (L. 3. ). Normalization SNR for different 

block sizes and shapes. Image A. 

Block size. 

Lines Vector 
Ny NX 

ONSNR 

in dB. 

PPSNR 

In dB. 

LNSNR 

in dB. 

22 49.83 52.62 48.56 

2 If 47.39 50.18 45.95 

28 44.74 47.53 43.13 

2 16 41.99 44.78 40.31 

42 47.28. 50.07 45.88 

44 44.69 47.48 43.14 

48 42.03 44.81 i 40.31 

4 16 39.25 42.03 37.46 

82 44.55 47.33 43. o6 

84 41.90 44.68 40.22 

88 39.20 41.99 37.44 

8 16 36.54 39.33 34.70 

16 2 41.67 4+. 45 40.10 

16 4 39.04 41.83 37.31 
16 8 36.41 39.19 34.60 

16 16 33.93 36.72 32.07 
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Table (4.4. ). Normalization SNR for different 

block sizes and shapes. Image B. 

Block size 
Line Vector 
Ny Nx 

ONSNR 

in dB. 

PPSNR 

in dB. 

LNSNR 

in dB. 

22 . 48.88 52.53 47.96 

24 46.46 50.11 45.55 

28 43.94 47.58 42.98 

2 16 41.54 
1 

45.18 40.48 

42 46.35 50.00 45.41 
44 43.92 47.57 42.96 
48 41.63 45.27 40.60 

4 16 39.41 43.06 38.24 

82 43.78 47.43 42.82 

84 41.54 45.10 40.49 
88 39.36 43.00 38.19 
8 16 37.27 40.92 36.01 

16 2 41.27 47.57 40.16 
16 4 43.92 44.92 42.96 

16 8 37.13 40.78 35.90 

16 16 35.16 38.81 33.84 
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Table (4.5. ). Normalization SNR for different 

block sizes and shapes. Image C. 

Block size 
Line Vector 
Ny Nx 

ONSNR 

in dB. 

PPSNR 

in dB. 

LNSNR 

in dB. 

22 49.85 52.74 48.58 

24 47168 50.57 46.18 

28 45.23 48.11 43.65 

2 16 42.37 45.25 40.69 

42 47.55 50"L4 46.08 
44 45.39 48.28 43.79 
48 42.92 45.83 41.41 

4 16 39.97 42.86 38.31 

82 45.16 48.05 43.59 
84 43.08 45.96 41.46 

88 40.63 43.51 39.04 
8 16 37.47 40.36 35.75 

16 2 42.59 45.47 41.03 

16 4 40.51 43.40 38.93 
16 8 38.07 40.95 36.49 
16 16 34.96 37.85 33.18 

r 

.` 
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From Tables and Figures, some conclusions can be summarised here. 

1. Generally, the ranges of values of SNR for equivalent transform 

sizes (i. e. N- Nx . Ny), are nearly the same as in the line transform. 

2. There are slight differences between reversed dimensional 

blocks, of the same total sizes. For example, for image A. a block of 

Ny -2 and Nx- 16 is better than Ny- 16 and Nx- 2 by about 0.33 dB. On 

the other hand, for image C, an 8x16 block is better than a 16x8 block 

by about 0.59 dB. This result may support the idea that the errors are 

functions of image areas. 

A proposed idea to better investigate the block transformation. 

is to relate both dimensions Nx and Ny with; correlation coefficients in 

corresponding directions for the local part of image considered. However, 
as 

such a scheme will have to be bounded, ^ far as the vertical dimension is 

concerned due to the line storages required, and because the stored lines 

can not be changed in number as we proceed in the horizontal direction. 

Due to that, it is felt that, if a block transformation is to be used, a 

rectangular block is preferrable, with Ny as minimum as 2, or''41 as this 

will greatly reduce the storage required, especially at the rec iving end. 

S. 

I 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ADAPTIVE CODING OF MONOCHROME SIGNALS 

For a multicoder scheme, in which one coder is used for a particular 

'class' of subpictures, a 'classifying' technique is essential to identify 

the class and to select the appropriate coder-decoder. The existing 

proposed activity index is reviewed, and it was found that another objective 

means is necessary. 

The interrelationships among different groups of coefficients in 

the transform are used to compute an over all ' Directing Index ', which 

will direct the subpicture concerned to its appropriate coder-decoder. 

Energy spectra of transform domain groups of coefficients are computed, 

and different directing indexes are considered to pick those areas which 

have much energy. Coders to be used with each index were also devised 

and tested, subject to an arbitrary bit rate of 2 bits per pixel. 

Assessments of the scheme are presented. It is shown that the 

gain over non-adaptive coding is considerable, while the decrease than 

a 'hypothetically ideal' directing process is very low. 
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5.1. Introduction: 

Several attempts have been tried to adapt thescheme of quantization 

to the picture characteristics. Tasto and Wintz(83 
)' 

used local statistical 

properties of picture to divide it into a number of segaents, and chose, 

the coding schese-suited für each segment. In a detailed work(61 
)' 

they 

divided the blocks*(subpictures) into one of three categories: 

Category-I : blocks containing a lot of detail. 

Category II. s blocks containing little detail and darker than average.. 

Category III: blocks containing little detail and lighter than 

average. 

This division-of images depends upon 
Spatial 

activity, -although 

not explicitly. -They 
then developed quantizers for, each category by trial 

and error. 

The problex. of objective measures of activity, detail, or busyness, 

of an image has not received sufficient attention so far, apart from a 

proposed 'activity -index' 
(62 ). 

5.2. Activity Index: 

Gialett(62) has proposed an activity index for subpictures to 

help assigning appropriate number of bits-for different coefficients in 

the transform domain. He suggested-that " an activity index A defined by 
N 

AýE: ai i Fi l 
i-2 
N 

or A'rE ai F'i 

.... ................................ 
c$. 1, 

.................................... 
(5.2 ) 

could well serve as-an objective measure of the busyness of a subpicture. 

of N samples, The-Ft are the transform coefficients, and the aie weighting 

factors, perhaps-inversely proportional to the variances of Fi. The summation 

omits the first coefficient (assumed. to be the dc term), because it Xs 

normally the only coefficient with non-zero mean. -In this way, a subpicture 

with no detail would-have A- 0". 
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Figure (5.1, a) shows the probability density , and probability 

cumulative functions of the activity index as proposed by Gimlett. This 

was computed with ai set to unity and for a particular image quantized to 

8-bits. The original was a 128x128 pal image, divided into 256, (8x8) 

subpictures. 

He then' suggested grouping the subpictures. into different categories 

on the bases of their-activity indexes, and encodin9each category diYf- 

erently. Four-categories (I, II, III, and IV in the Figure) are obtained 

by using the 2ý6,50%, and 7% ordinates of the cumulative'! probability 

curve to separate the categories. In this way, the four. cliesee are of 

equal numbers of subpictures. Applying combination domain sampling and 

thresholding procedure(85 an example has been shown, for which Figure 

5. l. b suainarizes-the number of-bits allocated for each of the coded 

coefficients for the (8x8) subpictures image. The non-zero numbers are 

the number of bits transmitted for the corresponding coefficient. Dashed - ..... 

lines segment the array into the different zones where adapting thresholding 

is to be applied. Th3 number 0 in these zones indicates that the largest 

coefficient in this . one plus its address are to be coded and transmitted. 

From the-fig-two, the-average number of bits/subpicture can be 

calculated as. shown in Table (5.1). 

Table (5.1). Total number of bits for each class. 

Class. I II' III IV 

Bits for adaptively selected 6 12 22 36 
coefficients. 
Bits always transai ted. 28 34 40 70 

Class code bits. 2 2 .2 2 

Total bits, 36 48 64 108 

Assnaing"equal distribution of the four classes, the average bit 

rate will then bet 
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4 

Bit rate 
3LP3. 

b3" 4 (36+ 48+ 64+ 108)- 64 bits/subpicture. 

This will lead to, an average bit rate of 1 bit/pixel. 

However, it must be pointed out here, that this was an entirely 

illustrative example and no attempt has been made to minimize mean square 

error or any subjective error criterion. The scheme has not been even 

tried( 62). 
It should also be noted that the scheme proposed in that 

example assumes a variable length word coding (ranging from 36 to 108 

bits/subpicture as seen from the above table). 

The activity index proposed by Gimlett, was tested during the 

course of this study as an objective way for adaptive coding. The first 

difficulty met in obtaining such an index was the lack of information in 

connection of the weighing factors ai in the Equation (5.1. ). The suggestion 

that they may be inversely proportional to the variances of the transform 

coefficients, implies that the coefficients have to undergo statistical 

analyses before the index could be calculated. It is not even clear if 

these analyses will be done only once as a general model of TV pictures, 

(which proved in Chapters 2 and 3 to be far from possible), or should they 

be done for each subpicture alone. Setting these factors to ones, as 

Gimlett himself has done, an attempt has been made here to get through. 

Figure(5.2. ) shows the cummulative probability functions for the activity 

index in the four images concerned. The vector size is N' 16, and the 

coefficients are normalized to the same ranges of magnitudes as the 

original samples. Figure (5.3 shows the probability for a hypothetical 

image composed of the previous four. The figures show clearly that the 

variations among the images are too wide to agree with a proper model for 

them all. Maximum values of activity index varies from as low as 78, 

(on a scale of 255 for original sample values), to as high as 153, which 

is nearly the double. Applying the same class dividing rule as used by 

Gimlett, the four equally distributed ranges of activity index values are 
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also shown on the graphs. Again, a wide range of differences among different 

images are observed. Even for the case of 'hypothetical' image, great 

differences were noted compared with the individual images. These variat- 

ions may cause-total misrepresentation for some subpictures as far as coding 

is concerned. A subpicture in image (A), for example, may be classified 

as activity level II, depending on its index value, while the same value 

of index for a subpicture in image (B) will cause it to be classified as 

activity level IV. Figure (5.4*, sunnarizes the variations in activity index 

values among-different images and shows the interrelationship among 

different activity classes in each one. 

Hypoth. 
image. 

D 

"C U) 
a. 

HA 

i" iý; "' `ý '" 0ý -"' 'ý ýäctidity index. 
Figure (5. z). Four equally likely activity classes (in Romans), 

as functions of a: tivity index, for different images. 

Another drawback in applying the proposed coding schemes; is the 

lack of statistical support which justifies the grouping of coefficients in 

each class. As-a result of the over all activity computed in the proposal, 

he attempted to quantize as many coefficients as possible (in case of 

class IV), regardless of the different local characteristics of the sub" 

pictures. 

In another work by Chen and Smith(31 the activity 'index as 

proposed by Gimiett,, wan-again used in conjunction with Discrete Cosine 

Transform ( DCT). There, again, the subpicture blocks of 16x16 samples 

were grouped into-four classes on the same activity index basis. Föeir bit 

.. ti. 
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allocation matrices were devised, one for each activity class. Assuming 

again equal distribution of the different classes, an average bit rate 

of 1 bit/pixel was demonstrated. 

". 1-W 
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5.3. Directing Index : 

In this study, a new " Directing Index " has been devised. This 

index is supposed to direct each subpicture to its most appropriate 

coder. It was called Directing Index to emphasize that it is not intended 

to assess the overall activity of a subpicture, although it does implicit- 

ly, but to assess the interrelations among different coefficients within 

the subpicture transform, and hence, to direct it accordingly. 

In setting this index, advantages were taken from some statistical 

properties in the transform domain, especially the abruptancy and condit- 

ional probabilities of coefficients and subsets of coefficients . The 

sharp decrease in SNR (or any other criterion), as some subpicturee 

deviate from the statistical model (if such a model does really exist), 

motivated the idea, and hence the decision to care about some minorities 

among subpictures in the same way as the majority of them. Many different 

directing indexes have been set and tested. In this Chapter, three are 

presented as the most applicable and promising ones. 

5.3.1. Directing Index Dl: 

5.3.1.1. Setting up of Dl: 

In calculating this index, the activity of each subvector is decided 

by comparing with a preset threshold. The subvector as a whole is considered 

as loin active if its 'activity index' is equal to or leas than the thresh- 

old, and is considered as highly active, if, on the other hand, its activity 

index is greater than the preset threshold. As an example, in the case of 

a 16- pixel vector, the transform domain coefficients are divided into 

four subvectors : H2, low sequency subvector, medium sequency subvector, 

and high sequency subvector, as shown in Figure (5.5). Obviously, the 

coefficient Hl is out of question regarding the procedure of division, 

. "-,. 
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and will not be counted here as a subvector. This is because, as it is 

Coff. 

Sub- 
vector 

Sequenc 

always the largest coefficient in all cases, it will escape the act of 

bit compression, and will be allowed a full 8- bit linear coder to keep 

the distortion of over all brightness as low as possible. 

Hl H2 113 H4 H5 116 H7 H8 H9 H10 Hil 112 H13 H14 H15 H16 

IDC 1 2 3 If 
w , 

Medium High 
Y: I 

Figure (5.5). Different subvectors of ac coefficients in an N-16vector. 

Coefficient H2 will comprise a subvector of its own, as resulted 

from the binary boundaries. Activity index of this subvector will, of 

course, be its absolute value JH21. As for the other three subvectors, 

activity index for each one will be taken to be the sum of absolute values ' "`~. 

of all coefficients in the subvector as followst 
12 

A- JH1l .................................... ..... (5.3) 
ii 

where il starting order of coefficients in the subvector, 

i2 " last-order in the same subvector. 

Next, the three-indexes are compared with three thresholds. These thresholds 

are preset on basis of statistical characteristics of different subvectors. 

Having decided the activity of each subvector to be Low or High, `a combination 

of all three indexes will decide the over all directing index of the sub- 

Just as-in the case of three binary variables, there will be eight vector. 

different combinations (23). 

As an example, let the activity index of a subvector (i) be Aig. 

and its threshold be TH (i), then the two states of a subvector activity. 

will be: 
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LOW if A(i) TH(j) ......................................... (5.4) 

and HIGH if A(1) ) TH(i) .. ' ................................... (5.5) 

Assigning a binary weighted-measure, an overall Directing Index 

could be computed using the weights in Table (5.1). 

Table (5.1). Weights of activities for different subvectors. 

Subvector 2 Subvector 3 Subvector 4 

Low seq. Medium seq. High seq. 
coeffs. coeffs. coeffs. 
H3 - H4 H5 - H8 H9 - H16 

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 

0 4 0 2 1 2 

The directing index will then be the total sum of these corresponding 

weights. For example, assume that for a given vector: 

A2 < TH(2) (LOW) 
r 

A3 > TH(3) (HIGH), 

and A4 7 TH(4) (HIGH), 

then the corresponding weights will be 0,2, and 2 respectively. Thus, 

the directing index for this particular vector will be 

INDEX D1 -0 +2+2s4. I 

A coder associated with index Dl- 4 should therefore be suitable for 

a low active (H3 + H4)0 highly active medium sequency- and a highly 

activ, high sequency subvector areas. 

Table (5.2) shows the whole combinations for different values of 

Directing Index D1. 

The thresholds for different subvectors were selected, as mentioned 

beforw, on statistical bases and were slightly modified after that to get 

the best possible results. A sepaxata coder was set for each particular 

index value. These coders were all based on Max( 
60) type quantizers, 
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Some changes in values have been tried to get the maximum possible 

fidelity. 

Table (5.2). Directing Index Dl for different combinations 

of subvectors activity levels. 

Subvector activity Weights. Directing 

2 lid 34 234 
TUT 

Index DI 

LLL 001 1 

LLH 002 2 

LHL 021 3 

LHH 022; 4 

HLL 401 5 

HLH 402 6 

HHL 421 7 

HHH 422 8 
.,. w 
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5.3.1.2. Bit Allocation and Complete Coders for Dl: 

Table (5.3) summarizes the number of bits assigned to each ac 

coefficient for all different values of Directing Index D1, subject to the 

arbitrary bit rate of 2 bits/sample (pixel). From table, number of bits 

allocated to some coefficients are decreased when their standard deviations 

are small, while some others could be discarded altogether. For increased 

values of standard deviations, the number of bits are also increased. 

The set of thresholds used was 9,12, and 12 respectively. 

Table (5.3). Number of bits allocated for each ac coefficient 
for a bit rate of 2bits/säaple. 

Dl H2 H3 H4 115 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 1111 H12 H13 H14 H15 H16 

1. 3 3 3. 3': 2 2 2 2 2. 2 0 0 0 0 0 

2 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 4 2 2 2 Z 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 

5 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 

7 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 4 '2 2_ 2 2 2 2 12 2. 

.2 
2 0 0 0 0 

I 

Coders to be used xit: i Directing Index Dl are shown, in full, 

in Tables ($. 4-- 5-11). 

Notes in coders of Tables (5.4 - 5.11) and all coders thereafter, 

the values shown are such that a representative Ri is assigned for the 

range of values--equal to or larger than a quantizing level Qi and less 

than the next level Qi+l1, as indicated below : 

Ri ýi+l Ri+2 Ri+3 R... 
009 

.. -,. 
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Table (5.4). Coders used with Directing Index D1-' 1. 

Quant. levels 
± 0 359 256 H2 Representative + 1 36 11 

Quant. levels 
+0 2 If 6 256 

113 Representative I+ 0 2 If 7 

Quant. levels '+ a 2 If 6 256 
H4 Representative I- 0 247 

@uant.. levels 0 2 46 256 
H5 Representative 0 247 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
x6 

. 
Representatty + 5 

Qu. nt. levels 0 3 256 
H7 Repro sentativ +. 1 5 

Quant. levels +. 0 3 256 
H8 Representative s + 1 5 

Quant. -levels - + 0 3 256 
H9 . Representa. tive r 

I If 

uan eve + 0 3 256 
1110 Representatives + If 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256' 
H11 Representativ t 1 4/ 

Quant. levels "- 
H12 Representatives, 

Quant. levels. 
H13 Representatives 

cant. levels- 
Hi4 Representative V 

Quant, levels 
H15 Representative 

Quant. levels 
_ H16 Representative V 

...,.., 
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Table (5.5). Coders used with Directing Index Dl- 2. 

truant. levels 
,+ o 3 6g 256 HZ Representatives ,+ 1 4 

,? 
u 

Quant. levels + o 2 46 256 
H3 Representative 

,+ 0, 2 48 

Quant. levels !+ 0 2 256 
H4 Representative + '0 

Quant. levels 
_ H5 Representativ 
_ 

Quant. levels 
H6 Representatly _ 

Quant. levels 
H? Representativ _ 

Quant. levels - 
H8 Representative - 

Quant. levels-- + 0 3 256 H9 Representative 
. 1 5 

Quant, levels 
+ 0 3 256 1110 Representative 71 1+ 

1 5 
Quant. levels 0 3 256 H11 Representative 5 
Quant. levels 0 3 256 H12 Repressntative 1 5 

Quant. levels- 0 3 256 
H13 Representativ 1 5 

Quant. levels F 0 3 256 
H14 Repzýsentati 5 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H15 Represontatlve-- ý 1 5 

Quant. levsls 0 3 256 
1116 Representative 1 5 

- .. V. 
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Table (5.6). Coders for use with Directing Index Dl- 3" 

14uant. levels + 0 3 5 9'" 256 
H2 Representative . 

1 3 6* 10 

Quant. levels 0 3 5 9 256 
H3 Representative y 

1 3 6- 10 

Quant. levels 0 3 5 9 256 
H4 Representative + 1 3 6 10 

Quant. levels 
0 8 16 26 256 H5 Representative 31 11 20 32 

Quant. levels 
H6 Representative 0 

3 
8 16 126 

2 
256 

11 2 0 3 

Quant. levels 
0 8 16 26 256 

H7 Representativ 3 11 20 32 

Quant. levels 0 7 15 24 256 
H8 Re resentativa p 3 11 19 30 

Quant. levels 0 2 256 
H9 Representative + 0 3 

Quant" levels - H10 Representative _ 
Quant. levels - 

Hil Representative - 

Quant, levels 
H12 Representative- ] - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representative. - 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Rep: esenýýtiýLýs - 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H16 Representatives 
_ 

' 

, ý. 
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Table (5.7). Coders for use with Directing Index D1' 4. 

Quant. levels .0 4 8' 12 16 22 28 2.56 
H2 Representative 1 5 '9 13 19 24 31 

Quant. levels +0 3 256 
Representative 1 5 

Quant. levels p 3 256 
H4 Representativa 1 5 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H5 Representatives 2 8 

41 
Quant. levels 0 6 256 

H6 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H7 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H8 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 H9 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H10 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
Fill Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H12 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels - H13 Representativas - 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representa Ives - 

Quant. levels - 
H15 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
fi16 Representatives - 

-V 
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Table (5.8). Coders for use with Directing Index Dl-5. 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 12 16 ". 22 28 256 
Representatives + 1 5 9 13 19 25 31 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 12 16 22 28 256 H3 Representatives. + 1 5 9 13 19 24 31 

Quant. levels + 0 If 8 12 16 22 28 256 
H4 Representatives + 1 5 9 13 19 24 31 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H5 Representatives + 1 

+ 
5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H6 Representatives ± 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 5 

. 
Quant. levels + 0 3 256 

H8 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 5 

uan,,. eves + 0 3 256 H10 Representatives + 1 5 
Quant. levels 

_ H11 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H12 Representatives 
_ 

Quanto levels 
1(13 Representatives 

_ 
cant. levels 

_ H14 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H15 Representatives _ 

. Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives _ 
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Table (5.9). Coders for use with Directing Index Dl- 6. 

quant. levels + 0 36 10 15 20 26 33 256 
Representatives + 

- 1 4 7 12 17 22 28 35 

quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 13 17 22 29 2 
Representatives + 1 4 8 11 . 15 19 25 33 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 ]3 17 22 29 2 
H4 Representatives + 1 4 8 11 15 19 25 33 

quant. levels. 
H5 Representatives 

Quant, levels - 
H6 Representatives - 1 

Quant. levels - 
H7 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H8 Representatives - 

quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H9 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant, levels 0 5 . 256 H10 Representative 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 5 256 
H11 Representative 2 8 

quant. levels 0 5 256 
H12 Representative 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 5 256 
H13 Representative 2 8 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representative 

Quant. levels 0 5 256 
H15 Representative 2 8 

Quant. levels - - 
H16 Representative - 

. 
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Table (5.10). Coders for use with Directing Index D1' 7. 

Quant. levels ±03-6 10 15 ". 20 26 33 256 
H2 Representative +"147 12 17 22 28 35 

Quant. levels 036 10 15 20 26 33 256 H3 Representative +147 . 
12 17 22 28 35 

Quant. levels +o36 10 15 20 26 33 256 
H4 Representative +147 12 17 22 28 35 

Quast. levels + 6.13 21 256 
H5 Representatives t219 16 24 

Quant. levels +06 13 21 256 
x6 Representatives +29 16 ! 24. 

Quant, levels +06 13 21 256 
H7 Representatives k29 16 24 

Quant. levels ±06 13 21 256 
H8 Representatives +29 16 '24 

Quant. levels - 
H9 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H10 Representatives 0- 

Quant. levels - 
H11 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
x12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H15 

epresentatives - 

cant. levels - 
Hld 

epresentati'res -' 

.w 
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Table (5.11). Coders for use with Directing Index 111- 8. 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 '10 15 '20 26 33 256 
Representatives + 1 4 7 12 17 22 28 35 

Quant. levels + "0 3" 256 
H3 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H4 Representative + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 
H5 1 Representatives - + 2 9 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 
H6 Representative ± 2 9 

Quant. levy + 0 6 256 
H7 Representative . 2 9 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 
H8 Representative s + 2 9 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H9 Representatives 2 9 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H10 Representatives 2 9 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 H11 Representatives 2 9 
Quant. leveler 0 6 256 

H12 Representative 2 9 

Quant. levels 
- H13 Rep entatives _ 

Quant. lens's 
_ Hlý Representative 

Quant. levels 
_ H15 Representative _ 

O, ua, nt. levels 
H16 Representative 
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5.3.2. Directing Index D2 s 

In this index, the interrelation between medium- and high- 

sequency subvectors is used to control the selection of coefficients to 

be coded from each subvector. It has been found, statistically, that a, 

considerable proportion of vectors have their high sequency energy 

content associated with either odd or even ordered coefficients within 

the subvector. Hence, in this indexing procedure, both the medium sequency 

subvector (H5 - H8), and the high sequency subvector (H9 - H16), are 

further divided into two subsets each. The first subset of each subvector 

contains all the odd numbered coefficients , while the second contains 

all the even numbered coefficients. 

5.3.2.1. Energy Spectrum and D2 Set-up : 

Taking only one subset (either odd or even numbered coefficients), 

and calculating the ac energy associated with it, and then relating this "ý 

to the total ao energy content in the corresponding subvector has shown 

some interesting results. As an example, Figure (5.6) shows the prob- 

ability functions of either subset (in the high sequency subvector) having 

a proportion of the total high sequency subvector energy content. The 

first feature to be noted, is the general similarity in profile among 

different images. The second important feature is the sharp clustering 

at particular values of energy content proportion; As shown in the graphs, 

these needle like spikes appear more or less a. the ranges of 0.5 , 0.61, 

(0.68 - 0.71), and 0.77 of total energy content. 

For those vectors which have a great proportion of the medium- 

or high sequency energy content clustered in one of the two subsets 

(odd or even), it will be more realistic to code that particular subset 

instead of neglecting the entire subvector. (as in the case of high sequency), 

or coding the whole subvector (as in the case of medium sequency). 
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Let the high sequency subvector be divided as: 

[High] 
odd ' [H9 

. Hll, H13, H15] ............ odd subset (5.6) 

and [High 
even ' [Hlo, H12, H14, H16] ........... even subset (5.7) 

As a measure of each subset activity, again the sum (SH) of the absolute 

values of coefficients in the subset is taken : 

SH ODD = IHiI i'9,11,13,15 ............... (5.8) 

SH EVEN =ýjHiI i=1o, 12,14,16 ............... (5.9) 

An overall high sequency subvector activity measure is then defined as 

the maximum value between these two measures: 

hm Max ( SH ODD , SH EVEN ) ...................... (5.10) 

Following a similar procedure for the medium. sequency subvector, the 

odd and even numbered subsets' activity measures will be: 

SM ODD =F-I Hil i-5,7 ..................... (5.11) 

and SM EVEN 'F(HII i'6,8 ...................... (5.12) 

and an overall medium sequency subvector activity measure will, by analogy, 

be taken to represent the whole subvector activity ass 

m- Max (SM ODD , SM EVEN) ....................... 
(5.23) 

By such procedures, the most active half of each subvector has 

been selected to be coded. Obviously, the number of possible different 

combinations in such a scheme will be 4. But to allow the index to consider 

also the two extreme cases where either the subvectors has no (or very 

little) activity, another comparative measure is set. This is taken to 

be the ratio between the computed activities of the two subvectors: 

BALANCE -B - 
h/a ...... ........ 9... (5.14) 

When the balance B is less than a preset minimum threshold value TMIN, 

the high sequency subvector is considered as low active, and then no 

coefficient of this subvector is coded at all. All the bits saved in this 

case will be re-allocated to code all the coefficients in the medium 

sequency subvector. More bits can also be re-allocated to coefficients 
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in low-sequency subvector. 

On the other hand, in the second extreme case where no (or very 

few) details are present in the medium sequency subvector, the balance 

B will be greater than a preset maximum threshdld value TMAX. Advantage 

will be taken of that, and a higher number of coefficients in the high 

sequency subvector will be coded on the expense of no coding at all in 

the medium sequency subvector. In this present example, 6 out of 8 

coefficients have been coded in such a case. Naturally, which particular 

two coefficients are to be left encoded, is a matter of experiment and 
i 

statistical studies. It has been found (by simulation results in this 
- 

example) that the most appropriate solution is to discard either H14 & H16, 

or H13 & H15 . 

Another- important cane which arises nearly 40 % of total cases, 

is when no details are present ;: either in the medium segnency or in the 

high sequency subvectors. This is a DC, or near DC, case, and. 'the vector 

is directed to any coder which codes the low sequency coefficients more 

accurately. 

Proportions of vectors directed tweach coder, as well as the over. 

all fidelity, will of course be functions of the thresholds _MIN and TMAX 

with which the-balance B is compared. Extensive simulation experiments 

were performed, during which THIN and TMAX were varied. It has been found 

that reasonable values for these thresholds are as follows: 

TIN - 0.4-0.6 

and TMAX - 1.6 - 2.0 

Computation of Index D2 s 
t 

Computation of index D2 is done in two steps. In the first, a basic 

index is computed, while a modification index is computed in the second. 
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A. Basic index. 

The balance measure B between medium and high sequency subvectors 

is calcultäed as mentioned earlier. It is then compared with TMIN and 

TMAX. The basic index values, depending on the comparison result , are 

as shown in Table (5.12). 

Table (5.12). Basic index depending on B. 

Comparison result. Basic index. 

BC TMIN 1 

B TMAX 2 

TMIN CB c( TMAX 3 

B. Modification index. 

If the basic index value is 3, then another index, called modifi-. 

cationindex is added to it. This index is shown in Table (5.13), depending 

on which subset of each subvector is the most effective. 

Table (5.13). Modification index values . 

The most active subset in 

each subvector. 

Modification 

index value. 

MEDIUM SEQ. HIGH SEQ. 

ODD ODD 0 

ODD EVEN 1 

EVEN ODD 2 

EVEN EVEN 3 

Finally, the Directing Index D2 will bet 

D2 m Basic index + Modification index 
(if the basic index is 3). 

I 
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5.3.2.2. Bit Allocation and Complete Coders for D2 : 

Table (5.14) shows different combinations discussed above, and 

the corresponding values of directing index D2. It also shows the number 

of bits allocated for each coefficient . 

Table (5.14). Number of bits allocated for each 

coefficient in conjunction with D2. 

D2 Features of vector. Number of bits for coefficients. 

Order N cn-d' V1', 0 !` CO 0% 4H -4 rß-1 r-4 rß-1 

1 BsTNIN 444333300000000 

2 B>TMAX 4440000.22222020 

TMIN 4B /_TMAX 

Med. seq. ý, -High seq. 

3 ODD ODD 433303020202020 

4 ODD EVEN 433303002020202 

5 EVEN ODD 433030320202020 

6 EVEN EVEN 433 03 03 02 02 02 02 

Coders to be used with Directing Index D2 are shown, in full, 

in Tables (5.15 - 5.20). 

"' . *. f M. 
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Table (5.15). Coders for use with Directing Index D2- 1. 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 12 3 4,. 6 8 10 256 
Representatives + 01 2 3 4 6 8 11 

Quant. levels ± 0 12 3 4 6 8 10 256 
H3 Representatives + 01 2 3 4 6 8 11 

quant. levels + 0 12 3 4 6 8 10 256 
x4 Representatives + 01 2 3 4 6 8 11 

Quant. levels - + 0 2 4 7 256 " 
H5 Representatives + 02 5 9 

Quant. levels +_ 0 2 4 7 256 
H6 Representatives ± 02 5 9 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 4 7 256 
H7 Representatives + 02 5 9 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 4 7 256 
H8 Representatives + 02 5 9 

quant. levels - 
H9 Representatives - 

Quant. levels- - 
H10 Representatives 

- 
Quant. levels - 

Hi1 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representatives - 
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Table (5.16). Coders for use with Directing Index D2s 2. 

cant. levels 0 1 23 468 10 256 
Representatives 0 1 2 3 If 68 Ii 
Quant. levels + 0 1 23 If 68 "10 256 

epresentatives + 0 1 23 If 68 11 

H4 
quant. levels + 0 1 23 4568 10 256 
Representatives + 0 1 z If 568.11 
quant. levels' 

H5 Representatives i - 
- 

Quant. levels 
- H6 Representatives. 
_ 

cant. levels _ 
H7 apresentatives' _ 

uant. levels 
HS Representatives, 

quant. levels 
_ 0 3 256 

H9 Representatives 4 

cant. levels 0 3 256 0 dlo Representatives 1 If 

rant. levels 0 3 256 
H Representatives 1 4 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H12 Representatives 1 If 

avant. levels 0 3 239 
H13 Representatives 1 If 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representatives - 

Quant. levels _ 0 3 256 
H15 Representatives 1 If 

Quant, levels - 
H16 Representatives - ' 
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Table (5.17). Coders for use with Directing Index D2' 3. 

Quant. levels + 0 1 2 3 4'" 68 10 256 
H2 Representatives + 0 1 2 3 468 11 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 
H3 Representatives + 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7 256 
Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7 256 
x5 Representatives - + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels 
_ H6 Representatives 
- 

Quant. levels +_ 0 2 4 7 256 
x7 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels - H8 Re esentatives - 

Quant. levals + 0 3 256 
x9 Representatives + 1 4 

Qi;. ant. levels - 
H10 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H17- Representatives + 1 4 

Quant. levels - 
H12 Representatives 

quant. levels f 0 3 256 
H13 Representatives + 1 4 

quant. levels 
H14 Representatives 

_ 
Quant. levels + 0 3 256 HlS Representatives .1 4 + 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 

_ 
' 
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Table (5.18). Coders for use with Directing Index D2' 4. 

Quant. levels +0 1 3 5 7 9 11 14 256 H2 Representatives ,+ 0 1 3 57 9 12 1 
Quant. levels !+ 0 3 5 9 256 H3 Representat&ves t 1 3 6 11 

Quant. levels + 0 3 5 9 256 
H4 Representative ý+ 

1 3 6 11 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7 256 
H5 Representatives + 0 

I 
2 5 9 

Quant. levels 
_ 

Representative 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7 256 
H7 Representatives 

.± 
0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels - H8 Representatives 
- 

Quant. levels _ H9 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels +_ 0 3 256 
HiC Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels - 
1111 Representatives _ 

r 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H12 Representatives ± 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H14 Representatives + 1 5 - 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
1116 Representatives + 1 5 
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Table (5.19). Coders for use with Directing Index D2- 5. 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 1 23 4' 68 10 256 
Representatives + 0 1 23 468 11 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7' 256 
Representatives 

_, 
0 2 5 9 " 

Quant. levels + 0 2 47 256 
H4 Representatives _ 

+ 0 2 5- 9 

Quant. levels 
_ H5 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels + 0 2 46 256 
H6 Representatives + 0 2 41 8 

Quant. levels _ H7 Representatives - 
Quant. levels ± 0 2 47 256 

H8 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 6 

quant. levels 
1110 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 256 

1 Representatives 
+ 1 4 

Quant. levels 
_ H12 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H13 Representatives + 1 4 

Quant, levels 
H14 Representatives 

Quant. levels + 0 .3 
256 

1115 Representatives + 1 4 

Quant. levels 
_ H16 Representatives 
_ 
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Table (5.20). Coders for use with Directing Index D2- 6. 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 1 2 3 4' 68 10 256 ý Representatives + 0 1 2 3 468 11 

Quant. levels 
± 0 2 4 7 256' H3 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

" 
Quant. levels + 

- 
0 2 4 7 256 H4 Representatives + 0 2 5 . 

9 

Quant. levels- 
_ H5 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels +_ 0 2 4 6 256 
x6 Representatives t " 0 2 4 ? 8 

Quant, levels 
_ H7 Representatives 

Quant. levels 0 2 4 6 256 
H8 Representatives + 0 2 4 8 

Quant. levels 
H9 Representatives 

Qu.. tint. levels 
+ 0 3 256 HIC Re3resentatives 

1 5 
Quant. levels 

H11 Representatives 
_ 

quant. levels 
t 0 3 2 56 H12 Representatives 1 5 

- 

Quant. levels 
_ x13 Representatives 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 H14 Representatives 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

_ 
Quant. levels 0 3 256 

H16 Representatives 1 5 
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5.3.3. Directing Index D3 

In this index, all the coefficients of the medium sequency sub- 

vector are coded on the expense of slightly decreased accuracy in coding 

of the first coefficient Hl, ( the dc term). For the high sequency sub- 

vector, although still half the coefficients are coded, this index allows 

more freedom in selecting the representing subset of coefficients. 

Illustrating by the same example as before, the procedures for 

this index are as follows s 

Coefficients of the high sequency subvector are divided into four subsets. 

In addition to the two subsets mentioned in conjunction with the procedure 

of the previous directing index D2, there are two other new subsets. One 

comprises the coefficients of lower-half sequency and the other contains 

the coefficients in the upper-half sequency of the subvector. These two 

new subsets are defined as : 

High, lower 
[H9 

, HlO, Hll, Hl2] ............ 
(5.15) 

and [High] 
Up per = 

[H13, H14, H15, H16] ............ 
($. 16) 

As a measure of each subset activity, the two corresponding new measures 

are z. ntroduced here as : 
1-12 

SHLOW 
i; lHil 

1-16 

SHUP IHiI 

............:. (5-17) 

.... 0.0.0000.. 

(5.18) 

By analogy with previous index D2, and adding these two new measures, an 

overall high sequency subvector activity measure is set as 

h9 Max (SHLOW, SHUP, SHODD, SHEVEN ).... 0... 
(5.19) 

For the medium sequency subvector, as all the coefficients will 

be coded in each case, the overall activity measure for this subvector 

should be modified to be the total sum of absolute values of all coeffic- 

cents in the subvector ' as follows 
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IHiI 
. 

(5-20) 

1-5 
Computing the balance B, and directing procedures are almost the same as 

in the case of index D2. 

However, to allow continuous coding of all the medium sequency 

coefficients, sore means of saving bits are then necessary. Firstly, the 

medium sequency coefficients are coded more coarsely than before. Secondly, 

the first coefficient, Hl, is coded with a 6-bit coder instead of the 

usual 8-bit one used so far. Again, in the case where no details are 

present in the high secquency subvector (i. e. when B <TMIN), fine coding 

is allowed for medium and low. sequency coefficients, as well as a full 

8-bit coding is allowed for Hl. In the other case, where no medium sequency 

details are present, the bits normally allocated for them will be re- 

allocated for more high sequency coefficients. In the example shown here, 

it is again 6 coefficients out of 8. 

Experimental simulations have shown that the greater choice in 

deciding the most active subset of the high sequency subvector, by increasing 

the number of these subsets, more than compensated the reduced accuracy 

in coding H1 and some other low and medium sequency coefficients. 

5.3.3.1. Energy Spectrum of High Sequency Subvector and Set up of D3: 

Figures (5.7) show the probability of either subset (lower or 

upper seq. halves), having a proportion of the total high sequency sub- 

vector energy content. As in the case of Figures (5.6), the horizontal 

axis shows the ratio of energy content in either one of the subsets. 

Figure (5.8) shows the probability of either one of the four subsets, 

(lower, upper, odd, or even) having a proportion. of the total high sequency 

subvector energy. Compared with the two sets of graphs ( 5.6 and 5.7)" 

the most important different feature is the noticeable drop in the prob- 

ability at the critical value of energy ratio of 0.5 by about 50 % 
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(from 0.16 to 0.08), hence reducing the number of cases where the 

most active subset carries only half (or slightly more) of the total 

subvector energy. 

As in the case of directing index D2, several simulation experiments 

have been performed to yield the best values of TMIN and TMAX. As a result, 

the most convenient ranges of values were found to be as follows: 

TM IN -0.5-0.6 

and TM4X -a 2.3 - 2.5. 

Computing Index D3 : 

Computing Index D3 follows almost the same principles as for the 

Directing Index D2. 

A. Basic Index. 

As in case of D2 , Table (5.21) shows the different values of 

basic index, based on comparing balance B with thresholds TMIN and TMAX. 

Table (5.21). Basic Index for D3, depending on B. 

Comparison result. Basic index. 

B TMIN 1 

B7 TMAX 2 

TMIN <B TMAX 3 

d 

B. Modification index. 

In this case, modification index is assigned depending on which 

subset in the high sequency subvector is the most active one. The following 

table, Table (5.22), shows the values of such an index for the different 

possible combinations. Again, as in the case of index D2, the modification 

index will be added only if the basic index is 3. 

Finally, the Directing Index D3 will be : 

D3 a Basic index + Modification index 
(if the basic index is 3). 
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Table (5.22). Modification index for D3. 

The most active subset in 

high sequency subvector. 

Modification 

index value. 

LOWER 0 

UPPER 1 

ODD Z 

EVEN 3 

5.3.3.2. Bit Allocation and Complete Coders for D3 : 

Table (5.23), shows different combinations of all possible cases 

concerning Directin Index D3. Number of bits allocated to each one 

coefficient in each case are also shown, including in this case the dc 

term H1. It is again to be pointed out that in the case of dc, or near 

dc vectors, (where no details are present in medium- or high sequency 

subvectors), the vector is directed to any scheme which codes low 

sequency coefficients more finely. 

Table (5.23). Number of bits allocated for 

each coefficient in conjunction with D3. 

D3 Features of vector. 

Order : 

Number of bits for coefficients : 

. -+ N r» vn%o i" co °-ý M4 4U-%4 
J 

1 B TMIN 8444333300000000 
2 B) TMAX 8444000022222020 

3 SHLOW-Max. 6433222222220000 

4 H 

V 
SHUP -Max. 6433222200002222 

5 P° 
V SH0DD-Max. 643322222 02 0202 0 

6 ä SHEVEN-Max. 6433222202020202 

Coders to be used with Directing Index D3 are shown, in full, 

in Tables (5.24 - 5.29). 
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Table (5.24). Coders for use with Directing Index D3'-1. 

Quant. levels 
+_ 0 12 3 4'- 6 8 10 256 

H2 Representatives + 0 1 2 3 4 6 8 11 

Quant. levels + 0 12 3 4 6, 8 10 256 H3 Representatives + 0 1 2 3 4 6 8 11 

Quant. levels ± 0 12 3 4 6 8 10 256 
Representatives + 0 1 2 3 4 6 8 11 

Quant. levels 0 2 4 6 256 
H5 tatives Represen 

± 
+ 0 2 4 7 

1, . 41 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 6 256 
H6 Representatives + 0 2 4 7 

Quuant. levels ± 0 2 4 6 256 
H7 Representatives + 0 2 4 7 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 4 6 256 
H8 Representatives + 0 2 4 7 

Quant. levels 
H9 Representatives 

_ 

Quant. levels 
1110 Representatives 

_ 

quant. levels 
H11 Representatives 

_ 

_ 

r 

Quant. levels 
_ H12 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives 

_ 
Quant. levels 

x14 F. epresentattves _ 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. le eels 
H16 Representatives 

_ 
' 
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Table (5.25). Coders for use with Directing Index D3" 2. 

I Quant. levels ± 0 1 23 4". 68 10 256 
H2 Representative + 0 1 23458 11 

Quant. levels +_ 0 1 23468 10 256 H3 Representative ± 0 1 23468 11 

Quant. levels + 0 1 23468 10 256 
Representative ± 0 1 23468 11 

Quant. levels 
- H5 Representatives 

1 ~ 
Quant. levels 

_ H6 Representativ" 

Quant. " levels 
H7 

Representatives 

Quant. levels _ H8 Representative 

Quant. levels t 0 2 256 
H9 Representatives f 0 3 

Quant. levels 
t 0 2 256 H1 Representative ± 0 3 

quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 256 
1 
L Representative % 0 3 

Quant. levels t 0 2 256 H12 Representative 0 3 
Quant. levels t 0 2 256 H13 Representative + 0 3 

Quant. levels 
_ H14 

Representative 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H15 

Representative + 0 3 

Quant. levels 
H16 

Representative _ ' 
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Table (5.26). Coders for use with Directing Index D3' 3. 

Quant. levels +_ 0 1 2 3 4'. 68 10 256 
H2 Representatives + 0 1 2 

.34 
68 11 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 
Representatives + 1 4 8 13 

Quant. levels, + 0 2 4 7 256 
H4 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels 
± 

0 2 4 7 256 
H5 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels 
H6 Representatives 

_ 

Quant, levels 
+ 0 2 4 7 256 

H7 Representatives 
+ 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels 
_ H8 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 2 256 

H9 Representatives t 0 3 

Quant. levels 
_ H10 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 . H11 Representatives + 1 5 " 

Quant. levels 
H32 Representatives 

- 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H13 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels 
_ H14 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H15 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels _ 
H16 Representatives 
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Table (5.27). Coders for use with Directing Index Dia 4. 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 1 2 3 4'' 68 10 256 H2 Representative 

0 1 2 .3 4 68 11 

Quant. levels 0 3 5 9 256 
H3 Representatives + 1 3 6 

. 
11. 

Quant. levels ± p 3 5 9 256- 
Representative + 1 3 6 

. 
11 

Quant. levels- + 0 3 6 9 256 
x5 Representative. - + 

- 
1 

' 4 7 
ýa 

Quant. levels 
H6 Representative 

Quant. levels +_ 0 2 4 6 256 
x7 Representatives + 0 2 4 8 

Quant. levels .. H8 Representative 
_ 

Quant. levels _ 
H9 Representative - 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H10 Representative + i 5 

Quant. levels 
x11 Representative .. 

Quant, levels 
+ 0 3 256 

x12 Rep±esenta, Ives 
+ 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representative 

_ 

Quant, levels- 
+ 0 3 256 

H14 Representative _ 
+ 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representative 

_ 
Quant. levels- + 0 3 256 

x16 Representative + 1 5 

,.,,, ". 
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Table (5.28). Coders for use with Directing Index D3- 5" 

Quant. levels + 0 1 23 4". 68 10 256 
Representative + 0 1 2 34 68 11 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 256 
H3 Representative z, + 1 4 7 11 

Quant. levels + p 3 6 9 256 
H4 Representative s + 1 4 7 11 

Quant. levels - 
H5 Representatives I 

- 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 6 256 
H6 Representative 0 2 4 !8 

Quant. levels - 
H7 Representativ - 

Qua. nt. levels 0 2 4 7 256 
H8 Representative 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels 0 4 256 
H9 Representatives 1 6 

Quant. levels 
H10 Representative 

_ 
Quant: levels 0 3 256 

H11 Representative 1 4 
Quant. levels 

. H12 Representative 
_ 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H13 Representativa ± 1 4 

Quant. levels 
_ x14 Representative _ 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H15 Representative + 4 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representative - ' 

ýý M. ý ýw 
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Table (5.29). Coders for use with Directing Index D3= 6. 

Quant. levels 0 1 23 468 10 256 
Representative + 0 1 2 .3 If 68 11 

Quant, levels ± 0 2 If 7 256 H3 Rep2esentativ ý+ 
0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels ;± 0 2 If 7 256 H4 Representative 1+ 
0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels* 
H5 Representative ' 

_ 

Quant. levels f 0 2 If 6 256 
H6 

. 
Representatives 

.1 0 2 4 1 8 

Quant. levels 
- H7 Representative - - 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 If 6 256 H8 Representative + 0 2 If 8 

Quant. levels - H9 Representative - 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
1110 Repc^estsVatives + 1 If 

Quant. levels 
- Hll Representative 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 H Represený,. ative + 1 If 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representative 

Quant. ? evei3 + 0 3 256 Hi4 Representativa + 1 If 

Qaant" levels 
H15 Represettative - 

O, uant. levels + 0 3 256 
1116 R presentative + 1 If 
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5.4. Assessment Measures s 

To assess the advantage of using the stored coders scheme, two 

different objective measures are introduced here. The first shows the 

advantage of using multi-coder scheme over the single coder system in 

the case of non--adaptive coding. The second, measures and assesses the 

efficiency of directing each subpicture (vector) to its most suitable 

coder. An attempt has also been made to reduce the stringency of the 

objective SNR criteria used, and to take an advantage of noise (error) 

distribution all over the image area. 

5.4.1. Scheme Gain-: I 

This is defined as the increase in the Signal- to -Noise Ratio, 

(or any other acceptable fidelity criterion), resulting from the use of 

stored coders (multi-coders) scheme over the use of a single basic coder 

for all vectors (subpictures) regardless of their different local charac- 

teristics. Obviously, the value of this gain will depend on the coder 

which is used as the general single coder. As it is supposed to deal with 

all vectors, it is then based on statistical evidence. For the present 

case, as the fidelity criterion used is the MNSE, a coder based on minim 

izing this error-should be used. Using the appropriate statistical 

results in the transform domain, for a combination of all images, 

(Chapter 2), an-approximate Max type set-of' coders ; is obtained, assuming 

comparable number of bits for coded coefficients. The resultant cöders 

are shown in Table (5.30). 

Figure (5.9)-3hows a diagram for computer simulation of schese 

gain coaputation. 
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Table (5.30). Single basic Coding Scheme. 

quant. levels + 0 2 5 10 17 25 33 43 256 H2 Representative + 0 3 6 12 20 28 37 48 

Quant. levels + 0 4 9 16 256 
H3 Representative + 1 6 11 18 

Quant, levels ± 
.0 

4 9 16 ' 256 
H4 Representative t 1 6 11 18 

Quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H5 Representative 4- 2 7 

Quant. levels ± 0 S 256 
H6 Representative + 2 7 

1 

Quant. - levels + 0 5 256 
H7 Representatives 2 7 

Quant. levels "_+ 0 5 256 
H8 Representative + 2 7 

Quant. levels. - ± 0 3 256 
H9 Representative + 1 5 

quant., levels 
0 3 256 H10 Representatives - t 1 5 : 

Quant, levels 
t 0 3 256 

H11 Representative ± 1 5 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 256. 

H12 Representative 

Quant. levels t 0 3 256 
H13 Representative + 1 5 

uan . levels 
1114 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representative 

ý . ýM. ý , 
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Figure (5.9)" " Diagrad. for computation of Scheme 

overall gain. 

Although-the--total number of bits/vector was 32 in the case of 

adaptive scheue, -the single coder is allowed 4 more bits to be fully 

comparable with the adaptive one. This is soy because the multicoder 

scheme wiU need 'overhead' bits for the identification of directing 

index, and hence the appropriate coder to be used for a specific vector. 

For a number of 16-coders, 4 bits will be overheaded for each one! eubpicture. 

Although the actual-number of coders-is considerably less than 16, these 

4 bits were considered_. to allow-for-any-further future expansion. 

5.1+. 2. Directing Index-Loss 

This is the second measure-in assessing the performance of the 

whole scheme. It shows the efficiency (or more accurately, the deficiency), 

by which the proposed directing index does actually direct the vectors 

(subpictures), to their appropriate coders. In setting such a measure, 

an entirely hypothetical ideal directing procedure was assumed. This, in 

fact, is no more than allowing each vector to be coded successively by 

all available-coders. The signal to noise ratio (or any other acceptable 
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fidelity criterion) is calculted for each individual coder (after decoding 

and recovering the spatial data). Only the best coder for each vector is 

considered, and hence, the maximum SNR is computed. The over all maximum 

SNR is then computed for the whole image. Comparing with the over all 

SNR obtainable with applying the directing index under test, the drop 

is then taken as-a measure of the suitability of directing index. Obviously, 

the closer this loss is to zero, the better and more efficient is the 

directing index. 

Figure (5.10) shows a diagram' for the computation of this 

data. 

measure. Coders-used for the ideal "free* choice of all-vectors, were the 

same coders used in case of directing index. It should be noted here, that'- 

this measure is-extremely stringent, as the ideal indexing is entirely 

hypothetical and is, for the present at least, far from, realising 

Optimum SNR 
(ideal selec- 
tion of code ) 

Free selec Inverse 
ion and Iiransfora 

Hadamard 

transform. 

Normal- 

izing. 

Indexing,, Inverse 
-directing, transform. 
and codinx. - 

SNR of 
ffiulticoder 

schese. 

Figure (5.10). Diagram for computation of 

Directing Index Loss. 

"MAti ý 

Directing 

index 
loss. 
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5.4.3. ' Exclusive Signal-to-Noise Ratio 's 

A major feature associated with objective fidelity criteria is 

their relative " stringency ". In computing an over all SNR for a whole 

image, for instance, all pixel (point, sample) errors count, regardless 

of their actual spatial positions in the image area. A severely noisy 

reconstructed pixel (or a set of pixels in a vector or block) may well 

contribute as much noise to the over all SNR as several pixels (or vectors, 

or blocks), of medium noise level. To illustrate this, let an area be 

composed of 1000 pixels. Assume 900 of these pixels with a moderate 

SNR around 104. Assume that the remaining 100 pixels, for some reason or 

another, are very severely distorted and have SNR of about 1 each (i. e. 

the reconstructed data at each of these pixels was a complete blackout), 

and that they are randomly distributed all over the area (as the case 

is likely to be). 

Computing an overall SNR as 
ý: (noise)2/( signal )2 will result , M, ti. 

noise-to-signal ratio =0.1, which will give an SNR of 10. 

This SNR is 1000 times worse than the average value of most (90%) of the 

total pixels. This means that only 10 % of the total pixels --re responsible 

for reducing the overall SNR by a factor of 1000. Stringent! 

On the other hand, if an attempt is made to compute the SNR directly 

as 
J: ( signal )2/ ( noise )2 (assuming such a computation is realisable), 

the overall SNR would have been 9000, which is only 1.1 times worse than 

the average level of SNR in the majority of cases. A disadvantage of such 

a computation is its impracticality. The computation will not work if the 

whole area contains any pixel (s) where there is (are) no error at all, 

(which is quite practical for the majority of cases). 

In a subjective assessment, such a low proportion of the total 

pixels (or vectors) may not contribute any noticeable increase in the 

overall objectional appearance of the image, especially when, as in the 

case of Hadamard transform, the noise is always distributed all over the 
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transform area (vector or block). 

In order to get an approximate idea how much the situation may 

be deteriorated by the presence of such ai ow proportion of 'irregular' 

cases (pixels , vectors, or blocks), a modified overall SNR is used in 

this study. In addition to the different versions of mean-squared-error 

criterion mentioned and used in Chapter 4, an ' Exclusive ' SNR is 

introduced here. This criterion is the same as before, except that an 

arbitrary preset proportion of pixels (vectors or blocks), which have 

the worst objective measures, are excluded from the computation of the 

overall signal-to-noise ratio. A value of 10 % was thought to be reasonable 

and was applied here. This is an entirely arbitrary value, and could be 

changed in accordance with any formal comparative subjective assessments. 

. N.. ti... 

lg7 
- 



5.5. Results and Comments : 

Some results are shown here for testing the different directing 

indexes devised in this Chapter. Several simulation experiments were 

performed, involving some variations in coding parameters as well as the 

thresholds of different coefficients and subvectors in computing these 

indexes. 

Although the ultimate target of any transform coding technique is 

the reduction-of bit rate, in this particular study an arbitrary preset 

average bit rate of 2 bits/pixel was assumed. This was so chosen to show 

comparative results with some other indexing adaptive techniques at the 

same bit rate. Obviously, any increase in the objective fidelity criterion 

over other adaptive and non-adaptive experiments proves that directing 

indexes devised here could contribute to the adaptive coding of digital 

television signals in either of two ways: ' 

1. Improving the performance at the same bit rate of an existing scheme, or "'''' "'' 

2. Given a satisfactory level of SNR (or any other acceptable fidelity 

criterion), the average bit rate could be reduced down to the value which 

gives just this accepta)1e level. 

The major advantage of using the new directing indexes is, however, 

the absolute independence of the average bit rate from the actual 

statistical characteristics of subpicture activities. This leads to the 

constancy of channel bit rate, and eliminates the need for variable coding 

wordlength which is essential for other techniques which depend on the 

likelihood of equal distribution of specific activity classes. 

Table (5.31) summarizes the results obtained for different tests 

of adaptive coding using directing indexes. The assessment criteria used 

were ONSNR and PPSNR (Chapter 4). These were used in both the usual form 

and the modified ' exclusive " form, as explained in Section-5.4.3. For 

quick reference, table numbers of corresponding coders are also given. 
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Table (5.31). Results of*simulating adaptive coding of monochrome 

signals, using the Directing Indexes, 

d Total Signal-to- o 
* &0 8 V t7 

0 
Noise ratio. 

R 11ý o 
9. 

g 0 :t 
Tables of Wy y 00 

0 Ca 

coders used. 
Usual Exclusive 13 

0 
(D n 0 o 

form. 
form; 

ti 

kA 
to %n ä m 

Sec on: 

I' 
%-O(v 40 

m 
a 0 car 

d 

c 4 ßa' 1-7 ý ' 
C4, 

°ý 
odd bd tr! tý 

ä 

hiH 
p . 

ii 

tr! C4, 
G 
a p03 

Dl . 5.4 - 5.11 33.6 38.1 36.8 40.7 6.6 1.0 42 % 

D2 5.15 ---- 5.20 34.5 38.9 37.0 41. E 7.5 1.0 45% 

D3 5.24 ---- 5.29 35.0 39.3 37.3 41.4 8.0 0.9 48% 

Notes: 1, Results=are-those-obtained for all the-test-images of Chapter 2. 

2. Normalization SNR was about 43.5 dB, ONSNR, or 47.5 dB, PPSNR, .,.. "-.. ý 

(as. shown in Chapter 4). 

3. SNR for a single-coder non-adaptive coding (Section 
. 
5.4.1) was 

about 27 dB (ONSNR), or 31.5 dB (PPSNR). 

4. PPSNR for a monochrome image coding in an experiment with DC 

was. about-36.6 da(31), at a bit rate of 2 bite/pixel.! 
. 

The total SNR shonm -in -the Table is that due-to the combined 

effects of both--norvalizing, ý-(Chapter 4) and coding. A critical assessment 

of any coding schese=should exclude the effect,. of normalization which is 

constant-for-the=same-transform-size, and independent from any coding 

parameters. As-shown-An Chapter-4, and repeated here for convenience, the 

SNR due to the-sole-effect of normalization was about 43.5 dB (ONSNR), or 

47.5 dB (PiSNR) for-a-transform size of N- 16. For more critical assess- 

ment of the actual coding efficiency, another measure is included in the 

table. This is the proportion of the total number of vectors (subpictures) 
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which have no coding errors at all, and it is seen that this proportion is 

well over 40 %. The gain indicated in the table is that achieved over the 

single-coder (non-adaptive) scheme, as mentioned in Section 5.4.1. The loss 

is the decrease in SNR due to using the Directing Indexes, than the values 

of SNFR would have been obtained using an ideal directing method, as explained 

in section 5.4.2. 

From Table- (5.31) and the notes thereon, it is seen that adaptive 

coding using the directing indexes achieved an increase in SNR of about 

(6.5 - 8) dB over the single coder non-adaptive scheme (Section 5.4.1). 

Compared-with an 'ideal' free selection scheme (Section 5.4.2), a slight 

decrease (loss), of only about 1 dB is shown. This proves the efficiency of 

the directing indexes. 

To show the-advantage of using the-directing index over the existing 

scheme, the result of an experiment using a technique similar to the 'activity 

index'(62) in conjunction with Discrete Cosine Transform(31) is recalled. 

At an average bit-rate of 2 bits/pixel, a PPSYR of about 36.6 dB was reported, 

as shown in the notes on Table (5.31). Thus, an average improvement of about 

(1.4 - 2.7) dB (PPSNR) was achieved here, which should be considered as - 

very good, bearing in mind the-computational and realisation complexities 

involved with the-Discrete Cosine-Transform. 

I 
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CHAPTER SIX 

ADAPTIVE CODING OF COLOUR SIGNALS 

The principles of the " directing index ` devised in Chapter 5 

are extended to colour signals. Modifications necessary for different 

transforms are discussed. 

One particular directing index, as an example, is considered in 

detail, and modified to adapt the colour signals. Both the two values 

of sampling frequency, namely 3fsc and 4fsc, are studied and the effects 

on the bit rate are shown. Detailed coders for the vifferent cases of 

modified directing index are devised and tested sub,, sct to the same 

arbitrary bit rate of 2 bits per pixel as in monochrome. 

Results for different cases are also shown, with comparison to 

monochrome and to other reported tests. 
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6.1. Introduction : 

As a result of investigations carried out in Chapter 3, the effects 

of subcarrier presence in the colour composite signal could be either exploited, 

as in the case of 4fso direct transform, or overcome as in the cases of laced- 

and component transforms. From the results there, it has been shown that both 

laced and component transforms yield transform domain characteristics which 

are nearly similar to those of monochrome transform. It has been also shown 

that these characteristics are virtually independent ! ",. 4 
. sampling frequency. 

For direct transform, however, significant differences than monochrome trans- 

form, as well as great-changes between the two sampling frequencies used, were 

noticed. 

In this Chapter, effects of the similarities and changes among the 

different types of colour transforms and the monochrome one on the adaptive 

coding of colour signals are considered., The approximate similarity, in the 

general shape, between the laced and component transforms on one side, and 

the monochrome transform on the other, suggests that directing indexes-. 

devised in Chapter 5-for monochrome adaptive coding could be used for adaptive 

coding of colour signals-in these two types of transforms. This may-ibe, subject 

to some possible slight modifications. 

In the case of direct transform, new directing indexes should be 

necessary due to the differences between characteristics of such a transform 

and a monochrome--one. -. It -should- also be more easier to adaptively code 4 sc 

direct transform coefficients than 3 sc , due to-the superior energy-coa-, a: 

pacting characteristics of the first. Principles of directing indexes in 

selecting the most active-groups could still be applied, but after necesaaxy 

changes. 
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6.2. Adaptive Coding of laced Transformed Signals : 

As shown in Chapter 3, the general characteristics of the laced 

transform coefficients are nearly similar to the corresponding coefficients 

of monochrome line transform, regarding the relative absolute values and 

variances. Furthermore, this similarity is virtually independent of the 

sampling frequency. As concluded in Section 3.3, any slight changes, if 

any, which may be present between the two sampling frequencies 3fsco and 

I+fsc, do not justify the corresponding increase in the number of coefficients, 

and the higher bit rate for the case of 4f 
so sampling frequency. Therefore, 

only the case of 3f sampling frequency will be considered here. 
se 

Table (6.1) shows the ratios between both the absolute values and 

the standard deviations of coefficients in different subvectors in an 

N- 16 laced transformed vector and those of corresponding coefficients in 

a monochrome line transform. The relative decrease in value of the DC 

coefficient, Hl, and the increase in all the ac coefficients may be explained 

by the less redundancy of a laced colour signal, compared to a monochrome 

ne, due to the' spatial distance of subcarrier interval. This is as 

expected from discussions in Sections 3.1.2. and 3.2.2. 

Table (6.1). Absolute values and standard deviations 

relative to monochrome values. 

Subvector 
order. 

Coeffic. Ratio of 
absolute-values. 

Ratio of 
standard deviations. 

1 i o. 6 0.8 

2 2 1.1 0.8 

3 3.4 1.1 0.8 

4 5-8 1.2 0.8 

5 9- 16 (1.2 - 1.5) 0.8 
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Despite these changes in the absolute values of ac coefficients, 

especially at high sequencies (20% to 50% increase), the average values 

of relative standard deviations are constant at about 0.8 of the corresponding 

monochrome transform values. This slight decrease in deviation suggests 

that no apparent bit reduction can be expected by using the laced transform 

over the-monochrome rates. As the number of bits allocated to each term 

was roughly based on. itsýstandard deviation, a drop of value of deviation 

of at least-0.5 is-required before-a single bit could be reduced for any 

particular coefficient-. The increase in absolute values-of ac coefficients 

necessitates the increase of threshold values required for computation of 

directing-indexes-in-this case. Clearly, the values of quantization levels 

and. representatives'-of the=coders will also*%change, due "to the, changes in 

deviations, though this will not-be apparent in the first few levels 

because of the nature of integer values concerned. 

Using these values of both absolute values-and standard deviations "ý .. 

of coefficients, the directing indexes Dl. D2, and D3 could be directly 

computed and used for adaptive coding of laced transformed signals-in a 

similar manner<as-in=monochrome-signals. 

i 

i 
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6.3. Adaptive Coding of Component Transformed Signals : 

As the value of a luminance component Y in a composite colour 

signal is always positive and normally larger than both of the chrominance 

components U, and V, some differences are expected in the characteristics 

of their corresponding transform domains. As shown in Sections 3.1.3. and 

3.2.3., value of H1 in a chrominance transform may have positive and 

negative values depending on the colour characteristics of a local area. 

In addition to that, the absolute values of chrominance transform ac 

coefficients are relatively low. Although both u and v components may 

have values widely different from each other, the average absolute values 

of their corresponding transform coefficients are, on statistical bases, 

nearly the same. 

Table (6.2) shows the ratios between both absolute values and 

standard deviations of coefficients in a luminance component Y-transform 

and those of corresponding coefficients in a monochrome line transform for ." 

a vector size of N- 16. The table shows that coefficient values and 

standard deviations are always less than the corresponding monochrome. 

values. It also shows that the general trends of this decrease for both 

averages and deviations are nearly similar. Relative deviations of 

coefficients in the low and medium sequency subvectors drop by more than 

a half, while in the high seq: tency subvector the relative values are 

almost one fourth. This suggests that coefficients in low and medium 

sequency subvectors could be Boded with one bit fewer coding bits than 

in monochrome, while for high sequency subvector, coefficients may be 

coded with two bits fewer. For the DC term H1, however, no apparent saving 

" is possible. The same may well apply to H2, but in this case a more 

compressed coder may be used. 
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Table (6.2). Absolute values and standard deviations 

of Y-transform coefficients relative to monochrome. 

Subvector 

order. 

Coeffs. Relative value of 
absolute average. 

Relative value of 
standard deviation 

1 1 0.65 0.75 

2 2 0.6 0.6 
3 3,4 0.5 o. 4 

4 5-8 (. 33 - . 5) (. 25 -. 35) 
5 9- 16 . 25 . 25 

Table (6.3). Absolute values and standard deviations of 
U- and V- transforms relative to monochrome values. 

Subvector 

order. 

Coeffs. Relative value of 

absolute average. 

Relative value of 

standard deviation. 

1 1 . 08 .3 

2 2 . 25 .2 

3 3,4 . 25 .2 
4 5-8 .3 . 15 
5 9- 16 . 25 . 15 

Table (6.3) shows the same characteristics for the chrominance 

component- transforms. The first feature to be noted from Table (6.3) is 

the very low value of H1. In spite of that, its standard deviation is 

relatively high, (compared with its relative absolute value), being about 

a third of the corresponding monochrome transform value. Standard deviation 

and absolute values of other ac coefficients are considerably lower than 

that of monochrome transform. This will allow, theoretically at least, 

substantial reductions in coding bits needed for these coefficients. 
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As an example of the probable levels of bit rate in component- 

transforms, let us take the case of a 16- coefficient vector of a relatively 

quiet activity, which would have been categorized as Directing Index D1-1, 

in Chapter 5. From Table (5.3. ), and taking the corresponding drop in 

values of standard deviations of different coefficients in cosideration, 

Table (6.4) shows the appropriate number of bits which will be necessary 

for all the three components. Original number of bits for monochrome 

coefficients are repeated here for convenience and quick reference. Where 

two values are shown for some coefficients, the smaller is for the minimum 

number of bits, and the bigger is for better coding. 

Table (6.4). Bit allocation in Components transform, for Index 1. 

Coeff. Bits for Y- component. U or V component. 

monoch. Rel. Dev. No. 'of bits Rel. Dev. No. of bits. 

1 8 . 75 8 .3 7- 6 

2 3 .6 3- 2 .2 2 

3 3 .4 2 .2 2 

4 3 .4 2 .2 2 

5 3 . 35 2 . 18 
6 2 . 31 . 18 

0 or 2 
7 2 . 27 . 16 

8 2 . 25 0 or 2 . 15 

9 2 . 25 . 15 0 
10 2 . 25 . 15 0 

11 2 . 22 "15 0 

From the Table, the minimum number of bits for the whole vector is: 

16 (for Y) + 12 (for U) + 12 (for V) = 40 

Which means an average rate of 2.5 bits /pixel. Although this seems to be 

about 2 higher than in the monochrome bit rate, it is to be noted that 
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performance is expected to fall well behind corresponding monochrome 

level due to more coefficients been discarded. If a more faithful coding 

is to be achieved, then by adding the bits required for coding some of 

the left coefficients, the total number of bits will be increased to 

about 60 or more, with an average rate of more than 3.75 bits/pixel, for 

a performance nearly comparable with monochrome. Table (6.5) shows the 

SNR criteria for a Y- component transform coding, using the Directing 

Indexes Dl, D2, and D3 subject to an average bit rate of 2 bits/pixel. 

Values for both chrominance transforms at additional 2 bits/pixel were 

nearly in the same ranges of values. 

Table (6.5). SNR's of Y- component transform coding using 
Directing Indexes D's subject to a rate of 2bits/pixel. 

Directing 3f 
sc 

4f 
s 

Index. ONSNR dB PPSNR dB ONSNR dB PPSNR dB 

D1 34.45 42.54 36.10 44.27 

D2 35.50 43.63 37.63 45.65 

D3 34.95 43.06 36.35 44.43 

Although there is about (1.5 -2) dB increase in case of 4 $c 

sampling frequency over the 3fsc, it should be borne in mind that the 

actual bit rate at the 4fscis in fact 4/3 times the normal bit rate, 

because of the increased number of coefficients. In general, there is 

about 4 dB increase over that of corresponding monochrome signals. This 

is due to the decrease in dynamic ranges and standard deviations of 

coefficients which lead to more fine coding (compressed coders than in 

case of monochrome). However, if a comparable performance is required 

from chrominance component transforms as well, the over all bit rate 

will be in the range of 4 bits/pixel (i. e. double that of monochrome), 

as shown in Table (6.4). 
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As a result, a conclusion could be reached that Directing Indexes 

devised in Chapter 5 for the monochrome signals adaptive coding could be 

used in conjunction with both laced and component transforms of colour 

signals. The principles of indexing will need not be changed, apart from 

the values of thresholds of different subvectors and the balance measures. 

Coders should be changed in order to allow for the changes in standard 

deviations, especially for the case of chrominance component transforms. 

i 
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6.4-Adaptive Coding of 3fsc Direct Transformed Signals : 

Transform domain characteristics of a direct transform at 3f 
Sc 

sampled signals were discussed in Sections 3.1.1.1. and 3.1.1.2. It was 

shown there, that ac energy is spread over more coefficients in the 

transform domain than in the case of monochrome transform. This fact 

will lead either to inferior performance if the number of coefficients 

and number of coding bits were limited, or to an increase in bit rate 

if a reasonable performance is to be achieved. 

From Figures (3.2. and 3.4. ), Chapter 3, and from other statistical 

studies, it has been found that, although some coefficients seem to have 

always relatively high energy content, like H6, and H11, some others may 

vary considerably, from some subpictures to others, in their ranges of 

values (and hence energy content), as the case with HS, H13, and H14. 

For a limited number of coding bits available for a subpicture, those 

coefficients which have always, or in the great majority of cases, the 

bulk of energy content, will be unconditionally coded. Any coding bits 

left after that will be adaptively allo"ated to some of the remaining 

coefficients, subject to a suitable mea-is of directing. 

Directing indexes devised in Chapter 5 could be modified for 
r 

application in the present case. In this Section, Index Dl will be modified 

into another index, Cl, for use with'the direct transform at 3 8C sampling 

frequency. Figure (6.1) shows a 16- coefficient vector with two groups 

of coefficients. The first group contains those coefficients which have, 

in general, most of the energy, while the second contains the remaining 

coefficients. Dividing the vector again into its basic subvectors and 

naming them as in Chapter 5, corresponding activity measures could be 

similarly computed. In this case, activity measure for a particular sub- 

vector will be taken as the sum of absolute values of its coefficients, 

excluding those belonging to group 1, as they are always coded. 
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Procedures for computing the directing index Cl are similar to 

those of D1, except for the following changes s 

Amedium - IHII 
- 

IH61 
.......... 

1=5 
16 

Ahigh 
-I H91 +LI Hil ............ . (6.2). 

i-a 
where Amedium, and Ahigh are the activity measures for medium and 

high sequency subvectors, respectively. Obviously, the values of thresholds 

for medium and high sequency subvectors should be reduced due to the 

exclusion of coefficients with high values. Table (6.5) shows the coding 

bits allocated to different coefficients for different values of directing 

index Cl. 

Always Group 1 (6 coefficients). 
coded. 

Vector H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H1o HU H12 1113 H14 H15 H16 

Adaptively 
selected. 

Group 2 (10 coefficients). 

Figure (6.1). Direct transform vector at 3f8C, and its groups. 

Coders to be used in association with directing index Cl are 

shown, in full, in Tables (6.6. - 6.13. ). 

The set of thresholds used was 5,8, and 7. 

ýr 

I 
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Table (6.5). Bit allocation for different values of directing 

index Cl, subject to a bit rate of 2 bits/pixel. 

Cl H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 
Bits 
H7 

for coefficients: 
H8 H9 H10 H11 H12 H13 H14 H15 H16 

1 8 3 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 343 2 2 0 0 

2 8 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 343 2 2 2 0 

3 8 3 0 0 2 3 2 0 2 343 2 0 0 0 

4 8 3 0 0 2 3 2 0 0 343 2 2 0 0 

5 8 3 3 3 2 3 0 0 0 343 0 0 0 0 
6 8 3 2 2 0 3 0 0 0 343 2 2 0 0 

7 8 3 2 2 2 3 2 0 0 3.4 3 0 0 0 0 

8 8 3 2 2 0 3 0 0 2 343 2 0 0 0 
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Table (6.6). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 1. 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 14 " 256 
H2 Representatives *+ 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels 
H3 Representatives ] 

quant. levels 
H4 Representatives ; 

_ 
Quant. levels 

H5 Representatives 

Quant. levels 0 3* 7 12 256 
H6 Representatives 4. 1 4 9 

t 
15 

Quant.. levels 1+ 0 6 256 
H7 Representatives '. + 2 9 

Quant. levels 
H8 Representatives i 

Quant. levels ± 0 5 256 
H9 Representatives , _+ 

2 8 

ýn levels ± 0 3 7 12 256 
1110 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
t 0 25 8 11 14'' 18 X 24 "256 1111 Representatives 
+ 0 3 6 9 12 16 21 27 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 7' 12 256 

H12 Representatives 
+ "1 If 9 15 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 5 256 

H13 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 S 256 

H14 Representative ± 2 8 

Quant, levels 
H15 Representative 

Quant. levels 
1116 Representative 

_ 
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Table (6.7). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 2. 

Quant. levels 0 4 8 14 256 
H2 Representatives 1 5 10 

, 
16 

Quant. levels 
_ H3 Representatives 
_ 

quant. levels 
_ H4 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ 

H5 Representatives 
_ 

H6 
Quant. levels 

ntativ ! R 
0 3 7 12 

1 
256 

eprese es 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels _ 
H7 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
H8 Representatives1 

Quant. levels 
0 5 256 H9 Representatives 

2 8 

(; uant. levels 0 3 7 12 256 H10 Representatives 1 If 9 15 
Quant. levels 0 2 5 8 11 14 18 24 256 

Iill Representatives' 0 3 6 9 12 16 21 27 

Quant. levels 0 3 7- 12 256 
H12 Representatives 1 If 9 15 

Quant. levels 0 5 256 
H13 Representatives 2 8 

Quant, levels 0 5 256 
H14 Representatives 

_ 
2 8 

Quant. levels 0 5 256 H15 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 
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Table (6.8). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 3. 

Quant. levels t 0 4 8 14 256 
Representatives 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels 
_ 

Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H4 Representatives 

Quant. levels t 0 5 2.56 H5 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels ± 0 3 7 12 256 
H6 Representatives + 1 15 9 15 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H7 Representatives + 2 9 

Quant. levels 
H8 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
,t 0 5 256 

H9 Representatives 2 8 

uan levels 
0 4 7 12 256 

H10 Representatives 1 5 9 15 
Quant. levels 

± 0 2 5 8 11 14 18 24 256 
H11 Representatives + 0 3 6 9 12 16 21 27 

Quant. levels 
t 0 3 7 12 256 

H12 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 5 256 

H13 Representatives 
+ 8 2 

cant. levels 
H14 Representatives 

_ 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

w 
Quant. levels 

_ H16 Representatives 
_ 

' 
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4. Table (6.9). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 14 .. 
" 256 

H2 Representatives t 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels 
_ H3 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H4 Representatives 
- 

Quant. levels ± 0 5 256 
H5 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 '3 7 12 256 
H6 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quast. levels 0 6 256 
117 Representatives + 2 9 

Quant. levels 
_ H8 Representatives 

Q-iant. levels 
_ H9 Representatives 
_ 

nt. levels Q. a ± 0 3 7 12 256 
HIO R3presentatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quiant. levels ± 0 2 58 11 14 18 24 - 256 
H Representatives + 0 3 .6 9 12 15 20 27 

Qjant. levels ± 0 3 7.. 12 256 
Hý Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels ± 0 5 256 
x� Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels +_ .0 5 256 
H14 Representatives 

.± 
2 8 

Qm=t. levels 
_ H15 R3presentatives 

Quant. levels _ H16 Representatives 
_ 

. ww 
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Table (6.10). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 5" 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 4 8 14 256 22 Representatives + 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 
113 Representatives + 1 4 . 

8 13 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 

_ Representatives + 1 4 8 13 

Quant. levels 
_+ 0 5 256 H5 Representatives .ý 2 8 

Quant. levels 
. + 0 3 7 12 256 

x6 
Representatives 4 ± 1 9 15 

quant. eve 
H7 

Representatives 

Quant. levels _ H8 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
H9 Representatives 

Quant. levels + 0 3 7 12 256 1110 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels + 0 2 5 8 11 14 18 24 256 
H11 Representatives + 0 3 6 9 i2 15 20 27 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 7 12 256 Hý Representatives 
+ 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 

H14 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

_ 

Quant. levels 
H16 Re sentatives 

_ 

.. +". y+ 
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Table (6.11). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 6. 

Quant. levels +_ 0 4 8 14 .. 256 
Representatives '+ 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H3 Representatives + 2 8 

quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H4 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels 
_ H5 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels + 0 3 7 12 256 
H6 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
- H7 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels _ H8 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels _ H9 Representatives 

Quant. levels + 0 3 7 12 256 
H10 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 5 8 11 14 18 24 256 
H11 Representatives + 0 3 69 12 15 20 27 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 7. 12 256 
H12 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 5 256 H13 Representatives 
+ 2 8 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 5 256 H14 Representatives + 2 8 

q= at. levels 
_ H10 Representatives 
_ 

quant. levels 
_ 1116 Representatives 
_ 

' 
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7. Table (6.12). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 14 ' 256 
Representatives + 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels l 
_+ 

0 5 256 
H3 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels + 0 5 256 

-Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels 1 
+ 0 5 256 

H5 Representatives ± 2 8 

Quant. levels ± 0 3 7 12 256 
H6 Representatives ' + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. eve + 0 6 256 H7 Representatives _ 
+ 2. 9 

quant. levels _ H8 Representatives, _ 

Quant. level:; j _ H9 Representatives! 

Quant. level.; 0 3 7 12 256 
1110 Representati"res + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels $ f 0 2 5 8 11 14 18 24 256 
1111 Representatives! 0 3 6 9 12 - 15 20 27 

Quant. levels + 0 3 7` 12 256 
H12 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
_ 1113 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H14 Represen`ativesi 

1 
Quant. levels _ H15 
Representatives 

Quant. levels _ H16 Representatives , _ 
' 

. r" w 
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Table (6.13). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cl- 8. 

Quant. levels . 0 y 8 14 256. 
Representatives 1 5 10 16 

Quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H3 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H4 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels 
H5 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
. + 0 3 7 12 256 

H6 Representatives + 1 9 15 

Quant. levels 
H7 Representatives 

Quant. levels _ H8 Representatives 

quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H9 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels t 0 3 7 12 256 
1110 Representatives + 1 4 9 15 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 5 8 11 14 18 24 256 
1111 Representatives + u 3 6 9 12 16 21 27 

Quant. levels + 0 3 7 32 256 
H12 Representatives 4 1 9 15 

Quant. levels + 0 5 256 
H13 Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels 
_ H14 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 

' . wry 
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6-5-Simple Coding of 4fSCSampled Direct Transformed Signals : 

As seen in Section 3.2.1.2. (in Chapter 3), most of the ac energy 

in a 4ffc sampled direct transformed signal of a transform size N, is 

associated with the two mid-sequency terms, in the transform domain, of 

orders N12 and N12 +1. It has been suggested there, that a possible low 

rate coding scheme may be to code these two ac coefficients in addition 

to the first (dc) term, H1. This 'of course, will greatly Nreduce the 

average bit rate especially for larger vector--sizes-like N- 64, or 128. 

From Figure (3.16), Chapter 3, and according to the values of 

relative variances of the mid-sequency coefficients, these coefficients 
I 

could be coded using from (1 to 3) bits-fewer than coding bits of the dc 

term. Assuming a 6-bit coder for each of these coefficients, to allow more 

fine coding, a total of 20 bits will, basically, be sufficient to - code 

a subpicture in- such a scheme. This is equivalent to about 26.7 bits 

(compared with-3fsc and monochrome number of coefficients), leading to 

an average bit rate of 1.67,0.83, and 0.42 bits/pixel for vector sizes 

N- 16,32, and 64 respectively. 

This simple--low rate scheme (which will be called here 3-coefficient 

scheme for simplicity), has been tested, and the results are shown in 

Table (6.14). 

Table-(6: 14). _SNR's of the-3-coefficient staple coding scheme. 

Vector size-N. ONSNR dB. PPSNR dB. Effective 
bit rate. 

16 24.97 32.92 1.67 

32 20.39 28.41 0.83 

64 18.05 26.11 0.42 

The decrease in fidelity as the vector size increases, could be 

explained by the fact that, at larger vector sizes, more and more energy 

is spread to--other low and medium sequency coefficients away from the 

2U 
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mid-sequency coefficients (Section 3.2.1.2). Obviously, the very low 

values of SNR's at vector sizes larger than 16 may prohibit such a 

scheme from being used without modification. 

A direct and logical modification to the previous 3-coefficient 

scheme is to allow some other coefficients, which have a considerable 

proportion of the ac energy not contained in the mid-sequency terms, to 

be coded in addition to the three coefficients. From Section 3.2.1.2, it 

seems that most of this energy is clustered in the lowest ]/8 th sequency 

coefficients. This is clear from the constancy of energy packing efficiency 

in the region (1/8 - 3/2) of total coefficients, Figure (3.17). Then,. 

allowing coefficients (H2 to HN18) to be coded, in addition to the other 

mentioned in the 3-coefficient scheme, will increase the fidelity of the 

recovered data. Inevitably, this will add to the average bit rate. 

Considering a 5-bit coder for H2, and an average 4 -bit coder for 

each of the other coded low sequency coefficients (as the relative values 

of variances and deviations suggest), Table (6.15) shows a summary of bit 

rate in each case of vector sizes. The proportion of ac energy not contained 

in the mid-sequence terms is also shown for each vector size. 

Table (6.15). Average bit rate for N18 coding scheme. 

Size N Mid-seq. 

coeff. order 

AC energy 

proportion 
not in mid. 

Other coded 

coeffs. 

Total no. 

of bits. 

Apparent 

bit rate. 

Effective 

bit rate. 

16 8,9 20 % H2 25 1.563 2.08 

32 16,17 32 % H2-H4 33 1.03 1.375 

64 32,33 45 % H2-H8 49 0.766 1.02 

128 64,65 63 ö H2-H16 81 0.633 0.844 

For simplicity, this scheme will be called'N/8 coding scheme, although 

the actual number of coded coefficients is N/8 +3. 
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Testing this scheme ' much better results for performance than 

in the case of 3-coefficient scheme were obtained as shown in Table 

(6.16). Comparing Table (6.16) and Table (6.14), a substantial increase 

in SNR of about 6 dB is ache'ived with a very little increase in average 

bit rate (about 25 % in the case of Ns 16). This proves the property of the 

extreme suitability of the 4 fsc sampling frequency for the Hadaamard 

transform applications. 

Table (6.16). SNR's for N18 coding scheme. 

Size N. ONSNR dB. PPSNR dB. Actual rate. 

16 28.34 36.53 2.08 

32 26.29 34.92 1.375 

64 25.26 33.85 1.02 

Comparing Table (6.16) with results of monochrome transform shows 

that for a vector size of N- 16, the 4fsodirect transform at an actual 

rate of about 2 bits/pixel is better than monochrome transform at an 

actual rate of 2.25 bits/pixel (ir. luding the bits required for directing). 

For vector larger than 16, an app., 3ximate idea about fidelity could be 

obtained from Table (6.16), bearing in mind, as a result of Chapter 4, 

that the decrease in SYR includes an average of about 2.5 dB per each 

bit increase in the binary word expressing the vector size (i. e. each 

time the vector size is doubled), due to normalizing alone. 
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6.6. Adaptive Coding of 4fscSampled Direct Transform Signals s 

Like the case of 3 fc sampled direct transform, an adaptive coding 

scheme could be devised in which the coefficients which always have high 

dynamic ranges will escape indexing and will be unconditionally coded. 

Remaining available coding bits will be adaptively allocated to some 

coefficients which have-more energy than others. For illustration, the 

case of a vector size of N- 16, with the simplest index Dl (of Chapter 5) 

will be considered. This index could be modified to anew one, C2 in 

this case, for use with 4fsodirect transform coding. Unlike the case of 

3fsc, coefficients to escape indexing in a 4fsc sampled direct transform 

are few and are-easily located as H2. H8, and H9 (H2, HN120 11N/2 +1 
in 

the general case of a vector size N). Thus, a modified index CZ could 

be based on the modified subvector activity measures which will then be 

taken as follow s 

A- low (H31 +I H41 ............ . (6.3). 

i' 7 
Amedium (HiI (6.4). 

is 16. 
Ahigh HI (6.5). 

i-, 10 
As the largest coefficient in each of the medium and high sequency sub- 

vector is excluded from each subvector activity-measure, the corresponding 

thresholds- should. - also be-considerably, reduced. 

Table (6.17) shows bit allocation for each of the coefficients 

for different-values of Directing Index C2, subject to an'apparent' 

bit rate of 2 bits/pixel. Although the number of bits allocated in schemes 

3,7, and 8 are-identical, other coding parameters (quantizing levels and 

representative-values ) were varied subject to the studied characteristics. 

Although, as mentioned before, coefficients H2, H8, and H9 will 

all escape the process of indexing, they will be , still, nonlinearly 

coded due to the limited number of bits allocated to each of them. 

, -w. 
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Table (6.17). Bit allocation for different values of C2, 

subject to an apparent bit rate of 2 bits/pixel. 

C2 Hlj 112 
' 

113 114 115 
Bits allocated for coefficients: 

H6 117 118 119 H10 H11 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 

1 8 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2000 0 0 0 

2 8 4 2 2 0 2 0 4 4 2020 2 0 0 

3 8 4 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 0000 0 0 0 

If 8 4 2 2 2 2 2 4- 4 2000 0 0 0 

5 8 4 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 0000 0 0 0 

6 8 4 3 3 0 0 0 4 4 2020 2 0 0 

7 8 4 3- 3 2 2 2- 4 4 q000 0 0 0 
8 8 If 3 3 2 2 2 4. 4 0000 0 0 0 

Coders to be used in conjunction with Direct Index CZ are shown,, 

in full, in Tables-(6.18 - 6.25). 

The set of thresholds used was 6,4, and 4. ýý' ýy ý 
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Table (6.18). Coders tobe used with Directing Index C2- 1. 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 ". 16 20 26 256 
H2 Representatives it. 1 4 7 10.13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels +_ 0 4 256 
H3 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels t 0 4 256 
H4 Representatives ± 1 6 

Quant. levels 
± 0 3 256 H 5 Representatives il t 1 1. 5 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 256 H6 Representative 
,± 1 5 

Quant. levels 
± 0 3 256 H7 Representatives ] 

1+ 1 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 6 9 12 16 20,26 256 H8 Representative !t 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels ý_ 0 3 6 9 12 16 20' 26 256 
H9 Representatives ) 

± 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

uan eve s 
H10 Representatives 

_ 
Quant. levels 

Hll Representative 

Quant. levels 
_ H12 Representative 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H13 Representatives] 
_ 

cant. levels 
H14 Representativ 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives! ' 

_ 
Quant. levels 

H16 Representatives _ 

». »,.. 
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Table (6.19). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 2. 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 3 6 9 12 ". 16 20 26 256 
H2 Representative + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels +, 0 4 256 
H3 Representative + 1 6 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H4 Representative 6 

Quant. levels 
H5 Representative 

_ 
Quant. levels 0 3 256 

H6 Representative ` 1 5 

Quant. levels _ 
H7 Representativ _ 

Quant. levels 
i+ 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 

H8 Representative r 
1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H9 Representative 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

quant. levels 0 3 256 
H10 Representatives l 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H11 Representatives 

quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H12 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
_ H13 Representatives 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H14 Representatives It 1 5 

Quant. levels 
- , H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 

_ 
' 

"ý'ýýý 
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Table (6.20). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 3. 

Quant. levels +_ 0 3 6 9 12 ''16 20 26 256 
H2 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7 256 
H3 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels + 0 2 4 7 256- 
H4 Representatives + 0 2 5 9 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H5 Representatives + 

- 
1 

s , 
6 

Quant. levels + .0 
4 256 

H6 Representatives 6 f 

Quant. levels ± 0 4 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 

H8 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 

H9 Representatives ± 1 4 7' 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels 
_ H10 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H11 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ 

H12 Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
_ 

Hi4 Representatives _ 

Quant, levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 
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Table (6.21). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 4. 

quant. levels 
± 0 3 6 9 12 '16 20 26 256 

Representatives 
t 1 4 

. 
7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels 
± 0 4 256 H3 Representatives 
+ 1 6 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 4 256 

H4 Representatives 
± 1 6 

Quant. "levels + 0 4 256 
H5 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant, levels 
. + 0 4 256 

H6 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels t 0 4 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H8 Representatives t 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

xio 
uan evels 

± 0 3 256 Representatives 
1 5 

Quant. levels 
1111 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
Hý Representatives 

_ 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives _ 

cant. levels 
H14 Representatives 

_ 

_ 
Quant. levels 

H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H16 Representatives 
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Table (6.22). Coders to be used with Directing Index Cgs 5" 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 '"16 20 26 256 
Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels ." 0 3 6 10 256 
10 Representatives + 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels +_ 0 3 6 10 256 
H4 . Representatives + 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels t 0 3 256 
H5 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
+ 0 3. 256 

H6 Representatives _ 
+ 1 5 

Quant. levels 0 3 2-56 H7 Representatives t 1 5 

Quant. levels ± 0 3 6 '9 12 16 20 26 256 
H8 Representatives i 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant, levels + 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H9 Representatives t 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels 
_ H10 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ fll Representatives 
_ 

r 

Quant. levels 
_ H12 Representatives 

Quant. levels- 
- H13 Representatives` 
_ 

want. levels 
_ H14 Representatives, 
_ 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

! 
_ 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 
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Table (6.23). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 6. 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 .. 
i6 20 26 256 

Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 
H3 Representatives + 1 4 7 13 

quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 
x4 Representatives + 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels 
H5 Representatives 

_ 

_ 
quant. levels 

_ H6 Representatives 

Quarr eve 
H7 Representatives 

Quant, levels + 0 3 6-' 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H8 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 
. 

16 20 26 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels +_ 0 3 256 
H10 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H11 Representatives _ 

Quanto levels + 0 3 256 
Hý Representatives + 1 5 

Quant, levels 
H13 Representatives 

_ 
Quant. levels + 0 3 256 

H14 Representatives 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

quant. levels 
_ H16 Representatives 
_ 
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Table (6.24). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2u 7. 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 `16 20 26 256 
Representative s '+ 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 H3 Representative 1 4 7 13 . 
Quant. levels 0 3 6 10 256 
Representatives 1 4 7 13 
Quant. levels 

_ 
0 4 256 

H5 Representatives 
:, 1 

j6 
, 

Quant. levels + 0 If 256 H6 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H8 Representatives t 1 If 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels t 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H9 Representatives 1 4 7 

. 
10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels - 
H10 RepresentatLves - 

Quant. levels - 
Hll Representatives - 

Quant. levels 
H12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representatives - 

Qu3nt. levels - 
1115 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representatives - 
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Table (6.25). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 8. 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 12 "16 20 26 256 
Representatives + 1 If 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 10 256 
H3 Representatives 

_ l+ 1 4 7 13 " 

quant. levels I+ 0 3 6 10 256 
H4 Representatives + 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels + 0 256 H5 Representatives _ 
+ 1 6 

QUaat. levels + 0 If 256 
H6 

Representatives + 1 6 
t 

Quan . 1- eVO13 + 0 4 256 
H7 

Representatives + 1 6 

Quant. levels +_ 0 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 H8 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant, levels + o 3 6 9 12 16 20 26 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 28 

Quant. levels - H10 Representatives - 
Quant. levels - 

H11 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representatives - 

Quant. levels 
H14 

Representatives 
_ 

- 
Quant. levels 

- H15 Representatives 
- 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representatives - 

' 
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6.7. Adaptive Coding of 4f 

se 
Direct Transform with Actual Bit rate of 

2 Bits/pixel s 

Although coders used in previous Section were devised subject to 

an average bit rate of 2 bits/pixel, the actual rate was about 2.7, due 

to the increased number of coefficients over the 3 gc sampled colour 

signals or the monochrome transform considered in Chapter 5. For a fully 

comparable coding bit rate, the average bit rate in Section (6.6. ) should 

be reduced. For a vector size of N- 16, a total of 24 bits will lead to 

an actual bit rate of 2 bits/pixel. In order to achieve such a reduced 

rate, some ways of bit conservation are necessary. First, the DC term 

is coded with a 6- bit linear coder instead of the 8- bit used so far. 

Secondly, number of bits allocated for high value coefficients are reduced 

and hence their coders are relatively expanded. 

Table (6.26) summarizes the number of bits allocated to different 

coefficients subject to an 'actual' bit rate of 2 bits/pixel (24 bits 

for the whole vector), for the same Directing Index C2. 

Coders to be used with Directing Index C2 subject to the new bit 

rate mentioned here are shown, in full, in Tables (6.27 - 6.34). 

Table (6.26). Bit allocation for Directing Index C2t subject 
to an 'actual' bit rate of 2 bits/pixel. 

C2 
H11 H2 H3 

Bits allocated for coefficients : 
H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 119 H10 Hll H12 H13 H14 H15 H16 

1 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 

2 6 4 2 2 0 2 0 4 4 00 0 0 0 0 0 

3 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 

4 6 4 2 2 2 2 0 3 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 

5 6 4 3 3 2 0 0 3 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 
6 6 4 3 3 0 0 0 4 4 00 0 0 0 0 0 
7 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 

8 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 00 0 0 0 0 0 

.,..; 
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Table (6.27). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2-1. 

Quant. levels t 0 3 6 10 256 
ff2 Representatives t 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels t 0 4 256 
H3 

- Representatives 
-t 

1 6 

Quant. levels 0 4 256 
Representatives ± 1 6 

Quant. levels 
- 0 3 256 

H5 Representatives + 1 5 4 . Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H6 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 14 256 
H8 Representatives + 1 5 10 17 

Quant. levels * 0 4 8 14 . 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 5 10 17 

Quant. levels 
HIC Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H11- 

-Representative _ 
Quant. levels 

_ H12 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representative 

_ 
quant. levels 

x14 Be esentative _ 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels _ 
H16 Representative _ ' 
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Table (6.28). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 2. 

Quant. levels 0 2 46 9 1.2 15 19 256 
H2 Representatives 0 2 47 10 13 16 22 

Quant. levels 0 4 256 
H3 Representatives 1 6 

Quant. levels 0 4 256 
H4 Representatives 1 6 

Quant. levels 
_ H5 Representatives 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 
H6 Representatives 1 5 

Quant. levels _ H7 Representatives .: 

Quant. levels 0 2 46 9 12 15 19 256 
H8 Representatives + 0 2 47 10 13 16 22 

Quant. levels + 0 2 46 9 12 15 19 256 
H9 Representatives + 0 2 47 , 

10 13 16 22 

Quant. levels 
H10 Representatives 

_ 

a, ant. levels _ Hll Representative 

Quant. levels 
_ H12 Representative 

-Quant. 
levels 

H13 Representative 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ 

x14 Representative 
_ 

Q7ua. nt. levels 
_ 

H15 Representative 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H16 Representative _ 
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Table (6.29). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2'3. 

Quant. levels ± 0 6 256 
Representatives 

, 2 8 

Quant. levels ; 0 4 256 
H3 Representatives jf 1 6 

quant. levels 
± 

0 4 256 
H4 Representatives )+ 

I- 
1 6 

Quant. levels 
± 0 4 256 H5 Representatives 
± 1 

I 
6 

a 
Quant. levels 

t 0 4 256 H6 Representatives ± 1 6 

Quant. levels 
± 0 4 256 

H7 Representatives 
4. 1 6 

Quant. "levels ± o 4 8 14 256 
H8 Representatives t 1 5 10 1 7 

Quant. levels t 0 4 8 14 256 Hq Representatives t 1 5 10 17 

Quant. levels 
H10 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H11_ Representative 

_ 

Quant. levels 
H12 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representative 

_ 
Quant. levels 

H14 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representative 

Quant, levels 
H16 Representative _ 
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Table (6.30). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2'4. 

quant. levels + 0 2 469 "12 15 19 256 
H2 Representative + 0 2 47 10 13 16 22 

Quant. levels ± 0 4 256 
Representative + 1 6 

Quant. levels ± "0 
4 256 

H4 Representative f 1 6 

Quant. levels-- 
t 0 4 256 

H5 Representat3. v * 1 6 

Quant. levels ± 0 4 256 
H6 Representative f 1 6 

Quant. levels 
_ H7 Representativ 

Quant. levels * 0 if 8 14 256 
H8 Representative t 1 5 10 17 

Quazrt. levels t 0 4 8 14 256 
H9 Representative t 1 5 10 17 

Quant. levels 
_ H10 Representative 
_ 

Quant. levels. 
_ H11 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H12 Representative 

_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H13 Representative 

Quant. levels 
_ x14 Representativ 

Quant. levels _ H15 Representative _ 
Quant. levels -, 

H16 Representative _ 
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Table (6.31). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 5. 

quast. levels + 0 2 4 69 "12 - 15 19 256 
H2 Representatives _ 

, 
- 
j 2 If 7 10 13 17 22 

quant. levels ± 0 3 6 10 256 
H3 Representatives t 1 4 7 13 

quant. levels ± 0 3 6 10 256 
H4 Representatives t 1 4 7 13 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H5 Representatives t 1 5 

Quant. levels 
_ H6 Representative 
_ 

quant. levels _ 
H7 

presentatives I , _ 

quant. levels t 0 If 8 14 256 
H8 Representative 

,± 
1 5 10 17 

Quant. levels 0 If 8 14 256" 
H9 . Representative t 1 5 10 17 

Quant. levels 
H10 Representative ! 

_ 
Quant. levels 

_ H11 Representative .4 
quant. levels 

H12 Representative 
l 

_ 

Quant. levels 
_ H13 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ 

x14 Representative _ 

Quant. levels _ 
H15 Representative A' 

_ 

quant. levels _ 
H16 Representative .. 
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Table (6.32). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 6. 

quant. levels ' + 0 2 46 9 12 15 19 256 
Representatives 0 247 10 13 16 22 

1 I Quant. levels ± 0 3 6 10 - 256 
Representatives ± 1 47 13 

Quant. levels 
.0 

3 6 10 256 
H4i Representatives ± 1 47 13 

Quant. levels 

H5 Representatives 
Quast. levels 

H6 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H7 Representatives 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 469 12 15 19 256 H8 Representatives 
± 0 2 47 10 13 16 * 22 

quant. levels t 0 2 469 12 15 19 256 
H9 Representatives t 0 247 10 13 16 22 

uan levels 
H10 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
Hll Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representative - 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representative - 

Quant. levels - 
H15 Representative 

_ 
Quant. levels - 

H16 Representative - 
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Table (6.33). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 7. 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 
K2 Representatives t 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H3 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H4 Representatives 2 8 

Quant. levels 0 If 256 
H5 Representatives 2 6 

1 
Quant. levels 0 4 256 

H6 Representatives 2 6 

Quant. levels 0 If 256 
H7 Representatives 2 6 

quant. ' levels 0 4 8 14 256 
H8 Representatives 1 5 10 17 - 

Quant. levels 0 4 8 14 256. 
H9 Representatives 1 5 10 17 

Quant. eves _ H10 Representatives _ 
Quant. levels 

_ 
H11 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
H12 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels _ 
H13 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
H14 Representatives - 

Quant, levels 
H15 Representatives - 

Quant. levels _ 
H16 Representative - 

, ".; "y, " 
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Table (6.34). Coders to be used with Directing Index C2- 8. 

Quant, levels 0 6 256 
Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels 1 + 0 6 256 
113 Representativesý ± 2 8 

Quant. levels t 
.0 

6 256 

-Representatives + 2 8 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H5 Representatives' + 1 6 

quant. levels t 0 If 256 H6 I 
reseatatives' Re p 1 6 

Quast. levels ± 0 4 256 
H7 Representatives u 1 6 

Quant. levels + 0 4 8 14 256 H8 Representativesl f 1 5 10 17 

Qua-at. levels 0 If 8 14 256 
H9 Representatives' 1 5 10 17 

Qua. tt'.. levels 
_ H10 Rep. esentativesl _ 

Q"iant. levels 
_ H11 Rerresentatives 

I 

Quast. levels 
H12 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H13 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H14 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H15 

Representatives 
_ 

Quant. levels 
_ 1116 Representatives _ 
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6.8. Results and Comments : 

Table (6.35) summarizes the simulation results of adaptive coding 

using the directing indexes discussed in this Chapter, and applied to all. 

colour test images of Chapter 3. For simplicity, and direct comparison 

with other works, only the usual PPSNR criterion is used here (i. e, without 

exclusion). 

Table (6.35). Simulation results for different cases of 

colour signals adaptive coding. 

Directing 
index. 

Sampling 
freq. 

'Coders tables. Total PPSNR 
in dB. 

Average 
bit rate 

Cl 3 sc 6.6 - 6.13 30.1 2 bits 

C2 4 6.18 - 6.25 l}1.8 2 bits apparent. 8C 
C2 4f 6.27-6-34 39.5 2 bits actual. "" sc 

The table shows the extreme superiority of direct transform adaptive 

coding at 4f 
se over that at 3fsc. For an 'apparent' bit rate of 2 bits/pixel 

an increase of 11.7 dB is possible, while at, an'actual' rate of 2 bits/pixel 

(i. e. taking the-actual number of pixels into account), an improvement of 

more than 9 dB is_s: ill noticed. Comparing with results of Section 6.5, the 

performance of the-. f se " simple " direct coding at a lower rate of 1.67 bits 

is still better than of 3 sc adaptive coding at 2 bits/pixel. 

As for other-directing tests, a PPSNR of a luminance component(Y) 

coding of about 40 dB at an average bit rate of 2 bits/pixel has been 

ing criterion used was similar to the activity-index, reported(31) . The direct 
Cde 

in conjunction with the-Discrete Cosine Transform. The image used 'me of a 

single category of images, namely a portrait, where the Y-component is 

expected to be reia ttvely quiet and less active than other normal images. 

Directing indexes D2 and D3, (Chapter 5), could be modified for use 

with colour adaptive-coding, as was the case with Dl. This will involve the 

study of energy distribution in transform domain. Following nearly similar 

procedures as in Sections 5.3.2. and 5.3.3, the two new directing indexes 

could readily be devsloped, together with corresponding sets of coders. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DOUBLE RANGE CODERS 

Conditional characteristics of different coefficients and 

groups of coefficients are studied. A special coder, called here as 

' Double Range Coder ', is used to achieve better performance. In this 

coder, the range of the lowest sequency ac coefficient is divided into 

two ranges, low and high, each having its own coder. As a result of 

conditional characteristics, one of two different sets of coders for 

other ac coefficients will be associated with either of these two coders. 

These sets will be referred to as 'Compressed-' and 'Expanded'-rgnge 

coders, respectively. The different coders are devised and tested, with 

the improvements in performance pointed out. 

Although this Chapter is restricted to monochrome line transform, 

its principles could easily be extended to block transformation as well 

as to colour signal transforms. 
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7.1. Introduction : 

One of the major sources of quantizing errors in coding normal 

subpictures, is the limited number of coding bits/coefficient available. 

In the examples shown here so far, the number of bits used for coding 

any ac coefficient was restricted to a maximum of 4 bits. To allow more 

accurate coding for high dynamic range coefficients, (say H2), the use 

of larger quantizing steps is therefore inevitable. This will, as known, 

reduce the SNR of the recovered data. On the other hand, any attempt to 

improve the SNR by allocating more bits for high dynamic range coefficients 

will increase the average bit rate of the transmitting channel. Use of 

the stored coders scheme, 'however, can introduce some improvements in 

SNR while still employing the same average bit rate. This is achieved 

by the use of a special coding scheme, which will-bp called '. Doubly 

Range Coder % for'coding high dynamic range coefficients. 

I oideiý-to accurately code the low values of a high dynamic range 

coefficient, (which represent the majority of cases), a separate coder 

is assigned for them. This coder will code only the values which are 

equal to, or less than, a preset threshold value. In the rest of cases, 

which are generally few in proportion, another coder is used, which 

considers the next-higher level, to be its lowest level. The upper level 

of this second coder will be, of course, the highest value which the 

corresponding coefficient can have. 

To illustrate, let the dynamic range of HZ be (0 - 50), on a 

normalized (0 - 2,5) scale. Assigning a threshold of 7, for simplicity, 

to direct the vector (subpicture) to either of two different coders A or 

B, each of 4 bits. Coder A which deals with the coefficient whenever its 

absolute value is-equal to or less than 7, will be, in this case, an 

excellent-coder for that 'range, due to- its sufficient levels. Thus; a 

considerable improvement in performance is expected. The second coder, B 
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will deal with the same coefficient whenever its absolute value is larger 

than the threshold 7, i. e. in the range (8 - 50). Considering the level 

of 8 as its starting level, the coder's quantizing steps will be smaller 

than in the case of an ordinary 'full range coder', hence. another 

improvement in SNR can be expected. Unfortunately, number of coders will 

be doubled each time this principle is applied for any one of the high 

dynamic range coefficients. 

Thinking of the coefficients in the low sequency subvector, 

H3 and H4, as well as the coefficient HZ as the ones having the highest 

dynamic ranges, this will require 8 times the ordinary number of coders, 

which is too large to be practical. Neverthless, careful consideration 

of statistical evidence shows an important fact. It is highly unlikely 

that the range of values of H3 and H4 will differ too much from the 

range of values of H2 . In other words, it is more likely that the 

value of both H3 and H4 be high when H2 is also high, and vice versa. 

Using this feature, the Double Range Coder can be applied to H2 only, 

while H3 and H4 are dealt with in a different way, as seen in the 

following Sections. 

I 
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7.2. Conditional Statistics of Low Sequency Subvector : 

Figure (7.1) shows the conditional probability cumulative functions 

of absolute value of either one of coefficients H3 or H4, given that 19 

is equal to or less than a threshold value. Conditional characteristics 

for the sum of absolute values IH31 + IH41 are also shown in Figure (7.2). 

Four representative values of IH21 threshold were selected, namely 4,7, 

11, and 15. The graphs show that a degree of correlation still exists in 

the transform domain, and that the coefficients are not entirely independent 

in their values from each other. It is clear from figure , that in the 

majority of cases, values o'f'both IHal and IH4I 
. or even the value of 

their sun IH3I + IH41 
' do not exceed the value of 11121 itself. Therefore, 

different coders for H3 and H4 will be used withIH21high andjHl low as 

explained now. 

Whenever the value of IH21 is equal to or less than the threshold, 

values ofIH31 and IH41 will normally be low as well, and then while coder 

"! A ?^ is used to code H2, a so called 'Compressed range coder' will be 

used for H3 and H4. This coder will have smaller quantizing steps as the 

range of coefficient values is itself low. If the value of IH21 exceeds 

the threshold value, both H3 and H4, (or one of them), may also have large 

values, then coder B is used to code H2 while an 'Expanded range coder' 

will be used to code H3 and H4. This allows increasing accuracy in coding 

the whole of the low sequency subvector coefficients, while increasing 

the total number of coders only by a factor of two instead of eight. 

Both compressed and expanded range coders are based on conditinal 

statistical characteristics of both 'H3 and H4, given that IH21 is equal 

to or less than the preset threshold. 
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7.3. Conditional Statistics of Medium and High Sequency Subvectors : 

The conditional statistical characteristics for the remaining two 

subvectors, given a threshold value of IH21 
, can also be found. However, 

as the number of coefficients will be relatively large, graphs in Figures 

7.3&7.4 show. the characteristics for each subvector as a whole, for the 

. same selected values of threshold as in Figures (7.1 and 7.2). In these 

graphs, the sum of the absolute values of all the coefficients in a sub- 

vector is considered. 
i 

Like in the case-of low sequency subvector, the graphs show that 

in the majority of cases, the total sum of coefficients in a subvector 

does not exceed the value of IH21 Obviously, this proportion of cases 

increases as the the value of the threshold increases. It is also clear 

that the proportion of cases where the absolute value of any particular 

coefficiient exceeds the value of IH2I will be greatly reduced. 

Tables (7.1. - 7.4. ) show a detailed set of characteristics of 

all ac coefficients for some selected values of (H21. ', The-tables show 

the averages of absolute values of coefficients and their standard 

deviations in both cases of IH21 low and IH21 high. 

From figures and tables,. very wide variations in the coefficients' 

characteristics are observed between JH24low and IH21high. As averages 

and standard deviations of all coefficients vary with I121being low or 

high, different-coders may be used for each coefficient (or a group of 

coefficients) for each state of 121. These coders will be called, as 

before, 'Compressed range coders' in case of HZ low, and 'Expanded 
`range 

coders' in case of H2 high. 

Guided by conditional characteristics from the above mentioned- 

tables, a complete set of coders which can be used in conjunction with 

Directing Index Dl, for example, is shown in Tables (7.5 - 7.20). In this 

set, the doubled number of coders will be 16. 
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Table (7.1). Conditional statistical characteristics 

of coefficients, given IH21 does not exceed 4. 

Threshold s 4. IH21lox: 76.84 %. 
,. 

IH21high: 23.16 %. 

Average of absolute value ., Standard deviation. 
Coeff . 114 Low. IH21 High" 1H21 Lox. IH2l High. 

2 1.4. 15.0 1.7 17.7 

3 2.0 8.6 2.7 12.1 

4 1.9 8.5 2.4 11.0 

5 1.3 3.6 2.4 5.6 

6 1.1 4.3 1.6 6.3 

7 1.1 3.8 1'. 7 5.7 

8 1.0 3.9 1.6 5.2 

9 o. 6 1.3 1.4 2.6 

10 o. 6 1.4 1.0 2.7 

11 0.6 1.6 1.1 2.7 

12 0.6 1.6 1.1 2.6 

13 0.6 1.7 1.1 2.7 

14 0.5 2.0 0.8 '. 9 

15 0.5 1.8 0.7 2.6 

16 0.4 1.8 0,5 2.4 

Notes standard deviation in this case is that of a new variable 

h2 -( H2c Threshold), as this is the difference wh . ch 

will be added to the constant, uncoded threshold. The 

minus sign is for positive H2 and the plus sign is. 

for negative H2. 

. :. A 
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Table (7.2)., Conditional statistical characteristics of 

ac coefficients, given IH21 does not exceed 7. 

Threshold - 7. JH2I lows 86.42 %. JH2f highs 13.58 %. 

verage of absolute value Standard deviation. 
Coeff. 

Lox. IH21High. (H21Low. IIiA High. 

2 2.2 17.4 2.6 19.8 

3 2.5 10.0 3.3 14.9 

4. 2.3 10.1 ?. 8 13.7 

5 1.5 3.9 2.6 6.5 
6 1.3 4.9 1.9 7.7 

7 1.3 4.4 2.0 6.8 

8 1.2 4.7 1.8 6.3 

9 0.64 1.4 1.6 2.7 

10 0.62 1.7 1.1 3.0 

11 0.63 1.8 1.2 3.0 

12 0.68 1.7 1.2 2.9 

13 0.70 1.8 1.2 3.1 

14 0.61 2.3 0.91 3.5 

15 0.59 2.1 0.87 3.2 

16 0.47 2.3 0.63 3.0 

* See note on Table (7.1). 
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Table (7.3). Conditional statitical characteristics of 

ac coefficients, given IH21 does not exceed 11. 

Threshold - ]. 1. IH21 lox: 94.04 %. IH21 highs 5.96 96. 

verage-of absolute value Standard deviation. 
Coeff. 

IH2l Low. (H2I Hogh. IH2f Low. JH21High. 

2 3.1 21.12 3.8 24.1 

3 3.0+ 10.8 3.8 20.8 
4 2.92 10.9 3.25 19.4 

5 1.67 4.23 2.77 8.69 

6 1.56 6.12 2.16 10.53 

7 1.5+ 4.98 2.22 9.15 

8 1.43 5.32 1.93 8.88 

9 0.69 1.6o 1.60 3.47 

10 0.67 2.06 1.28 3.76 

11 0.71 2.09 1.30 4.03 

12 0.75 2.02 1.30 3.75 

13 0.77 2.07 1.32 4.01 

14 0.71 3.00 1.02 4.89 

15 0.69 2.36 0.97 4.34 

16 0.60 2.58 0.72 4.20 

'# See note on Table (7.1). 

:. K 
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Table (7.4). Conditional statistical characteristics of 

ac coefficients, given IH2I does not exceed 15. 

Threshold a 15. IH2Z lows 97.11 %. IH2 1 highs 2.89 96. 

verage. of absolute-value Standard deviation. 
ff C oe . ýH2I Low. I H21 High. J112j Low. JH21 High. 

2 3.72 '23.69 4.94 27.46 

3 3.31 9.78 4.34 26.84 
4. ' 3.20 10.08 3.75 25.41 

5 1.74 4.62 2.93 10.94 

6 1.67 7.45 2.40 13.72 

7 1.64 5.38 2.42 11.42 

8 1.53 5.91 2.11 11.32 

9 0.72 1.66 1.61 4.48 

10 0.71 2.29 1.32 4.93 

11 0.76 1.87 1.34 5.28 

12 0.79 1.89 1.35 4.62 

13 0.81 2.16 1.39 5.09 

14 0.76 3.57 1.13 6.39 

15 0.74 2.54 1.07 5.44 

16 0.65 2.83 0.83 5.48 

* See note on Table (7.1). 
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7.4. Directing Index Dl and Full Codere s 

Procedures of computing Directing Index Dl in this case are almost the 

same as in Chapter 5. The only difference is the, inclusion of another 

threshold and a comparison step for the value of H2. If jH21is equal to 

or less than a preset threshold, an additionally assigned weighting factor 

will be 0, while ifIH21 exceeds that threshold, this weighting factor 

will be 8. Adding the new weighting factor to the elements constituting 

the directing index Dl, the entire range of 1- 16 could now be obtained, 

with Index values (9 - 16) representing the case where (H21is high. 

Details of coders are as shown in Tables (7.5 - 7.20). 
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Table (7.5) Coders. to be used with Directing Index D1-1. 

Quant. levels 0 1 2 34.. 5 678 

Representatives + 0 1 2 34567 

Quant. levels + 0 
.3 

6 9 256 
H3 Representatives f 1 4 7 11 

Quant, levels 0 3 6 9 256 
H4 Representatives 1 4 7 11 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H5 Representatives + 1 '5 

Quant, levels + 0 3 256 
H6 Re resentatives p f 1 5 

Qnaant. evels .t 0 :3 256 
H7 

Representatives t 1 5 

Quant. levels t 0 3 256 
H8 Representatives ± 1 5 

Quant. levels f o 2* 256 
H9 Representatives ± 0 3 

Quant. levels f 0 2 256 
H10 Representatives ± 0 

Quanti, levels- ± 0 2 256 
Hll Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels - 
H12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representatives - 

Quant. levels 
H14 

Representatives - 

Qnnnt. levels - 
H15 

Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H16 

Representatives - 

-h. 
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Table (7.6). Coders to be used with Directing index 1)1-2. 

Quant. levels t 0 1 234 '5 678 
H2 Representatives f 0 1 23 %+ 567 

Quant. levels ±0 4 256 
H3 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels ± 0 4 256 
H4 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
_ H5 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H6 Representatives 

Quant, levels 
_ H7 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ H8 Representatives 

Quant. levels f 0 2 256 
H9 Representatives ,p 0 3 

quant. levels ± 0 2 256 
1110 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
1111 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H12 Representatives 0 3 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 256 
H13 Representatives + 0 3 

cant. levels + 0 2 256 
H14 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels f 0 2 256 
H15 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels ± 0 2 256 
H16 Representatives t 0 3 

.. A., 
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Table (7.7). Coders to be used with Directing Index D1-3. 

Quant. levels ± 0 1 3 5 8 
Representative + o 1 3 6 

Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 256 
H3, Representative ± 1 4 7 11 

i Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 256 
H4 Representatives + 1 4 7 11 

Quant. levels -- 0 5 8 256 
H5 Representative ± o 3 6 9 

Quant. levels + 0 2 5 8 2ý6 
H6 Representatives + 0 3 6 9 

Quant. levels + 0 2 5 8 
. 256 

H7 Representatives + 0 3 6 9 
Quant. levels ± 0 2 5 8 256 

H8 Representative +. 0 3 6 9 
Quant. levels ± 0 2 256 

H9 Representatives + 0 3 
Quant. levels - H10 Representative 

Quant. levels - H11 Representative - 

Quant. levels - 
H12 Representative 

. - 

Quant. levels - 
H13 Representative 

Quant., level - 
H14 

Representative 

Quant. levels - 
H15 Representative - 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representative - 
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Table t7.8). Coders to be used with Directing Index D1"4. 

Quant. levels ± 0 1 358 
Representatives 0 1 36 

Quant. levels ± 0 4 256 
H3 Representativ # 1 5 

Quant. levels ± 
.0 

4 256 
H4 Representative + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 2 58 256 
H5 Representatives ± 0 3 6 9 

Quant. levels ± .0 3 256 
H6 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H8 Representativas + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 256 
H9 Representatives ± 0 3 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H10 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels 0 2 256 
H11 Representatives f 0 3 

Quant. levels 0 2 256 
H12 Representativas 0 3 

-Quant. 
levels _ 

H13 Representatives 

Quant. levels _ 
x14 Representatives _ 

Quant. leve13 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representativas .. 

�Al' 
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Table t7.9). Coders to be used with Directing Index Dl- 5. 

Quant. levels 
_+ - 

0 1 23 If 5678 
112 Representatives t 0 1 23 If 567 

Quant" levels + 0 1 2 If 68 11 14 256 
H3 Representatives ± 0 1 2 if 6.9 12 15 

Quant. levels + p 1 2468 11 14 256 
Representatives ± 0 1 2 4- 69 12 15 

Quant, levels 1- 0 3 2156 
H5 Representativ + 1 S 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 
H6 Representativ + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 3 256 H7 Representative 1 

Quant. levels t 0 3 256 
H8 Representative s + 1 5 

quant. levels , 0 2 256 
H9 Representative 0 3 

Quant. levels 0 2 256 
H10 Representatives t 0 3 

Quant. levels 
H11 Representatty 

_ 
Quant. levels- 

_ H12 Representative 
_ 

_Quant. . 
levels 

- _ 
H13 

... Representatives - 

Quast. levels 
_ Hl4 Representative . . 

Quant. Levels 
H15 Representative 

Quant. levels _ 
H16 Representative 

. A. " . 
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Table (7.10). Coders to be used with Directing index Dl- 6. 

Quant. levels t 0 1 2345678 
Representatives 

:E 0 1 234,567 

Quant. levels + 0 3 69 256 
Representatives + 1 If 7 11 

Quant. levels + 
.0 3 69 256 

Representatives + 1 If 7 il 

Quant. levels 
- H5 Representatives ý , - 

Quant. levels 
H6 Representatives 

Quast. levels 
-' H7 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
- H8 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 256 
H9 Representatives + 0 3 

uan . levels + 0 2 256 
1110 Representatives _ 

+ 0 3 
Quant. levels + 0 2 256 

H11 Representatives 
_ 
+ 0 3 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H12 Representatives 

_ 
+ 0 3 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 256 
H13 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels + 0 2 256 
H14 Representatives t 0 3 

Quant. levels f 0 2 256 
H15 Representatives + 0 3 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representatives - 

, x.. . 
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Table (7. U). Coders to be used with Directing Index Dl- 7. 

Quant. levels + 0 1 2 3 If 5678 
B2 Representatives + 0 1 2 3 If 567 

Quant. levels + 0 1 2 If 6. 8 11 14 256 
H3 Representatives + 0 1 2 If 6 

.9 
12 15 

Quant. levels ± `0 1 2 If 6 8 11 14 256 
H4 Representatives + 0 1- '2 4- 

.6 
9 12 15 

Quant. levels +_ 0 2 5 8 256 
H5 Representatives + 0 3 6 9 

Quant. levels + 0 5 8 256 
H6 Representatives 0 3 6 9 

Quant. levels 0 2 5 8 . 256 
H7 Representatives o 3 6 9 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 2 5 8 256 
H8 Representatives 0 3 6 9 

Quant. levels 
H9 Representatives 

_ 
Quant, levels 

_ H10 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H11 Representatives _ 

Quant, levels 
H12 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels _ 
H13 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
_ 

H14 Representatives .. 

Quant. levels _ 
H15 Representatives _ 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives _ 

- M" 
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Table (7.12). Coders to be used with Directing index Dl- 8. 

Quant. levels + 0 1 2 345678 
Representatives t 0 1 2 3,4 567 
Quant. levels + 0 3 6 9 256 H3 Representatives 1 4 7 u 

Quant. levels 
_+ .0 

3 6 9 256 
H Representatives + 1 4 7 11 

Quant. levels +_ 0 3 256 
H5 Representatives . 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 
3 

256 
H6 Representatives 1 5 

t 
: 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 H7 Representatives 1 5 

Quant. levels 0 3 256 H8 Representatives 
1 5 

Quant. levels 0 2 256 H9 Representatives 0 3 
Quant. levels 0 2 256 xlo Representativ 0 3 
Quant. levels 0 2 256 

H11 Representative 0 3 
Quant. levels. 

H12 Representative 

Quant. levels 
- H13 Representativ 
- 

Quant. levels 
- H14 

Representative _ 

Quant. levels - H15 Representative - 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representative - 
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Table (7.13). Coders to be used with Directing Index Dl- 9. 

Quant. levels 8 11 14 18 23' 28 -34 41 256 
Representative t 9 32 15 . 20 25 30 

. 
36 '# 

Quant. levels 
* 

0 6 13 22 256 
H3 Representative 

7 
. 2 8 16 26 

Quant. levels ± 0 6 13 22 256 
Representative '+ 2 8 " 16 26 

Quant. levels 14- 0 6 2 56 
H5 Representativ r , 

Quant. levels I 0 6 256 
H6 Representative r, 

2 9 
Quant. leveIg- j 0 6 256 H7 Representatives 2 9 
Quant. levels 0 6 256 

H8 Representative 2 9 
Quant. levels 0 4 256 

H9 Representati, res 1 5 
Quant. levels 0 4 256 

H10 Representative 2 

- _1 
. 4 

71 
1 5 

Quant. levels. o 4 256 
H11 Representatty 1 5 

Quant. levels -, H12 Representative! - 

Quant. levels I - 
H13 Representative; - 

Quant, levels 1 - 
H14 Representatives 

Quant.. levels" 
H15 Representative ' ; - 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representative 
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Table (7.14. Coders used with Directing index D1- 10. 

Quant. levels + 8 11 . 14 18 23 28 34 41 256 
ff2 Representatives ± 9 12 15 20 25 30 36 44 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 
H3 Representatives + ` 2 9 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 
H" -Representative + 2 9 

Quant. levels 
_ 

x5 Representative , -- 

Quant. levels 

Representatives 

Quant. levels _ 
x7 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H8 Representatives 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 4 256 
H10 Representatives 5 

quant. levels 
_+ 

0 4 256 
H11 Representatives 3. 1 5' 

Quant. laveis t. 0 4 z56 
x32 Representative t 1 5 

Q nt. levels- t 0 4 256 H13 
_ Representatives + 1 5 

Qva nt. levels ý. 0 4 256 
H14 Representativas f 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 4- 256 
H15 Representatives t 1 5 

Quant. levels 
_+ 

0 4 256 
H16 Representatives t 1 5 
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Table (7.15). Coders to be used with Directing Index Dl- 3.1 

truant. levels + 8 14 21 30 2 56 
H2 Representatives + 10 

- 
16 24 "34 

Quant. levels + 0 6 13 22 256 
Representatives + 
Quant. levels + .0 

6 13 22 256 
x4 Representatives 

Quant. levels. + 0 9 15 256 
H5 Representatives 11 17 

Quant. levels + 0 if 9 15 256 
H6 Representative ± 1 6 11 17 1 

Quarr . evels . + 0 4 9 15 .. 256 
H7 Representative f 1 6 11 17 

Quant... levels +_ 0 4 9 15 256 
H8 Representative ± 1 6 11 17 

Quant. levels ±. 0 4 256 
H9 Representatives 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H10 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
_ Hll RepmseYttative 

Quant. levels 
- H12 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representative 

Quant. levels 
_ H14 Representatiivas 

Quant. levels 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representatives 

4 "' 
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Table (7.16). Coders to be used with Directing index Dl' 12. 

truant. levels ± 8 14 21 30 2jr6 
H2 Representatives ± 10 16 24 ' 34 

Quant. levels ± 0 6 256 H3 Representatives + 2 9 

Quant. levels + .0 
6 2 56 

Representatives t: 2 9 

Quant. levels t 0 4 9 15 256 
H5 Representatives } 1 6 11 17 ý, 

Quant. levels + 0 6 256 H6 Representatives ± 2 9 
1 

Quant. levels ý. 0 6 256 
H7 

- Representatives ± 2 9 

Quant. levels t 0 6 256 
H8 Representatives + 2 9 

Quant. levels ± 0 If 256 
H9 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 
H10 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 if 256 
Hil Representatives 

_ 
± 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 if 256 
H12 Representatives 5 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives .. 

Quast. levels 
H14 ; epresenta : irres 

Quant. levels .. 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representatives 
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Table t7.17). Coders to be used with Directing Index Dl- 13. 

Quant. levels 8 11 14 18 23 28 34 41 256 
Representatives + 9 12 15 . 20 25 30 36 44 
Quant. levels 0 3 6 10 15 20 26 33 256 
Representatives + 1 4 7 32 17 22 28 35 

Quant. levels 
,0 3 6 10 15 20 26 33 256 

Representatives 1 4 7 12 17 22 28 35 
Quant. levels 0 6 256 

H5 Repxeeentativee 2 
+ 

9 

Quant, levels 0 6 256 H6 Representatives 2 9 

Quant. eves 0 6 256 
H? Representatives 2 9 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 H8 Representatives 2 9 
Quant. levels 0 4 256 

H9 Representatives 1 5 

Quant. levels 0 4 256 1110 Representatives ý 5 
Quant. levels 

11 1 Representatives 
- 

quant. levels- 
- H12 Representatives 

Quant. levels - H13 Representatives - 
Quant. levels \ - H14 
Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
1115 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - H16 
Representatives - 
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Table (7.18). Coders to be used with Directing Index 1)1- 14. 

92 
Quant. levels + 8 1 14 18 23 "28 34 41 256 
Representative 

+ 9 12 15 , 20 25 30 36 44 
quant. levels ± 0 6 13 22 256 
Representatives f 2 8 16 26 

Quant. levels + .0 
6 13 22 256 

Representatives + 2 8 16 26 

Quant. levels 
H5 Representative 

- 

Quant. levels 
x6 

Representative 

Quant. eve. 
H7 

Representative 

Quant. levels 
- H8 

Representative 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 H9 Representatives + 1 5 

Quant. levels + 0 4 256 H10 
Representative 

+ 1 5 
Quant. levels + 0 4 256 Hll Re, = esentative ± 1 5 
Quant. levels + 0 4 256 H12 Representative + 1 5 

Quant. levels- ± 0 4 256 H13 Representative t 1 5 
Quant. levels ; t o 4 256 H14 
Representative t 1 5 
Quant. levels * 0 4 256 H15 
Representative t 1 5 

Quant. levels 
H16 

Representativ 
_ 
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Table k7.19). Coders to be used with Directing Index D1.15. 

Quant. levels ± 8 11 14 18 23'" 28 34 41 256 
92 Repre3entatives' i 9 12 15 . 20 25 30 36 44 

i Quant. levels f 0., 
_ 

3 6 10 15 20 26 33 256 H3 Representatives + 1- 4 - 7. 12 17 22 28 35 
Quant. levels ± 0 3 6 10 15 20 26 33 256 

H4 . 
Representatives + 1 4 7 12 17 22 28 35 

Quant. levels- + 0 4 9 15 256 
H5 Representatives + 1 6 11 17 " 

quant. levels + 0 4 9 15 ? 56 
H6 Representatives ., 1 6 11 

ý 
17 

Quarr levels " + 0 4 9 15 " 256 
H7 Representatives + 1 6 11 17 

Q=t. levels t 0 4 9 15 256 
H8 Representatives +- 1 6 11 17 

Quant. levels - H9 Representatives - 
Quant. levels 

- 
H10 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
Hil Representatives - " 

levels Quarrt. 
H12 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - ` 
H13 Representatives - 

Qi: a, nt. levels - 
H14 Representatives - 

Quant. levels - 
H15 Representatives 

Quant. levels - 
H16 Representatives - 
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Table (7.20). Coders to be used with Directing Index D1- 16. 

Quant. levels + 8 11 14 18 23'" 28 34 41 256 
Representative + 

9 12 15 . 20 25 30 36 z 

Quant. levels + 0 6 13 22 256 
H3 Representative + 2 8 16 26 

Quant.. levels 1± 
.0 

6 13 22 256 

epresentativ + 
' 

2 8 
_16' 

26 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H5 Representative 2 

1 
9 

4 1 
Quant. levels u 6 256 

H6_ 
. ress ntativ Re p 2 9 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H7 Representativ 2 9 

Quant. levels 0 6 256 
H8 Representative 2 9 

Quant.. levels 0 4 256. 
H9 Representativesl + 1 5 

Quant. leyela 0 4 256 
H10 Representative } 1 5 

Quant. levels 4 256 
H11 Representative + 1 5 

Quant. levels 
- H12 Representative - 

Quant. levels 
H13 Representatives 

Quant. levels - 
H14 Representative _ 

Quant.. levels .. 
H15 Representative 

Quant. levels 
H16 Representative - 
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7.5. Results and Assessments $ 

Applying the coders of Tables (7.5 - 7.20) in conjunction with 

Directing Index Dl (with values from 1 to 16 in this case), has shown 

an improvement of about 1.5 dB in Signal-to-Noise Ratio over the results 

obtained from the ordinary single range coders of Tables (5.4 - 5.11), 

in Chapter 5. Although this improvement seems relatively low, and may 

not thought to justify the increased number of coders used, it should 

not discredit the potentiality of the scheme in improving the performance. 

More work involving coders optimisation, by changing different coding 

parameters, may well yield much better results. Such a work could be beat 

done using a frame-store in addition to the, transformer. This will speed 

up the operation-and allow quick subjective assessments for different 

parameters. Another area of potential improvement is the possible 

application of two coders to more high dynamic range (low sequency) terms. 

For example, if an increase in the total number of coders of a factor 4 

is allowed, then-both H3 and H4 could be coded more finely as H2, with 

another increase-in performance fidelity. 

i 

I 
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8.1. Review. 

The work reported here is an investigation of Ha. damard transform 

adaptive coding of digital television signals. The transform is one of 

several means of bit rate reduction in digital video transmission. 

Investigations of the transform aimed to exploit its characteristics 

in reducing the number of transmitted coefficients as well as determining 

the best ways of coding them. For efficient coding and bit rate reduction, 

the coding should be adaptive. For efficient adaptivity, coding schemes 

should be based on more detailed characteristics of transform domain 

obtained as a result of these investigations. 
t 

In the first part of this study, extensive investigations of 

transform domain coefficient characteristics are presented, with 

particular-attention to possible contributions of some of these features 

to the ultimate target of bit rate reduction. In the second part, the 

results-of the first are used to devise objective computable Directing 

Indexes to select-the appropriate coder for each particular subpicture. 

These indexes have the objective of being related :o the local charac- 

teristics of the-subpictures. Not only the over all activity or busyness 

of the subpicture is considered, but also the level of activities of 

different divisions thereof. This avoids the major disadvantage of the 

present 'activity index', namely, the misclassification of some sub- 

pictures based-on=their-over--all activities. 

As a general conclusion of the first part, concerning the transform 

domain investigations, the following features were apparentt 

I. Monochrome Signalss 

1. Line (one-dimensional-) transform, generally, compacts more energy 

in fewer- transform-coefficients than block (two-dimensional-) transform. 

In addition to this fact, the realisation of line transform is auch 

easier and needs far less memory as there are no line storages required 

as in case of two-dimensional, to build up the blocks. 

e 
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2. Abruptancy in statistical characteristics, present in line transform 

domain, as seen in Chapter 2, makes it easier and virtually systematic 

to deal with coefficients belonging to the same division (subvector or Y 

subset). 

3. In case of two-dimensional transform, there are no practical differences 

regarding the energy compaction, among cases of different block sizes or 

different block shapes. Moreover, for the same block sizes, reversed 

dimensions did not show any noticeable-differences. This may well lead 

to a conclusion that, in any case-of two-dimensional transform, blocks 

with smaller number of television lines (vertical dimension) should be 

used in order to save vast line storages requirements and block building 

complexities. 

II. Colour Signals: 

Due to the presence of subcarrier-frequency, the energy of an 

image is likely to be spread over more transform coefficients than in 

the case of monochrome signals, which means less efficient compaction. 

However, careful conditioning of the spatial domain samples, and an 

efficient exploitation of their-transform domain characteristics, could 

yield good results comparable with monochrome transform. This is done 

by rearranging the-samples, prior to transformation in a way such that 

the redundancy is-maximum, either by component isolation (in the case 

of components transforms), or by interlacing the samples one subcarrier 

interval apart (in--case-of the-so called laced transform). This seemed 

to approximate the characteristics of the monochrome transform. 

Investigation of directly transforming the composite signal 

(direct transformation), has-shown that while the most inefficient 

process was that of direct transform at thrice the subcarrier frequency 

sampled signals, due to the spread of image energy among more different 

transform coefficients, the same type of transformation at a sampling 
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. 
frequency of four times the subcarrier seemed extremely efficient. 

The excellent energy compaction property of direct transformation at 

4fso, due to similarities and simplicities of sample values and its full 

suitability to the differencing processes involved in Hadamard transform, 

has made it more promising. From the results of Chapter 3, it is even 

potentially possible to code the two mid-sequency terms, in addition to 

the dc term, to-get a reasonably recovered image, with substantial bit 

rate saving. 

The problem of effects of limited hardware and coding wordlengths 

on the recovered image is also investigated. Although it may seen logical 

that as the transform-size increases, more energy proportion will be 

compacted at lower sequency coefficients, hence allowing more bit rate 

reduction, it has been found that the inevitable normalizing process 

presents an error (noise) of its own, which increases with the transform 

size. In addition to this normalizing error, another source of noise 

will be the decrease in redundancy among spatial domain samples in an 

increased subpicture size. As a result of investigations of Chapter 4, 

an upper limit on the transform size was recommended to be in the range 

of (32 - 64) samples for a monochrome image. 
I 

In the second part of this study, directing indexes to be used 

for adaptive coding were devised, based on results of investigations of 

transform domain characteristics. Starting with the monochrome signals, 

all the three indexes-suggested in Chapter 5 are based on interrelation- 

ships among different coefficients and groups of coefficients in the 

transform domain. The first index, Dl, being the simplest of all, allows 
, assessment 

simultaneous, of activity of each subvector in the transform, and hence 

direct the subpicture transform to its most appropriate coder (and de- 

coder). Although a total number of 8 coders (16 in another stage) were 

used here, this number could be increased as far as the realisation 
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process can reach. This will involve further dividing of the activity 

levels of different subvectors, and hence better adaptivity in coding 

schemes and parameters. Tests show an increase in SNR of about 6 dB 

over non-adaptive coding using a single general coder based on statistical 

characteristics. Due to the lack of published results concerning any 

tests using the existing activity index, no specific comparison was 

possible. However, with an experiment based on an index similar to, that 

index, and using the Discrete Cosine Transform rather than Hadamard 

transform, the comparison shown an improvement in performance at a 

comparable bit rate. Another assessment using a purely hypothetical ideal 

directing process shows that a slight decrease of only about 1 dB is 

encounered. 

The second index D2, involved the study of energy spectrum in 

transform domain. Distribution of energy among particular subsets in 

both medium and high sequency subvectors was studied. Only one subset 

in each subvector was coded, in some cases, to allow a fair consideration 

of all the constituent groups within the available limits of coding bits. 

In the third index, D3, a deeper look to the problem of high 

sequency subvector is paid. This problem is that, the number of Coefficients 

in this subvector-is-half the total number and, consequently, the different 

possibilitiewof energy distribution among them are too much. Here, the 

subvactor is further divided into four subsets in an attempt to isolate, 

more precisely,. the area with maximum energy content. 

Although the Improvements in SNR's by using D2 or D3 seem very 

modest, at about 1 dB over Dl, and hence may not justify the complexities 

of computations-over D1, further investigations, involving optimization 

of coders used with each index, may yield more improvements. 

As for the-colour signals, both the laced and component transforms 
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were considered to be nearly similar to the monochrome transform, and 

therefore the same directing indexes are proposed to be applied, with 

some modifications involving the thresholds in computing the indexes. 

As an example, results of applying the three indexes to the luminance 

component transform were shown, in which satisfactory SNR's were achieved. 

However, due to the complexities involved with component transforms 

(being in fact three independent transforms), in addition to the larger 

number of coefficients (basically three times an ordinary transform terms), 

it is felt that its application may prove difficult in this area. 

Although the so called laced transform-brings the selected samples of 

colour signals to the general form of a monochrome one, its need for a 

lacing process at the transmitting end and a delacing process at the 

receiving end may discredit its advantage. 

In the case-- of the simple direct transformation, the promising 

characteristics of the 4fsc sampling frequency mentioned before proved 

to be useful. As seen in Chapter 6, the direct transform at 4fsc has 

shown about 12 dB improvement, in SNR over the 3 $c direct transform. With 

Hill compatibility regarding ' actual ' bit rate, the quality of the 

reconstructed image was still about 9 dB better than in case of 3foc' 

The performance of the 3 sc direct transform was, as expected, inferior 

to any other of the considered cases. 

Directing indexes proposed and tested here have the major advantage 

of being independent from statistical characteristics of images, sand 

hence can be used with any category of images. Although statistical 

studies were pwrformed. to get their structure and to compute their values, 

in their applications they are entirely independent of these statistical 

features. No matter what proportion of total subpictures will be classified 

in a particular class, the total number of coding bits is constant for all 

cases. Arithmetic operations involved in computing these indexes are 

easy and straightforward, probably as the transform itself, and should 

not need excessive time delay. 
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The double range coder used to accurately code the high dynamic 

lowest sequency coefficient, H2, proved to have some potential advantage. 

More investigations of conditional statistics, and allowing higher number 

of coders may well yield much better results than the 1.5 dB increase 

achieved here for a single coefficient. With continuous advances in 

digital integrated-circuit technology, the increase in the number of 

coding schemes should not be of any practical difficulty. 

8.2. Suggestion8-for Future Work : 

The following are aomm areas, of possible further investigations. 

1. Optimisation of the coders used here, in order to got the best 

possible results. A television frame store and an arithmetic processor, 

in addition to the Hadamard transformer, will facilitate fast and efficient 

changes of coding parameters, with instant subjective assessments. 

2. Energy spectra of-colour signal transforms could be studied 

in more detail is-order to apply both the directing indexes D2 and D3. 

This will also involve determining the. most appropriate values of thresholds. 

3. More redundancy in spatial domain could be further exploited 

in one of three possible ways: 

a). Increasing the vector size in a line transform, and applying the 

same principles considered here. 

b). Investigations-of two-dimensional transform, especially for small 

limited block sizes (as 4z1+), although it may be expected, from results 

of Chapter 2, that-no justifying improvement in performance would be 

obtainable. 

c). The possibility, of eliminating temporal redundancy among successive 

frames in an-interframe system. 
(79) 

Such a system could lead to more bit 

rate reduction-due-to the nature of television images of relatively slow 

-changes during'a-frame interval. This, of course, will involve vast storage 

requirements, _mcre-complex 
processing, and longer time delays. 
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4. As found in Chapter 3, the component transforms at 4f 
130 

have 

some sort of 'banding' in the energy packing characteristics. This could 

be of particular use in selecting some coefficients from each 'band" for 

coding. More investigations may be necessary to isolate the most active 

groups of coefficients, and also to, pee if this will balance the increased 

number of total coefficients in component transforms. 

5. Directing indexes devised here were based on investigations of 

ac energy packing. characteristics " Therefore, the entire schese could . -+. 

still be used in a hybrid coding system, where ac coefficients are dealt 

with in the- same- way as explained here, while the do term,, ' Hl might be 

better coded in a DPCM. 
(79,80,82) 

6. Extension of double range coders to more low sequency torus, 

based on more investigations of conditional characteristics and finding 

the appropriate values of thresholds for different coefficients. 

I 

I 

I 
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A. 1. Program segment for computing Directing Index D1. 

I TOT=O 
INDLX: -0 
D03 K=1, NSG 
IStt1, (Y)=0 
D04I1MIS(K). IE(K) 
ISlt1 (K)=ISUM(K)+IAIS(ID(I1)) 

4 CONTINUE 
IF(ISUI4(K)-ITH(K)) 91.91.92 

91 INUX(K)=LOW(K) 
GOT093 

92 INDX(K)=IHGH(K) 
93 ITOT=ITOT+ISUM(f; ) 

INDEXINDEX+INDX(K) 
3 CONTINUE 

J;; INDCX 

Ja the directing index value after computation. 

Notes : 
ID values of coefficients (array of 16). 
NSG total number-of s; bvectors. 
IS order of the first coefficient in a subvector. 
IE order of-the last coefficient in the subvector. 
ITH the threshold value corresponding to a subvector, (or H2 if its 

activity is to be considered). 
LOW the weighting factor corresponding to low activity. 
IHGH the weighting factor corresponding to high activity. 

This segment is for the general computation of Dl, whether H2 

is included or not. This is achieved by assigning the appropriate 

values for- Y33G, IS, and IE in each case. 
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A. 2. Program segment for computing Directing Index D2. 

INDEX=0 
INDX(2)-0 
IF(IAfS(In(2)). GT.! T2) INDX(2)=6 
SF10CD=FLOAT(IAGS(ID(5))+IABS(ID(7))) 
SI-IFV=FLOAT (I AnS (I D ((, ))+i ABS (I D (8)) ) 
TOTI =SMODD+SMEV 
IF(TOTM. EQ. 0.0) GOTI2001 
SHODDi0.0 

D03001 10D=9,15,2 
3001 SHODD=SHOnD+FLOAT(IAßS(ID(! GD))) 

SIIFV-0.0 
D03002IEVLI10,16,2 

3002 SHEV=SHEV+FLOAT(IAOS(ID(IEV))) 
RFIED=AMAXI (SMQDD, SVEV) 
RHIGH=AMAX1(SHGDD, SHFV) 
BALANC=RHiGH/RECD 
IF(GALANC. LE. TI1IN) GOT0 2002 
IF([ALANC. GE. TIIAX) GOTO 2001 
IIJDX(3)=2 
IF(RMED, EQ. SMEV) IN X(3)=4 
INDX(4)=1 
IF(R: HIGH. EO. SHEV) 11. DX(4)=2 
I NDEX=I NDX (3)+I I=DX (4) 
GOT 02005 

2001 INDEX02 
GOTO 2005 

2002 INDLX: x1 
2005 J=II4DEX+INDX(2) 

Notes (in addition to notes on segment for Dl) : 

IT2 threshold value of H2 (in case. of Double Range Coder). 

SMODD sum of absolute values in odd subset of medium subvector. 
SMEV sum of absolute values in even subset of medium subvector. 
SHODD sum of-absolute values in odd subset of high subvector. 
SHEV sum of absolute values in even subset of high subvector. 
RMED activity measure of the whole medium subvector, (representative). 

RHICH activity measure of the whole high subvector, (representative). 

BALANC balance between medium and high subvector activities. 

This segment is, like for Dl, for general' computation of D2, 

including h2. 
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A. 3. Program segment for computing Directing Index D3. 

INrLX=0 
INDX(2)=0 
IF(IARS(ID(2)). GT. IT2) INDX(2)=6 
SIICDD=FLOAT(IAGS(ID(5))+IABS(ID(7))) 
SIIFV=FLOAT(IAUS(ID(c)))+IABS(ID(R))) 
TOTII=SMODD+SMEV 
IF(TOTM. EQ. 0.0) G0TC2001 
SHODDc0.0 

D0300110D=9,15,2 
3001 S140DD=SHODD+FLOAT(IABS(-ID(ICD))) 

SHFV=0.0 
D03002IEV=10,16,2 

300? SHEV=SHEV+FLOAT(IABS(ID(IEV))) 
SHUV=0,0 
DO 111 1=13,16 

111 SHUP=SHUp+FLOAT(IABS(ID(I)))i 
SHL( =0.0 
DO 222 I=9.12 

222 SHLts=SHL0+FLoAT(IABS(ID(I))) 
RMED=AMAXI (SMODD, St'EV) 
RHI(, H=AMAX1 (SHODD, SIHEV, SHOP, SHLO) 
BALANC=RH-I GH/ TCýT, I 
IF (VALANC. LE. TIlI, J) G0T0 2002 
IF(GALANC. GE. TI'AX) GOTO 2001 
I NDE. X=3 
IF(RHIGR. EQ. SHLG) G(TO 2005 
IF(RHIGH. EQ. SHUP) G(, TO 2007 
IF(lHIGH. EQ. SHODD) G0T0 2009 
IF(RHIGH. EQ. SHEV) GCIT02011. 

2007 INDEX=6 
GOTE 2005 

2009 INDEX=5 
GOTU 2005 

2011 INDEX=6 
GOTU2005 

2001 INDEX=2 
GOT( 2005 

2002 INDEX=1 
2005 J�IIJDEX+INDX(2) 

r 

Notes (in addition to notes on D1 and D2) : 

SHLO sum of absolute values in lower subset of high sequencyr subvectoz 

SHUP sum of absolute values in upper subset of the- same subvector. 

Again, it is to be noted that this segment computes D3, including 

the two ranges of H2. 
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A. 4. Program segment for computing Directing Index Cl. 

I10=LABS(ID(10))+IAIS(ID(11))+IASS(In(12)) 
ITOT=0 
INnLX=0 
D03 K=1, NSG 
ISi-f (K)=0 
D04I1=IS(K), IF(K) 
ISLf(K)=ISUM(K)+IAnS(ID(I1)) 

4 CONTINUE 
IF(K. EQ. 3) 1SUf"(K)=ISUH(K)-IABS(ID(6)) 
IF(t.. EQ. 4) ISUf'(K)=ISUM(K)-I10 
IF(ISUM(K)-ITH(t: )) c1,91,92 

91 INVX(K)=10W(K) 
GUTUU93 

92' INDX(K)=IHGH(K) 
93'1 ITO7-1T0T+ISUM(t; ) 

3t 
INDEX=INDFX+INDX(K) 
CONTINUE 
J=IfJDEX 

A. 5. Program segment for computing Directing Index C2. 

I TOT=C 
INDEX=0 
D03 K=1"NSG 
ISUI (K)=0 
D04I1=IS(K), IE(K) 
ISUI(K)=1SUM(K)*IAß3', (ID(II)) 

4 CONTINUE 
IF(K. EQ. 3) ISUF', (K)=ISUH(K)-IABS(ID(8)) 
IF(K. EQ. 4) ISUF'(K)=-ISUM(K)-IABS(ID(9)) 
IF(ISUM(K)-ITH(K)) x1,91,92 

91 INDX(K)=LO(J(K) 

, GOTU93 
92 INDX(K. )=IHGH(K) 
93 ITOT=ITOT+ISUM(K) 

INDEXsINDEX4INDX(K) 
3. CONTINUE 

J=IIMEX 

Notes s see notes on segment for Dl. 
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A. 6. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

.5 
-6 

-7 8 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
70 
?1 
?2 
?3C 
24 C 
25 C 
? c} C 
2C 
78 C 
?9C 
30 C 
31 C 
32 C 
33 C 
34 C 
35 
36 1 
37 
38 2 
39 
40 
41 C 
42 C 
43 C 
64 C 
45 C 
46 C 
47 C 
48 C 
49 C 

FORTRAN IV Listing of a Sample Program Simulating 

Directing Index D1, Transforming and Coding. 

Llßl. 'ARY (SUßGRCUPORAD) 
LIBRARY (OWLIB) 
PROGRAM (nUANTIZING) 
INPUT1=TRO 
INPI; T3=TR3 
INPUT-6 TR4 
OUTPUT2=LPO 
COMPRESS INTEGEP AND LOGICAL 
END 
MASTER QUANT 
DIMENSION ID(16), IDSC16), IXC16), LYC16), IPR(1ö), 

*IDD(9,15), IR(8,16), IDDC(9,16,16), IRR(8,16,16), 
*ERQ(164-, INR(16), ERTN(16), 
*ERT(16-)-jERQN(16), , *PST(16), IS(4), IEC4), LOW(4), iTH(4), L; ý":.. 1 tiff:. 
*IHGFI(6)"INDX(4)"ISUI(4)'NVS(16), XERT(16). XERTN(16). 
*XER(4 (16). XERON(T 6) 

NSGr-4 
NUH=16 
JT4r-16 
IS(t)=2 
N L=i) 
N71=c 

I. SG = NUMSEP OF SUBVECTORS 
tiUfr = VECTOR SIZE 
JTO. = MAX. 114IIM Iit'MrER OF AUANrizIMG sCHEl ES 
IS = ORDER OF STARTING COEFFICIENT OF A SURVECTOR 
IE = ORDER OF LAST COEFFICIENT 114 A SUBVECTOR 
f, L = NUMBER OF QUANTIZING LEVELS (DECISION LEVELS) 
hM = NUMBER-OF REPRE-SEt: TATIVE VALUES 

DO 1 I( 1, NSG 
IECK) =2**K 
DO 2 Ks2, NSG 
IS (K)cc IE-(K-1 )'1 
RMt1, =0.1 Erg 
READ CI 020) SN, I'YT, I TN, tow, I HGH 

SN = LOTEST SIR (ONLY FOR COMPUTING EXC. SNR) 
f. VT = TOTAL I: IJMMBER OF VECTORS 
ITN = ARRAY IF THRESHOLDS Fok DIFFERrNT SUfVFCTORS 
LOW = ARRAY IF WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR LOW ACTIVITY 
IHGI+ = ARRAY IF WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR HIGH ACTIVITY 
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K1, 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 222 
57 555 
58 222 
59 C 
60 c 
h1 C 
ý2 C 
l. 3C 
64 C 
65 C 
1.6 
67 
68 
l"9 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77" 
78 
79 
90. C 
91 C 
FF? C 
93 C 
64 C 
85. C 
R6 C 
P7 C 
8A C 
89 C 
9 f: C 
91 C 
92 C 
03 C 
94 
ßi 5 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
1l-1 
1fý2 
1f03 20 

WRITF(2,601)NVT, S14, ITI 
DO 222 J=1"JTo 
Do 222 J=1, JTQ 
DO 555 I=2, NUM 
READ(1o250) IF)DC(K, I, J) 
READ(11350) IRR(K"I, J) 
CONTIHUE 
CCI. 'rIr. UE 
CONTI P. UE 

READING THE CQDII. G PARAMETERS t 
IDDC = DECICICN (QUANTIZING) LFVELS 
IRR = REPRESENTATIVES 

SERDN; z0,0 
SER(tN=0,0 
SERTN=0.0 
SERD=0,0 
SEKT=0,0 
SERIlo0,0 
TS}+s:; 0.0 
SERTXP0.0 
SERgx 0,0 
SERTNX=O. 
SEPQNX=0.0 
PT4=0.0 
PTT=0.0 
PTRr0.0 

FRD ERRORS DUE TO NORMALIZATION ONLY 
IRO ERRORS DUE TO QUANTIZATION ONLY 
CRT TOTAL CRROP'S DUE TO BOTH 

S PRECEDING AIY EXPRESSION MEANS THE SUM OF ERRORS 
ALLOVER THE WHOLE II'AGE. 

N FOLLOWIl. G AhY EXPRESSION MEANS THE P-P CRITERION 
X IN ANY FRR(; I EXPRESSION MEANS EXC. CRITERION 
() MEANS A CRITERION FÜR A PARTICULAR INDEX VALUE 

DO 20 I=1"JTQ 
EPT(I)=0.0 
EPO(I)=0,0 
ERTt(I)=0,0 
ER'lh(I)=0,0 
XERT(I)=0.0 
XERff(I)=0,0 
XERTN(I)=0.0 
XER(IN(I)=0. (1 
CONT"IP: UE 
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1(4 
1f'S C 
1 (16 C 
1r7 C 
Ira 
1(. 9 
110 
111 111 
112 C 
113 C 
114 C 
115 C 
116 C 
117 
118* C 
119 C 
1? 0 C 
121 C 
1? 2 
1? 3 C 
1? 4 C 
125 C 
1? 6 C 
127" C 
128 C 
129. C 

-130 C 
131 C 
132 c 
133 
134 

'. 135 
136 
13? 
438 
139 4 
140 
161 91 
162 
11-3 92 
144 93 
165 
146 3 
11-7 
148 .C 11.9 C 
150 
151 C 
152 C 
153 C 
154 
155 1700 
156 C 
157 C 

DO 2000 I ND=1 . LVT 

ID= APPAY CF SAMPLES 

PFAD(3,10n) ID 
DO 111 i=1. NUM 
IDS(I)=ID(I) 
CONTINUE 

IDS - AV ARkAV OF SAVED VALUES OF SAMPLES FOR 
LATER COMPARISCNS AND EPROR COMPUTATION 

CALL HADAM (NUf', ID, IY) 

IADAMARD TRAt1SFOPMING OF ORIGINAL DATA 
ID ON EXIT (! -ILL -HAVE THE TRANSFOPPI COEFFICIENTS 

CALL ROUND (ID, IiUM, t itM) 

COEFFICIENTS ARE PRE"NORI'ALIZED Dy A FACTOR EQUALS TO 
THE WHOLE VECTOR SIZE 'NUM'. 
ON EXIT ID WILL DF AN ARRAY OF NORMALIZED AND ROUNDED 
GFF 

-CO-EFFICIENTS" - -, 

++ý* CDMPl1TIN6 DIRECTING INDEX Dl "nrr 

ITGT=O 
INDFX; 2O 
D03 K-1. NSG 
ISUI (K)=0 
D04I1ttIS(KIE(1: ) 
ISUt(K)=ISUM(I()+IAIS(ID(I1)) 
COW, INUE 
IF(ISIIM(K)-ITia(r)) x1,91,9? 
INDX(K)=LOW(K) 
GOTi93 
INDXCK)=IHGH(K) 
ITAT=-ITOT+ISUM(K) 
INDEX. =INDEX+INDY(K) 
CONTINUE 
J=It4DEX 

+«ýý Ju THE DIRECTING. INDEX +ºýýº+ 

F4VS(J)=NVS(J)+1 

I 

ý :. 

AV's = NUVrER fF VECTO1 S IN A PARTICULAR CLASS INDEX 

DO 1700 W"NUF; 
IX(I)=ID(I) 

SAVING THE t. (RMALIZED COEFFICIENTS 

f 
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1r 

158 C 
159 
1t"0 C 
1r1 C 
1("2 C 
1 c, 3 C 
1(. 4C 

, 
1(. 5C 
1(, 6C 
167 
1 t-8 
1r. 9 C 
170 C 
171 C 
172 
173 
174 C 
175 -C 
176 C 
177 
178 
179 
1A0 C 
I 81-c- 
182 C 
.1F, 3 
184 
165 
186 
187 12. 
1f8 c 
1F+9 C 
190 C 
191 C 
192 C 
193 C 
19.4 
195 
1916 
197 
1SR 333 
199 444 
2(0 
2(1 C 
262 C 
203 C 
2 (14 C 
2(5 C 
206 
2(7 C 
2(8 C 
2(9 C 
210 C 
2i lC 
212 C 
213 C 
214 C 
V5. 

CALL NADAM(NUM, IX, IY) 

INVERSE TRAt, SFORI If: G OF t oRMALIZLD COEFFICIENTS 
1 EXITº IX WILL BE AN ARRAY OF PECONSTRUCTED 
SM PLES AFTEP SUIJECTING THE COEFFICIENTS TO 
I; OVMALIZING INLY 

RDVr-0.0 
CALL LNMSE(NUM, IDS, IX, RDV) 

COPMUTING LIlt'SE CUF TO NCRMALIZATION ONLY 

SEkQ=SERD+RDV 
IF(lDV, Ea; 0,0) PDV FMIN 

f: 0 NORMALIZATION ERROR AT ALL 

SWRD=-IO*ALOGtC(RDV) 
IF(St4RD. GE. 99.0) PTR=PTR+1; 0 
CALL ERROR(NUM, IDS"IX, P) 

NORMALIZATION CQktPUTING FRpQR, bUF 
. 
70 

i 

SERUN=SERDN+P 
DO 12 1=1 . -Kum 
I14R(I)-=IX(I) 
IX(I)-=ID(1) 
CUP: TIN UE 

SELECTING THE CODING PARAMETERS OF THE APPROPRIATE 
CODER ASSOCIATED WITH THE INDEX VALUE 'J' 

DO 444 K2=2, NUN 
DO 3337 K1=1, NL 
IR(KI, K2)=IRR(Kt, K2, J) 
IDD(K1"K2)=IDDC(K1, K2, J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IDD(Nr', K2)=IDDC(Itt4, k2, J) 

CODING THE t: rrt"ALIZED COEFFICIENTS 

CALL ICODER (2,1; UM. t. L. NM, IX, IDD, TR) 

IX ON EXIT HAVE THE CODLD COEFFICIENTS 

INVERSE TRANSFORIING AFTER CODING 

CALL HADAM(NUM, IX, TY) 
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217 C 
218 C 
219 C 
220 C 
221 C 
2? 2 C 
223 C 
274 C 
225 
2? 6 
227 
2? 8 
2? 9 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
2: 36 
237 
238 
239 
240 
261 
262 C 
243 C 
-244 C 
265 
246 
21-7 
. 1.8 
249 1f 99 
250 C 
251 C 
252 C 
253 C 
254 
255 
256 2f"00 
257 
258 C 
259 C 
2t, 0 C 
2t1 C 
2t2 C 
2t, 3 C 
264 C 
265 C 
266 C 
2t7 
2 r, 8 C 

IX AN ARRAY OF THE RECGNSTPUCTED DATA AFTER 
NORMALIzIt. C AND CODI14G 

COMPUTING THE F'RROR CRITERIA Fop EACH VECTOR 

sup r-0.0 
CALL LNMSF(NUM, InS. IX. SER) 
EIT(J)=ERT(J)+SFR 
IF(SEP, EQ, 0.0) SFR;: Rt"IIN 
SNRT=x-10*A L0G1 C (SEF ) 
CALL r'RROR(NUM, IDS. IX, P) 
ERTt; (J)=ERTN(J)*p 
SER2=G-0 
CALL LNMSE(NUM, INR, IX, SER2) 
ERQ(J)=ER0(J)4SCR2 
IF(SERZ. EQ. 0.0) SERA=AMIN 
SNRr--10+ºAL0G10(SER2) 
CALL ERROR(NUM, INR. IX. P2) 
ERQht(J )=ERQN (J )+P2 
IF(SNPT. GT. SN) (0T0 1999' 
WRITE(2.805) 1ND. J. SNRT, SNR 
IEXP=IEXP+1 i -: 

IEXP NUMBER OF EXCLUDED*CASES FOR EXC. SNR 

XERT(J)=XERT(J)if-SE R 
XERTN(J--)=XERTN(J)+P 
XERüü(J)=XERQ(J)*SER2 
XERt. N(J)=XERQN(J)+P2 
CONTINUE 

COMING FOR t, r QUANTIZING ERROR 
COl, TING FOR NO TOTAL ERROR 

IF(SNR. GE, 99,0) PTQ=PT4+1.0 
IF(SNRT. GE. 99. C) PTT=PTT+1, C 
CONTIVUE 
DO 2001 Jz1, JT& 

COHPUTIN6 THE OVERALL ERROR CRITEPIA FOR EACH INDEX 

S IS FOR THE SUI 
(4 IS FOR THE QUANTIZING (CODING) 
'C IS FOR TOTAL. I. E. NOPMALTZATION+CODING 
X IS FOR THE EXCLI)SIVE CRITERIA 

N IS FOR THE PPS14P CRITERION 

2(9 SER4hl=SERQN+EROf. (J) 
270 SERTN=SERTN+ERTIJ(J) 
271 SER(<=SERA+ERQ(J) 
272 SEKT=SEKT+ERT(J) 
273 SEPNNX=SERQNX4X1RAt4(J) 
274 SERTNX--SERTNX+XF. RTFj(J ) 
275 SER(iX=SERQX+XFRf (J ) 
27.6 SERTX^SERTX+XERT(J) 
277 2001 CUNT IP: UE 
278 C 
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279 C 
280 C 
211 C 

F2 
2F3 
2F84 
2F, 5 
2F16 
297 
268 

290 
291 
292 
293 
294 C 
295 C 
296 C 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
3 (1 
305 
306 
3f07 
3r8 
309 
310 
311 
312 77 
313- 
314 75 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 7t. 
320 
3? 1 14 
3? 2 
323 
3? 4 
3? 5 C 
326 C 
3? 7 C 
3? 8 C 
3? 9 C 
330 C. 
331 C 
332 
333 
334 

C01PUTING THE GVERALL ERROR CRITERIA FOR THE WHOLE IMAG) 

NX=t; VT-IExP 
SERTX=SERT-'SERTX 
SERiX=SERQ"SERGX 
SERTX=-10*ALOGIC(SEPTX/NX) 
SFRt. X9'1 0*ALOG'I C (SEFQX/NX) 
DEN1 =255.. *255. *I. X 
SERQNX°(SERQN. SERQIIX)/DEN1 
SERTNX3(SERTN+SERTI4X)/DEN1 
SERD=--1 0*ALOGIC(SERD/NVT) 
SERI=.. 10*ALOGICCSERT/t: VT) 
SER4='10*AL0G10(SERQ/NVT) 
DENr-255. *255. *NV'T 

(AX, VALUE OF 
. 
LUV'. INANCE r. 255 LEVFLS. 

SERDN=SERDN/DEU 
SERL N-r-SERQN/D! N 
SERTN=SERTN/DEN 

,. WRITE(2P300) t 
WRITE-CIr400) SERA.. SERTDSERQiSERDN, SE-P. TN. SERQN. 
WRITE-(a. 806) IEXP, SrRTX, SERQX"SERTNX, SERQNX 
WRITE(Z. -500) ' 
DO18J=1"JTQ 
PST(J)=tOO. 0*FLOAT(t: VS(J))/t. VT 
IF(LR'T(-J), EO, O, fi) EFTIJ)=RMIN 
IFtt"VS(J), EQ. 0) GOT(, 77 
tRT (J-)=-10. *ALC^G10(1RT (J)/NVS ('J) ) 
IF(IRQ(J). EQ. O. C) EFQ(J)=RMIN 
ERO(J)=-10.0*ALOG10(ERQIJ)/t, VS(J)) 

-"GOT(. 75 
ERT(J)°0-. 0 
ERQ(J)-20.0 
CONTIANUE 
IF(t: VSC-J). EQ. 0) GOT( 79 
DEF. =255. *255; *NVS(J ) 
ERTI. (J)=ERTN (J)/DEP4 
EkGt: CJ-)=ERQN(J)/DEN 
CONTINUE 
WRITE-(2.600) J"PS-T(J), ERT(J). ERO(J), FRTN(J), ERQN(J) 
CONTINUE 
PTR; 3100,0*PTR/t; VT 
PT0r-100. -0*PTQ/t4VT 
PTT=100.0*PTT/NVT 

PTP, PERCENT OF 1-0 NORMALIZATION FRRUR AT ALL 
PTO PFRCENT-OF 1-0 QUANTIZATION EPROR AT ALL 
PTT PERCENT OF 10 ERRORS AT ALL 

WR1IE(2r801) PTP 
WRITE(2s802) PTc 
WRi''iF(2. Rn3) PTT 
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335 250 FORI AT (9I 0) 
3,36 350 FOKIAT(SIO) 
337 801 FURL AT(///, 10X, 'tJ0 I01! ND OFF NOISE ', F6.2.3X. 'PERCENT') 
338 CG2 FORIAT(/, l0X, "N(+ 4UANTIZING NOISF= ', F6.2,3X, IPERCENT* ) 
339 863 FORI AT(/. 10X, ºtJOO NGISF AT ALL = '. F6.2.3X, 'PERCENTI) 
340 8C4 FORIAT(///, IOX, 'VECTOP', 8X. 'INDFX', 5X. 'TOTAL NOISF DU', 
341 *6X. 'QtuAMT NOISE D6', //) 
342 805 FORIAT(10X, I5, CX, I3,9X"F8.3.12X. F8. z) 
343 806 FORIAT(///, 8X. 'rXCErT', 16, 'VECTORS', t. X"F6.2,9X, F6.2.21X" 
344 *F1G. 8,5X, F1n0 '8, //) 
365 100 FORt'Ar(16I0) 
346 300 F0R1-AT(///, 13X, 'R0UID DB', 7X"'TOTAL nDº, 7X. 'QUANT Dß', 
347 *5X. 'ROUND NORMº, 5X, 'TOTAL NfURMº. SX, ºQUANT trnRNº, /) 
348 400 FORtATC7X. 3(9X, F6.2), IX, 3(5X, F10.8)) 
349 500 FORI. AT(/! /. 5X, 'INDEX'"5X"'PRODABILITV'"RX. 'TOTAL DB'. 8X. 
350 *'QUANT DBº"6X, 'TOTAL NORM'. 6X, IQUANT NORM'. /) 
351 600 FORt. AT(I10,3(8X, F8.3). 2(6X. F10.8)) 
352 6G1 FoPt: Ar(/J I6, 'VECTOt'S'. 5X, ºSN*º. F6; 1, ' DUº, 
353 *10X"'TMRESHOLDS'. 5X, 4I6, //) 
354 702 F0RP-AT-(TX, ºNUMB, ', 5X, 'OFF DB',. ' IN nßº, 6X. 1612.4X 
355 *. 6X, 16-I2.4X, 'fN Dßº, //) 
356 120 FORIsAT(F0.0,13I0) 
357 - STOP .. 358 END 
3.59 

. 
FINISH 

A. 7. Subroutines Used in the Simulation Program of A. 6. 

0 SU3kOUTINE ERMGR(N. IX. IY., ') 
I C 
2 C 
3 C THIS SUBR0UTIItF CALCULATES THE MEAI1-SQUARED"ERROR 
4 C EjVFR--A VFCTGP API. A. 
5 C I. = THE VECTIR SIZE 
6 C IX = ARRAY OF ORIGINAL VALUES 
7 C IY ='ARRAY OF PFCONSTkUCTFD VAlUES 
8 C p= ON EXIT l ILL HAVI THE MEAN-SQUARED-ERROR 
9 C 

10 C 
II DIMENSION IX(N), IY(I ) 
12 P=0; 0 
13 DOI L9*1. N 
14 ERaI-X(-L)-IY(L) 
15 ER=ER*ER 
16 P=PEER 
17 1 CONTINUE 
18 P=P/N 
19 RETIIRM 
70 END 

Note. For subroutine HADAM, see for example, Reference 10. 
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:1 
22 
23 C 
24 C 
25 C 
26 C 
27 C 
28 C 
79 C 
30 C 
31 C 
32 C 
33 C 
14 C 
35 C 
36 C 
37 C 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 1 
44 
45 
16 
47 
k8 
49 C 
50 C 
51 C 
52 C 
53 C 
54 C 
55 C 
56 C 
57 C 
58 C 
59 C 
to C 
r- 1C 
i. 2 
63 
1.4 
('5 
c"6 
67 
t. 8 
t"9 1 
7.0 
71 
72 

SUfROUTINE ROUI 1)(IG, I4UM, IU) 

THIS S'ºBROlºTINF I ORFIALIZES THE COEFFICIENTS IN 
THE TRANSFOEI DC! AIN TO THE QANGE OF ORIGINAL 
SA! PLE VALUES 
IT COULD BE I: SEr, ALSO FOE ANV TYPE OF NORMALIZATION 
I. E. PRE-. POST«, OR DOUBLE HALF NORNALIZATInN. 

ID = ARRAY OF COEFFICIENTS 
flUH = VECT(R SIZE 
1= NORI-! ALiZiNG FACTCR. THIS CAN UE ADJUSTED TO 

SUIT ANY PARTICULAR TYPE OF NORMALIZATION. IN 
THE CASES OF PREI-. AND POST-" M=NUM. 

DIMENSION ID(NUI') 
DO1 IP1, NUM 
IFACTa1 
IF(ID(-I). LT. O) IFACTO. 1 ' 
ID(-I) IFACT*(1AGS(ID(I))+H/2)/M 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBF OIITINE LNHSE(P . IX, IY. PEF: )' 

THIS SUBROUTINE COIPUTES THE LOCALLY NORMALIZED 
LEAN-SQUARED"ERRfR. 

DIMENSION IX(II), IY(N) 

F. = VECTOR SIZE 
IX = ORIGINAL CAIIPLES ARRAY 
IY = RECOP STRU(. TFD APRAY VALUES 
PER ON FY, IT WILL HAVE THE LOCALLY NORMALIZED 

MEAN"-SQUAPF @-ERROR 

PERFO. 0 
DO I L31. N 
ERNIX(L1-IY(L) 
IF(IX(L). EQ. O) GOTf. 1 
ER=ER/IX(L) 
ER=EP+ER 
PER=PER+ER 
COP4TINUE 
PERaPER/N 
PETURýi 
EIJD 
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73 
74 
75 SUßF'OtUTINE ICODER( IS, IEND, NLM. NL, NM, TX. IDD. IR) 
76 DII, LNSION IX(NLI'), IDD (NN, NUI'), IR(NL, MUFt) 
77 C 
78 C 
79 C THIS SUnROUTII: E IS FOR CODING INTEGER COEFFICIENTS 
so C PAPAMETERS ARE AS FOLLOWS 
F. 1 C 
F, 2 C IS =OPDER OF STARTING COEFFICIFNT 
883 C IEED = ORDEP. OF LAST COEFFICIENT 
66 C I4Uf" MAX. NUI BER OF TOTAL COEFF; 
85 C 1L =NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVE LEVELS 
86 C I, M =NUMBER CF DECISION LEVELS(=NL+1) 
87 C IX =COEFF. AF: RAY (NUM) 
88 C ON ENTRY. THIS WILL HAVE THE ACTUAL VALUES. 
89 C ON EXIT* THEY WILL HAVE THE CODED VALUES. 
90 C IDD =DECISI01: ARi AY (NM. I: UM) 
9'1 C IR =REPRESENTATIVES ARRAY (NL, NUN) 
92 C 
9-3 C 
9'4 C 
95 DO 100 I=IS, IFND 
96 I P=1 
9? I N-1 ' 
. 9'8. C 
99 C -TRY FOR THF. FIRST 'QUANTIZING STEP 

100 C 
1(01 IF(IX(I). LT. O) IPp"I 
1(2 IX. (I)r-IADS (IX(I)) 
103 10 IF(IX(I). GE. IDD(IN. I). AND, I<(I). LT. IDD(IN+1. I)) 
1f: 4 * IX(1)2IR(I4. I) 
105 IF(IX(I). EQ. IR(IN. I)) GOTO C9 
1(6 C 
107 C IF-THE CORRECT STEP HAS BEEN FOUND, THEN NEXT COEFF. 
1(18 C IF NOT. TRY t4EXT STEP. 
1('" 9. C 
110 IN=IN+1 
111 GOTT' 10 
112 9C IX. (I)=IP+IX(I)_ 

_ 113 1f0 CONTIIIUE 
I14 RETURN 
I15 END 

I 
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